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CH4PTER 1 
INTRODUC.TION : RELATIONS BETWEEN 
THE ANGLICAN AND SWEDISH CHURCHES 
This thesis is an examination of the ministry in the Chu+"ch 
of Sweden , and it falls into two ma~n divisions , Chapter 2 , 
which deals· with the Doctrine -- i.e. the statements about the 
~- I I ~ 4 • • f 
ministry and its place in'the!C:h.urch?in!tcie {it the Confessional 
documents and by Swedi-sh theologians , and Chapter 3 , wbich 
de_als with the Practice -- i.e. the provisions that have been and 
now are made both for the appointment and ordination of the 
minister and for the ordering of his work • 
first chapter is to1;set this subject in the 
relationship between the Anglican Communion 
The purpose of this 
context of the 
and_ t'he Church of 
Sweden , for it is here that it becomes not only of interest to 
Anglicans but also relevant! to- thei::r·-:-own theological. d;e·ba~e _about 
the ministry • 
During the last fifty years or so , :alv the Christian 
churches have_ become aware of eachother to a much greater 
ext·e·nt than befpre· and , as a result- , have to. some degree come 
to consider eachother~s beliefs and systems not merely as 
heresies to be combated,but as parallel expressions of the 
Christian faith,which could enshrine a truth that they themselves 
had overlooked • The growing conviction that disunity is not only 
inexpedi~nt but also sinful has led all the churches t9 show some 
concern for re-union , though t~ey differ over how this is to be 
effected • The Ecumenical Movement , as this process of inter-
church contact,th~ological discu~sion and mutual prayer and 
worship is known , has given to the_C~istian wQrld a 
particular sensi ti vi ty to those- aspects of faith and practice 
over which there is most disagreement 
• Que-stions about the 
ministry are to the fore here , not only because the claims 
made on behalf of the Pope have caused the separation between the 
Roman church and the rest of Christendom , but also because of thE 
. . 
(1) of Wingren KX , p 5 
·(2) of Wingren SKEA , passim 
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emphasis laid -on episcopacy by .Anglicans , on the parity of 
ministers by those of the Reform~d tradition , and on local 
autonomy by the Congregationalists , which give these bodies 
much Qf their distinctive character. Even those Communions for 
whom questions about the ministry are not so.tundamental,such as 
the Lutherans , have been brought into the ecumenical discussion 
and affected by it ; in the Church of Sweden , for example, 
the doctrine of the ministry has been the main theological 
point of interest for the last ten years(l). This church has, 
i,n £ac.t;· a···pos:i:tiori.of par.t:icular:-intere·st ., since one aspect of 
ri ts .:practic"e· in~mat·ters of the minfst·ry: ... (reta;ini-n·g the episcopatl 
in. the apostolic· ·succ·essi'onl has··-co~ended; 'it .to ·:·Anglicans , 
though its teaching remai~s in line with other Lutheran bodies ; 
yet it is different from other Lutherans in its willingness to) 
enter into , and seek after , relationships with churches other 
than those of the Augsburg Confession , and it is subject to 
some criticism for this ·attitude from other members of the 
Lutheran World Federation ( 2 ~ .. ! . ,-Tbe Ch~~ch ~f: Sweden the~ , is 
• l . •' - . • . . . 
in an important position from an ecumenical point of view ; but 
so is the Anglican Communion , for it stands as a bri~ge between 
the traditional ·ncathollc" and "Protestant" groupings, and 
contains within itself so many of the tensions which divide 
Christendom • It is for this reason that the relationships 
between these two churches are of exceptional importance • 
Before considering the negotiations of fifty years ago,which 
were motivated primarily by the Anglican interest in the Swedish 
church as one having the "historic episcopate" , it is necessary 
to review the earlier contacts between them , noting the fea.ture1 
that then determined the attitude of the one to the other. 
1. Contacts b-etween th.e English and Swedish Churches up to 1880. 
During the seventeenth century ( the."!Ee of Orthodoxy") , 
Lutheran churches regarded any body that did not affirm the 
Augsburg Confession with very great suspicion , and worse even 
than Rome were those who followed the teachings of ·calvin ; the 
(3) See Jacobowski , p 106ff ·and Evander • 
For an interesting account of English church life·, 
see J.Svedberg•s autobiography , p 71-80 • 
(4) See B.Hellecant • 
English church was then regarded as being clearly in the 
Calvinist camp (note that the motto of the Swedish church in 
~Lond-on ·, f_o;unded: i~ .1710 , is." Ro;sa inter s,pinas " I). Even 
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.. ·though there _were a numb.~.r ·of .stud,ents f:rom S~~d:en who came to 
study in this country , it was only the few who took an interest 
in the· established church who were able to rea.lize that it was 
neither Calvinist nor sectarian and that in many ways.it 
resembled their own • The diaries of several of those who lived 
- . 
in England .fo:r a time. are int~resting for their observations .to 
this effect , .. often in a very .surprised tone .• ( 3) One of them, 
Jacob Serenius,. who was pastor in London for,. some twelve years, 
published an in~ing study "Exainen harmoniae religionis ecclesi 
--~e l;uthe·~~a~ & .. a:ngLic·an;~e ·~ 1in ·l78:.6. .. Tpe rise of the l;'ietist 
.. ' - .. - . - . . . . 
movements at the end of -t:;h~ ,s_eventee!_l~h and. t·:Jtrqug"h;out the 
. . . . . . . . . \ 
eighteenth centuries as a continual r~ion to the strict and 
rigid dogiQ.atism of the .Orthodox theo·logy , meant that ther-e was 
a greater demand for freedom in religion aQnd a great ecumenical 
spirit that led to close contacts with pietists in oth.er lands 
regardless of their confessional background ; many English 
devc;>tional works were made available in Sweden.< 4> But this did 
. . 
not affect the leadersbjp of the Swedi~h church , who still 
maintained their old rigidity , as can be seen in the reactions 
or" the Swedts·h· bishops· t·o ·the most·· int·ere'st:i:-ng circular letter 
..,,. '· · :.that·· t·hey ··r-·eceiv·ed in ·1718. from Count -Gylle;nborg ; .,.he had been . 
approached :by:s·everal "ErigTish churcfuireri ·with a: proposal that the 
Protestant churches of Europe should unite so that they could 
together cbppose the growing power of Rome, and that a start shoul 
be made with the English and Swedish churches as these were so 
alike • "They maintained·~ ,~rote the Co~t in his letter , 
reporting the views of th~: ;English eccl~siast~·cs, "that there was· 
little differenc.e between the two churches because they were in 
complete agreement in "Fundamentalibus articulis fidei" and that 
though there were diffeTent opinions "in articulo de sacra 
coena" , they considered that these were not so great as to make 
one separate.from the other. As to "ceremonialibus" , apart from. 
(5) The Swedish text of the letter to Bishop Gezelias 
of lbo·is given in Ahlqvist,Bexell & Lignell , p 88ff. 
(6) See LunderBm .in Ki 1912 ; Pleijel , p 87ff; 
Holmqvist & Pleijel , p 239ff • 
(7)- cf G.C.Richards , p 210ff . It would be interesting 
to investigate whether this was done on any other occasion; 
this is mentioned in the boo~s as being unique • 
(.8) Wordsworth , p 405. 
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the fact that both sides regardfd them as "adi~ora" , there was 
complete uniformity in the method of conducting the services , 
in the formulae of prayer, and in other matters 11 o( 5) There is 
no mention .here of any~ reference· by the "Angl·icans to the 
maintenance of episcopacy in both charehes ·o· This suggestion 
however was received very reservedly by the Swedish pishops , 
who could see no possibility of any relationship ~s long as the 
Church of England remained outside the "Evangelical" fold ; even 
the two bishops who had studied in England and who knew that 
Anglicanism was to be distinguished from Calvinism considered 
that the differences were too great and the time inopportune for 
any such negotiation ; on this latter point they were 
unq_uestionably right o. It· fs·':interesti'n:g .-that :.the only reference 
in ·.the whole episode to the comni.on ·posse·ssion of episcopacy 
. ( 6) 
comes in the reply of one· of these.·~- . : '':. . . 
Examples of contact between the English and Swedish 
churches during the next century- and a half remain occasional in 
nature a~d confined to the activities and :experi·ences of 
particular indi vidua.ls o Two only may be mentioned here o In 
1837 . , at the request of Bishop Blomfield of London , Bis.hop 
af Wing£rd of Gqt~_borg confirmed !:!- num"R.~r qf . t:he English 
.. . ' . . ,. . . . . 
residents of that city using the Swedish rite • Confirmation is 
not·-:an episcopal aet in Sweden ,,. .. but the bishop took the service 
himself and added to ·,it. the ceremony·_ of ~he .·i·inposition of hands 
(which ,it. did not thel'l: contain) to make it :.ac·ceptablJ~) In 1865 
the Engli~h church in Stockholm was consecrated by Bishop 
Whitehouse of Illinois under commission from Bishop Tait of 
London ; at this service the then Archbishop of Uppsala assisted 
in the consecration , received co:rnmunton , and pronounced the 
blessing (8), 
Mutual contact between the two churches before 1880 was 
necessarily confined to individuals who had special occasion to 
visit eachother , and the extent to which this could be 
encouraged was affected by the political relationships of the 
{9) Svedberg ,,P 30lff. 
{10) For full details see Paxson. 
two countries • But when branches of t:q.e.se two churches found 
themselves living.together in the free atmosphere of the New 
World '·· 1ih.~Y. were mo.r~ ab}.e to re_.c<;>gn:f..~e. their similarity to 
o ,.:• ·,1,\,: I' • • 
0 
• • ;· • o 0 ,, , 1 
eachother and give expression to their feelings of fellowship. 
5· 
Since the fourth decade of the seventeenth.century there had 
been a number of struggling Swedish colonies settl~d around the 
river Delaware , in the area around the present ci.ty of 
Philadelphia . They were on very friendly terms with the ministe11 
of the neighbouring English congregations , having discovered 
that both their beliefs and their methods of conducting Divine 
Service were so ·much alike • The clergy took eachothers' 
services , joined. together in synods , and received- the 
communion at eachothers' hands~ (g) ·As' .. the·. Sw~d.ish colonies 
became more English speaking so their des.ire f:or priests from tht 
homeland grev1 weaker and eventually they beaam,e integrated into 
the En~lish Episcopal Church • In 1786 one of their churches 
petitioned the Archbishop of Uppsala. not to send out any more·· 
. I Swe_dish priests and voted the following year t.o app0int ·either 
Lutheran or Episcopalian priests ; then not long after it was 
merged completely into the diocesan organisa.tion along with -the 
others • ( lO) ·The second w~;ik oi. svied_i-~h ~inm~g!a~ts , beginning 
•' l' ' I' , : , , i • : • I • , •' 'f - ' ' ' '' I' ' ,-. I f~' r If • 
·about· 184o·; ·contairterd a' Hirge in.imber of t·he' ·mo"r~, pietist-. 
minded , who felt no desire to continue the kind.'· ~f church 
organisation that they had kn·own at home ; so some of them 
founded , in 1860 , the Augustana Synod ,.an independent , 
non-episcopal communion • Others however felt the need of 
keeping an episcopal order and desired that the friendship with 
the Protestant Episcopal Church should remain , and these 
congregations formed the Swedish Episcopal Church with close tie1 
with the English diocese of Illinois , whose bishop , 
Dr Whitehouse , was very energetic in this res-pect , caring for 
th~ir congregations and their priests • He obtained from the 
Archbishop of Uppsala an undertaking tha.t Swedish emmigrants 
would be given a ministerial certificate recommending them to_ 
apply to the Protestant Episcopal Church for spiritual care , in 
{11) Wordsworth , p 398-407 and Stephenson 
(12) The English text of the letter can be 
found in the Augustana Theological Quart~rly , 1911, 
p 53 . 
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cases where acces·s to a Swedish Evangelical-Luther·an congregatio!l 
was not possible • Despite a revival in 1889 ., the Swedish 
Episcopal ..;hurch gradually became weaker and is now entirely 
absorbed into the Anglican CommUnion ,'"i'n :America • So the pattern 
repeated itself once again .(ll} -
Some Swedes when they travel to the UBA. still regard the 
Anglican church as the proper counter-part to their home church, 
.anQ.- :it i-s .not unkno~ for a_ Sw~.d~-sh. p~~~·est t:o• do parochial work 
ove:~ ther~ .in the Protestant Jt[scopal ~.Phurch wh~-le;_ on a study-
visi,t . :Since the· beginntng of this ·cent:ury howeve-r there has 
be.en b:o .doubt that· the, official co~t:er-p~rt _of t_he Swedish 
Church _iin USA. is the Augus~.ana _Synod , l·;:ill:d t~ere has always been 
- ' 
a c.ert~:i:P amount.·<:>}' _E}uspj,.cion, on it~.~ :--par,,t ,;of; thi;s, .. bod:y for the 
fri-enc}.~hi.p pe~wee:Q. ~he _J\ngltcan _.C"C?JW!luni~.n .. _.and the Church of 
.. Sweden>··- When the nego.tiati_ons _w.-i:th th~-~Ar.~hl;l,~:sho,•p' s Commission 
-were pr.c:>ceed~ng in 1908 -., ~he Sweq._ish Arc~bi:shop found it 
necessa:r:y to. wri t.e. to reas~ure .!the August ana: ~ynod .. that no 
decision :t;.q.ey .might take would -·a:f.f.ect t:Q.e ,.rel~tic;mship in 
' . . - .. ... . . . 
AmeJ::i.ca.;.between the _Augustana.- S_ynod ·~m~ rthe. Prot·~:stant Episcopal 
Churcl;l. and .t_o- reaffirm. that no Swede _was. -ev.~r. r-eo·c:nmnended to 
• • .. • ~ • •· • • r • • • • • .• . • • • • 
attend -the ·Epte.copal Church, -in .AmeT'ica .,if, t:h~~.e. was any possibil-
-it;v. of his att-ending- ~-~hu~ch 'of-the. August-ana ~~od.< 12->~ome 
of the Anglicans -_in. Amer.ica the_refore· _:t;-end.ed. to.- identlfy the 
Church .of _Sweden w.i t~ th.e Augustana. Synod :and ·w~re cons.equently 
v_ery. ~uspicious of, the suggestion that _.there should be-
negotia.t·ions w_:iJ~l'!_,_a yi~w to inter-communion· ; -.thi;s probably 
accounts for the unfavourable report of the committee of the 
Gene~ai 'Conventio~ of 1895 ," refe;red to .:in the .ne~t section. 
' • ' I ' • • •' ,P 
· 'If· the-refore· there is little to show- of -mutual recognition 
between the· two churches· iri :~Europe· before 18'80 ·; they did not 
fail to recognize their kir.i.ship a:rid -enter' i:ntt) the" closest 
relationship iwhen confronted. by eachother···in·<America ,. The 
. • • • , r 
preservation of ·e·pisc·opacy ·:hi· both churches ·'how~ver is regarded 
- - r· - . 
as being only' one ·of· several' features that ·they have in· common , 
(13) "Your Committee consider that , in view of the 
increasing number of Swedes and other Scandinavians now 
living in America and in the English colonies , as well 
as for the furtherance of Christian Unity , earnest 
efforts should be made to establish more friendly relations 
between the Scandinavian and Anglican Churches • 
In regard to the Swedish Church, your Committee are 
. . . 
of the opinion that,as its standards of doctrine are to 
a grer-1.t extent in accord with our ovm, and its continuity 
as a national· Church has never been· brokem;tany approaches 
. . 
on its part should be most gladly welcomed with a view to 
mutual explanation of ~i~~igxlxiss differences,and the 
ultimate establishment,if possible,of permanent inter-
communion on sound principles of Ecclesiastical polity. 
Greater difficulties are presented as rega,rds 
communion with the Norwegian and Danish 6hurches by the 
constitution of their ministry; but there are grounds of 
hope, in the growing appreciation of Church orde~,that in 
the course of time these difficulties may be surmounted". 
( 14) _Resolution 14: "That , in the opinion of this 
Conference earnest efforts should be made to establish 
more friendly relations between the Scandinavian and the 
Anglican Churches;and that approaches on the part of the 
Swedish Church,with a view to the mutual explanation of 
difficulties,be most gladly welcomed,in order to the 
ultimate establishment,if possible,of intercommunion on 
sound principles of ecclesiastical polity" • 
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and is not given the determinative place that is afforded to it 
XR~ in the later discussions • 
2.0fficial negotiations between the Lambeth Conferences and the 
Church of Sweden. 
The Tractarian Movement in the Church of England meant that 
there was a renewed interest in such matters as episcopacy and 
the apostolic succession , and the suggestion that the 
succession might have been preserved. in the -~wedish Church was 
investigated . ,In 1880 Dr A,N·icholson published his "Apostolical 
Succession in the Church of Sweden" and Bishops rrai t and Browne 
. ~-
drew_public attention to the Orders of the·~wedish Church as 
mak~ng it worthy of special not-ice .•. Because of . this interest , 
and because of ~he contacts_ in .America,_ ~he matter was brought 
up at the Lambeth donference of 18-88. .•.. The· Committee on 
Scandinavians and Old 'catholies_reported(l))that while friendly 
relations we-re desirable with all the Scandinav.ian churches , 
. . 
-the Danish and Norwegian presented -a problem "·by the consti tutiOJ 
. . ; . . . . . 
of their ministry" ; approaches from the Swedish Church however 
would be more welcome "as its.standards of doctrine are to a 
great. extent in accord with our. own and its continuity as a 
. . . 
-national church has never been. broken" •.. This is the only mention 
by _the Anglicans of there being any concern _:for doctrine , and 
.it .. must .. be said that . this statement seems to be fundamentally 
. ·. . ' . . . 
. dishonest as it stands ;•· There is, nothi-ng that distinguishes the 
. .- . ' 
Sw~dish,_from the Danish ?-nd Norwegian churches. in standards of 
. . . . . : 
doctrine ~-,_.nor, in cont·inui ty as a .national church , in the plain 
m·eaning of that phrase; the factor that ma.kes the difference , 
· al.thou~h ·it i's ·n-ot explicitly stated~ is the exist~nce of an 
~pis~opacy \ri ihe apostolic successi~n· ; ·this_ is ·'the hidden. 
implJ.c"atib~ of the phrase. 11 :lts continuity as a national church". 
Th.'~ · ·fina.l resolution of the Co~ference (l4) simply affirms that 
'the Confere~ce desired a ~elationship with the S~edish Church , 
wi-thout giv'fng··a.ny-·reason,.f'or singling it out· from the other 
scand.ina:vians · ~ . .,. 
B 
When the next Lambeth Conference met in 1897 ,_its 
Committee on pnity had before it a report of a committee of the 
G.enera.l Convention of the Protestant Episcopal. l.ihurch of America 
which had advised the Convention-not to allow_Swedish ministers 
to officiate in Anglican parishes ; this report had not been 
accepted by the Convention , but the Lambeth Co~ittee felt it 
advisable to meet its contentions and did so in its own repqrt. 
All the American ·objections are against aspects of the doctrine 
and practice of the ministry in the Church of Sweden • Whime· 
agreeing that ·the succession had been kept, the disappearance of 
the diacona.te was deplored , the rite of ordination judged 
insufficient , and the similarity.iifwffirnthe form of service for 
installing a bishop in his office and that for installing an 
incumbent in.his parish noted.· The Lambeth Committee gave 
very full considearation to all these objections and reparted 
that the rite of ordination made it perfectly clear that it was 
the .Ministry of .Word·· and Sacraments·_ that .. was.:.being conferred, 
noted that it was always performed by a bishop and commented thai 
"its contents,if varied in order,agree very closely with.the 
Anglican Ordinal." ; it also declared that the form for install in~ 
a bishop in his office was , in practice, clearly distinguished 
from an induction and was an ordination to a new and life-long 
office in the church ; as for the diaconate , it merely 
commented that the Swedish diaconate "holds a place like that of 
Lay ;Reader in the Anglican Church" • ':ehe emphasis is now quite 
clearly on questions of ministry , and this is reflected in the 
Resolution passed by the full Conference :(Resolved)"That this 
Confe·::'ence, being desirous of furthering the action taken by the 
Lambeth Conference of 1888 with regard to the valid·i ty of the 
Orders of the Swedish Church , requests the Archbishop of 
Canterbury to appoint a co1mni~t~e to.inquire into the question 
and report to the next ~ambeth ~~nf~rence ; and that it is 
desirable that the Committee , if appointed, should confer with 
the authorities or representatives of the Church of Sweden upon 
the subject of the proposed investigation" (Resolution 39) • 
' .. 
(15} See Wordsworth Preface 
(16) Italics mine 
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No such committee was however appointed and nothing further 
happened until the next Lambeth Conference in 1908 , when the 
Swedish Bishop of Kalmar was present to convey the compliments 
and good wishes of the Archbishop of Uppsala and to suggest that 
some sort of alliance might be entered into • This Swedish 
initiative (invited by the 1888 Resolution) was greatly 
appreciated and the Conference again requested the Archbishop 
11 to appoint a-Commission to correspond furt.her with the Swedish 
Church through the Archbishop of Uppsala on the possibility and 
conditions of such an alliance"(Resolution 74) • In March 1909 
the Commission was appointed, under the chairmanship of Bishop 
Ryle of Winchester , and including Bishop Wordsworth of Salisbur~ 
(who was inspired by this contact to write his great history of 
the Swedish Church in 1911). This Commission went to Sweden 
and had deep consultations with a weighty group of Swedish 
ecclesiastics under the chairmanship of the Archbishop of Uppsals 
(Dr Ekman) , which included Nathan SBderblBm , then Professor of 
Comparative Religion at Uppsala.(l5) 
The Report issued by this Commission shows that the Anglicar. 
-s were mainly interested in the same questions about the 
' 
ministry : the succession , the ordination rites , episcopal 
confirmation and the diaconate • Its conclusion is as follows: 
"We are convinced by the evidence that has been put before us : 
1) That the succession of bishops has been maintained unbroken 
by the Church of Sweden and that it has a true conception of the 
episcopal office , though it does not a.s a whole consider the 
office to be so important as most English Churchmen do ; 
2) That the office of priest is also rightly conceived as a 
. -
divinely instituted instrument for the Ministry of the Word and 
.. .. 
Sacraments , and that it has been in intention handed on 
throughout the whole history of the Church of Sweden ..••••• (16) . We are therefore agreed to recommend that a resolution 
should be proposed ••••• under which members of the National 
Church of Sweden otherwise qualified to receive the Sacrament 
in their own Church , might be admitted to Holy Communion in 
( 17.) Resolutions 24 and 25: 
"24.The Conference welcomes. the Report. of.the Commission ·. 
appointed after· the. last Conference entitled "The Church 
of Eng~and and the Church of Sweden"and,accepting the 
conclusions there maintained on the:succession·of the 
Bishops in the Church of ~wede~ and the conception .of the 
priesthood set. forth in it8 standards,recommends that 
members of that. :Church, qualified to receive. the 
Sacrament in.their own.Church,should be admitted to Holy 
Communion in ours.It also recommends that on suitable 
occasions permission should be given to.pwedish 
ecclesi~ics to. give addresses in our·churches • 
If:the authorities.of any province of·the.Anglican 
Communion find·local irregularities ,.in the order or 
practice of the .. Church. of .:~wed en. outside: that country, 
they :f!laY··legi timately .. ,within their· own .region,postpone 
any such action as is recommended·in this resolution 
. . . 
until they a~e ~atiafi~d that thes~ irregularities have 
been removed. 
25. We recomme~d further th~t,in the event of ~n. 
inyitation being ~xtended to.an Anglican bishop or Hishops 
O• ' I • ' 
to take part in the"con~ecration of a Swenish bishop,the 
. . . . . 
. inv~tation shou~d,if pos~ible,be accepted,subject to the 
.. ' .. 
approval of the M~tropolitan~We also 'recommend that in the 
. . 
first instance,as an eviq.ent token of.the restot~tion of 
cioser relations bwtween the two c:J::!.urches if po~sible more 
than one· of our.bis~ops should take. part in the Consecr-
.:..ation" • 
(18) Bis.hop .L8negren of ·Harnoaand ~t Canterbury 1927. 
(19) It was .not .. until October 1954 that the 
~ . ' . 
Convoca.t~ons. ?f t~e Church .:of· England gave official 
.. 
recogni tipn to th~se reco~e~q~.-~~ons. • . 
(20) The .full. English text ~sprinted in Bell,p 185ff 
It was not .a.reply to the Lamb~th Appeal for·Christian 
Unity as stated by the 193~ Lambeth Committee,see 
Brillioth in STK,1930. 
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The substance of the Commissions rec0mmendati0ns were 
P'7' emb<:>died in two Resolutions of the Lambeth Confe~ence of 1920 -·· ' 
the secc:md of which adds the suggestion that "in the event of an 
invitation being extended. t<:> an Angliean bishop or bishops to 
take part in the cansecration of a Swedish bishop , the invitat-
ion should,if possible,be aceepted 11 • These resolutions have 
determined the attitude of the English Church since then , a.nd 
on many oceasions ABglican bishops have taken part in 
consecrations in Sweden , and on at least one occasion a Swedish 
bishop has assisted at a. similar ceremony in this country(lB); 
there have also been many exeha.nges of pulpits and acts of 
interc0mmunion • Anglicans visiting Sweden who would not have 
otherwise felt themselves able to accept the invitation to 
communicate at Swedish altars , have done so as a result of the 
assurances offered by these resolutions.(l9) 
On the other hand the Swedes made elear from the very 
beginning ,and: especially at the meeting in 1909 , tha.t whereas 
they were quite prepared to help the Anglicans in their inquirie1 
they could net agree that questions of miDistry should play such 
a part in determining the attitude ef one Church to another • 
Their p0int ef view was again put forward in their reply to the 
resolutions of the 1920 Lambeth Conference(~o). This reply is of 
the utmost relevanee to the subjeet of this thesis and some of 
the para.~;raphs deserve quotation in full : 
"Thus in the question of intercommunion our Church has not 
attached decisive weight either to the doctrine of the ministry 
in general or to what is usua.lly called the Apostolical 
Succession of Bish<:>ps and the questions thereby implied • The 
deeper reason for this is derived frem our fundamental 
conceptions , and has been explained several times during the 
preparatory investigations , and partieularly during the 
negotiations in Upsala in September 1909 , by the representative~ 
of the t;wedish Church • For the explana.tion of this position , 
11 
which we think we ought now to emphasize, we refer to the points 
with regard to the doctrine of the Swedish Church on the ministr~ 
that were on that occasion laid before the Committee appointed 
by the Archbishop of Canterbury in 1909 and form part of the 
report issued in 1911 by this Committee • From these points we 
quote : 
J.) No particular organisation of the Church and of its 
ministry is instituted iure divino , not even the order and 
discipline and state of things recorded in the New Testament , 
because the ijoly Scriptures , the norma normans of the. faith of 
·the Church,are no law but vindicate for the New Covenant the 
great principle of Christian freedom,unweari1y asserted by St 
Paul against every form of legal religion,and applied with fresh 
strength and clearness by Luther , but instituted by our 
Saviour himself,as,for instance,when taking farewell of his 
disciples,He did not regulate their future work by a priori rules 
and institutions but directed them to the guidance of the 
Paraclete. , the Holy Ghost • 
4) The object of any organisation and of the whole ministry 
being included in the preaching of the Gospel and the administr-
-ation of the _Sacraments· , according to the fifth Article of 
Augustana God has instituted ministerium docendi et porrigendi 
sacramenta , our Church cannot recognize any essential difference 
de iure divino of aim or authority between the two or three 
orders into which the ministry of grace may have been divided 
iure humane for the benefit and convenience of the Church • 
5) The value of every organisation of the rninisterium 
ecclesiasticum, and of the Church in general , is only to be 
judged by its fitness and ability to become a pure vessel for the 
supernatural contents, and a perfect channel for the way of 
Divine Revelation unto mankind • 
6) That doctrine in no wise makes our Church indifferent 
to the organisation and the forms of ministry whi.ch the cravings 
and experiences of the Christian community have produced under 
the guidance of the Spirit in the course of history : We do not 
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6nly regard the peculiar forms aRd traditions of our Church with 
the reverence due to ·a venerable legacy from the past , but we 
realize in them a blessing from the God of history accorded to 
us • 
From the conception of our Church regarding the mini.stry. 
which has been declared here again , it follows that for us 
decisive importance must be attached,not to any questions of a 
more formal character,but to the question whether and how far thE 
two communities agree in these ideas as to the content of that 
message of salvation,founded on the divine revelation,which has 
been committed to both of them . The differences which can·no 
doubt be found here must be neither overrated nor underrated. ThE 
difference as to ~he emphasis laid on the doctrine of the 
ministry_, which has appeared above ,might point to a -certain 
discrepancy even in .matters that have a more central position 
according to our valuation •••••••• 
Yet ,. and without any wish to belittle the difference that 
exists between the two Churches,we do not hesitate to pronounce 
as our opinion that •••• our impres_sion of that un,i ty which binds 
the two Churches together in what is deepest and most central, 
has become predominant. In the Church and the congregation of 
Christ,as in every living body,real concord is.not character-
-ised by unif0rmi ty , but by unity in diversity "~ · 
This statement shows that the ~wedes appreached the whole 
question from a different. point of view and brings us face to 
face with the basic tensions in the negotiations • 
3.Doctrine and Practice • 
The Anglicans were prep~red to enter into close relations 
with the Swedish Church because,b! the maintenance of episcopal 
succession and of episcopal ordination to the priesthood,the . 
structure of the ministry in the Church of ~weden preserved the 
form which Anglicans were regarding as es-sential • The basic 
reasoning behind the adoptieR of this .policy would run on 
roughly these lines : the auth0rity and c0mmission to he a 
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priest is not something which a man ca~ take upon himself, nor 
something which can be given to a man by a local church , but 
which_must be given by a represeRtative of· the universal church 
(i~e. episcopal ordination is necessary) and that this man in 
turn cannot assume the ·authority to ordain ·priests but must have 
it given to him by another representative of the whole church 
(i.e~ episcopal succession is necessary) ; and so a min:Btry 
constituted in thi-s way is a ministry which is truly authorised 
by the whole catholic (universal) church, and is not one that 
has authorised· itself • The Swedish Church has such a ministry, 
and so , because there is also agreement on fundamental articles 
of belief ,"the Anglican Communion can recognize-it as. a true 
part of the Church of Christ, with a sufficient faith and order. 
Now this recognition is Rot revers-ed by the declaration by 
the Swedes that they do not believe·that Christ's authority 
must be thus given by a bishop , ·and that they do not intend 
their practice to have that impli·cation • Nor is it reversed by 
the discovery that on occasion this practice has not been , or 
even is not , followed· o As long as the present practice is 
continued as a general rule , the Anglicans can accept the 
Swedish Church as being in this sense catholic ,·even though its 
doctrine denies the implications seen by Anglicans in its 
practice o •• It would be unjust to the Anglican attitude. to say 
that it regards practice as being more importa:n:~ than doctrine ; 
for it ~s part of the Anglican ethos _to refuse to draw sharp 
lines between doctrine and practice , judging tha.t what a Church 
does is as much an affirmation of her beliefs as what she says 
in her confessional statements o (This is the attitude that leadf 
Anglicans to point to the Book of Common Prayer as well as to 
the Thirty-Nine Articles when they are asked for the source·s of 
their own confessional position) • In the last century or so 
Anglicans have become accustomed to defending as one of their 
funda.mental·articles of belief a position of"er episcopacy'which, 
though not st.ated explicitly in either the Articles or the 
Prayer Book , i,s, it can be asserted , ,implicit in the Ordinal. 
So it i~ that they are prepared to look further than to 
Confessional dopuments when considering whether to ember into 
closer relations with another church • 
- ' 
This therefore is the background against which the 
following account. of the ministry in ·the Church of Sweden is 
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to be set , and it ,shows that the division into two parts ,,the 
doctrine end tne pra.ctice , is not merely for con11enience of 
' ' 
treatment but is relevant to one of the great ~cumenical 
problems of our time • 
., 
C H A P T E a 2 
THE DOCTRINE OF THE MINISTRY 
IN THE ·cHURCH OF SWEDEN. 
1.. Tlie c·onfess·ionaf Documents. 
Any- inquiry into the doctrine held by a church on any 
matter must concern itself first of all with the confessional 
d"ocuments of that· church t for it is there that the formal 
dec1arations of belief are to be found • Since moreover it is 
not to be expected that these statements will b.e given the· same 
interpretation at every stage of the church's history , nor that 
at any particular moment all will agree on an interpretation , 
and there will be those who wiil maintain that a doctrine there 
defined need not be believed if another doctrine seems to be 
nearer the truth , the enquiry must extend beyond a. consideration 
of the.a.ctual text of the document to include firstly , the 
ways in which the docnment is interpreted , and secondly , all 
that has been spoken or written about the doctrine in question. 
In the case of the doc-trine of the ministry , the material 
is so extensive that some choice must be made , and und-er the 
. . 
various headings it is here intended to deal firstly with 
the stateme~ts of the confessional documents ; secondly with 
the characteristic empha.s"ises of stmeeding centuries ( rememberinl 
that everything is held within a frame.ork of belief in the 
statements of .the. confessions) ; and thirdly, with 
contemporary discussions insofar as they spring from and 
illustrate d.ifferent tensions within the tradi tiona! position. 
The participants "in the modern Swedish debate about the 
ministry often -claim that their differing positions are all 
consistent with the con-fessional documents ; to "undejstand this 
d~bate therefore ,. it is necessary to examine the documents 
themselves and also to invest-igate how much latitude in 
int·erpreaation has been claimed and can "now legitimately be 
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claimed. 
This emphasis on the confessional documents does not imply 
that. the i_nterpre.tation .of s.c~ipture is npt :i,.mportant for the 
I'' ' o .:., • • , ,\ ,:, p I •' ' ,_ o ' • 
formulation of do.c.trine _;. _ind,~ed, it is only .a~ e~posi tions of 
1 ' • , ' ~ , • , 1.• :, , , I , -~ o. 
Scripture that the confessions have any authority whatever • 
This is particularly important in the Swedish debate on the 
ministry, for much of the new thinking about the ministry is 
coming from the exegetes • The ultimate question about what is 
to be believed clee.rly depends upon a decision as to what is 
consistent with Scripture and not upon what is consiste.nt wi"th 
the Confessions. The Confessions are the starting point of this 
enquiry only because they are commonly accepted as being true 
interpretations of Scripture. 
The Swedish Reformat.ion , inspireQ. by the Lutheran teaching 
at Wittenburg, asserted very fir:rztly that any aspect of doctrine 
must be subject to continual reference back to the Scriptures; 
if the doctrine was not proclaim~ng a Scriptural truth , then it 
was enoneous , even though it had behind it the highest 
eccles~astical authority , Pope,councils or tradition • At the 
Council of Uppsa.la in 1593 it was declared thus :-
11 First,that we all desire unanimously to abide by the pure 
. ' 
and sanctifying Word of ~od,as it is contained in the · 
writings of the holy prophets,evangelists and apostles , 
and that it should be taught, believed and 1cnown in our 
congregations : that the holy scripture originates from the 
Holy Spirit and contains fully all that pertains to the 
' - •o • • • ·~ ' ( , ' I o I ~ I 
Christ'ian.teaching 0n God the Omnipotent ·and our salvation, 
• • . • ·, • ' • • I • • I I •· ·. . ~ ;_ ! • • • • • ~: 
as well as to good wDrks and all virtue ; that it is the 
• '· .·. , , I '; . , .. : ·~·· 
basis and the mairist'ay of.' a tru~ Christian· belief, and is 
the standard by which to judge,frustrate and discriminate 
between all disputes about religion: ; t.hat it needs no 
cl.arification by others, either the holy fathers~ or those 
who have added something not in agreement in Holy Scripture 
on their own initiative,no" matter who they are,insomuch 
(1) 'rhe text of this and the' .. foliowing extract 
is to be found in Hellander p 707f 
(~) word,sworth comments that "it was felt that it 
was too argumentative and undecided to be of the nature 
of an ~bsolute law" , . p 231 • 
11 that no man. is permitted to interpret the Word.of God 
according to his ovn1 opinions; furthermore that respect 
and approval should be given to the Holy Scriptures alone 
and· not <t0 the ,:reputa.tien,grea.i1ness ·or authority of any 
one 11 ( 1 ) .. . . ·. 
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This did not mean that no kind of statement was required and the 
Council went on to aff·irm : 
11 Secondly we acknowledge and confirm that we fully desire to 
abide by the Apostolic,Nicene and Athanasian symbols and by 
the Augsburg Confession ·in its oldest,true and unaltered 
form , the form. in which it was. de~i:.vered to the Emp·erer 
0 0 ' I ! .' I ', 1 • ,' ', ,• • 
Charles V by the electors,princes and cities at the great 
Diet of Augsburg in 1530 A.D. ; likewtse by the re·ligion, 
both doctrine and eccle'siastical· custom , which was 
practised during the fin_al government· of the worthy King 
Gustaf of blessed. memory , and ·in the lifetime of .the 
blessed Archbishop Lars Petri Nericiani the Elder·which 
was expressed in the printed 11Church Order 11 that was 
approved and acknowledged in the yea.r· ("1-5) 72 ••• 11 
As the three ecumenical creeds were not called .in question at 
the t·ime , this decision meant that .the Church of Sweden from 
then on regarded th.e: Aag~;~burg~ :confe.ssi<:>n ··as~ its authoritative 
statement of Scriptural doctrine·. The decision also affirms 
that the Church will abide likewise by the 11 Church Order" of 
Archbishop Laurentius Petri , but this document had ·already 
been slightly altered by the council itself (some of it was too 
"catholic" for the taste of the 1590's) and i t.s doctrinal 
sect~ons·. were n0t af.te~ard:s' -th0~ght 't·t~0 .b·e i~n. any way 
· · determinatd::Ve · ,, though_, i.ts' ·l:i turg~eal·;.s·eet1on·s· .were the Prayer 
J?ook. of· Sweden for ov.er ·.a:··.c~ntury·;·:~l ana·. f·or:rii~d. the basis for 
subsequent rites. ( 2) It is noteworthy that i:ll.''reCent times many 
in Sweden have maintained that the 11 Church OrQ.er 11 was wrongly 
ignored as a doctrinal norm , and they are eager to affirm that 
the Council of Uppsala rightly accords it equal·apthority 
alongside the Augsburg Confession • 
There is a further com-plication arising from the fact that 
(3) Text in Helander , p 11 
(4) Text in Helander , p 11 
. ' 
(5) As,for example,by R.Josefsson-in·Lindroth, 
p 18lff 
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~he .Church -Law of ·1686 · m~ri.tions· the whole_, ·of the Book of Concord, 
containing the Apology,Luther's catechisms,the sc·hmalkaldic 
articles , the ·l_fract "De Potestate" , and· the Formula of Concord, 
as an authoritative document : 
"In our kingd-om and in lands belonging thereto all shall 
profess simply and solely the Christian faith and teaching 
. . 
as it is founded in God's Holy Word,the prophetic· and 
apostolic writings of the old and new testaments ,and as 
it is set forth in th~ three chief creeds,the Apostolic, 
the Nicene and the Athanasian,.as well as in the u.nal tered 
Augsburg .Confession of 1530 adopt_ed __ by the Council of -
Uppsala,"l593 ,and as expounded in the whole of the work. 
known as the Book of Concord"(3) 
It should be noted however that the Book of Conc·ord is not 
. . . 
placed on quite the same level as the Augsburg C<:>n.fessic:m •. :Much 
. . 
is made of the fact that Scriptural truth is said to be. "set 
forth" in the_ creeds and Augsburg Confession , but only 
"expounded" in the rest of the Book of Concord. 
-.-·The inclusio~ of. the Bo6k··-of C6ncbrd~ho~~ver seems to be 
-~- rapudiated by ;the ·Constitution of· H~09· (as revised··.upon the 
_ election of the-·.Bernadott~e. 11ine ~ qf ·kin~s) .· wher:e.:.±t -,is stated 
.·,that tbe·_king · should···always:.be ·~-'of 'the true"evangelical- 'faith 
such ··as·-r!i.s· approve·d-·and expounded in.-.the unalte:&-ed,rAugsburg 
Confessicin ~and in _the· decision of-~·tne C_ounc·il. :-of ··Uppsala in 
159 3 II ( 4) • . ,; ·· ". 
• •• • "''!"' 
It has for a long time been a matter of C?Ontrqversy as to 
·wnether the B~ok of; Con~ord. ha~ ~riy authority i~ S~_eden. This 
• ~ . ': - • ' ' • • • ' • I • • .' •• ;' ' 
'd-ispute is of significance for o.ur subject , for. the Augsburg 
0
, , , ' • , ' ' • I ' ', I' h : I I I , •, 
0 0 0 
'i' .-·· 
Confession·states ·certa:tn principles-about 'trie m-inistry which, 
·; . • .· .. . ·-r .. · · · · 1 _._, ;_., I··:;····.··~(, .. -····· .''·t·:,.i ~~ ,J be'dtuse! they are 'short "and' succi'rict ·, a.r~ s'usce'ptible to. 
different interpretatiort~·~ .. ;It'' ·e~n ,·be. :~r~~d( 5·)'t-hat:r·on· these 
points reference must be made t.o the Book of Concord , whose 
function , according to its own w·ords and according to Church 
Law;:'is· one of clarifying the Augsburg Confession • On the other 
(6) As,for example,. by !.Hector in Blennow Pl, 
p 163 •. 
(7) cf G.Wingren in Svensk Teologisk Kvartal-
skrift,III,l958, p 275 (translated in Church Quarterly 
Review,I,l960,p 49):"n0thing written after the.Bible, 
not even the Apostolic or Bicene·creeds,can claim to 
be the exposition of Scripture for any other age than 
that in which it was written ; we are still free to 
test their utility as clarifications of Scripture for 
us and our time. We are moreover obliged to test them 
in this way". This is in opposition to the implication 
behind much of the wr~tings of , for example, R.Jofiefsson 
that if something can be shown to be inconsistent ~ith 
the Lutheran confessional writings, it cannot possibly 
be true·and must not be believed • 
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hand· , it can be mai~tained ( 6 ) that the decisi.on of the. Council 
of' Uppsala makes: i-t . c1ea~ that ii t. is the Churc~-· Order. that is to 
be the pattern ~on which the Swedish church is to shape her 
life. When the Book of Concord interprets the Augsburg Confessio 
-n in a different way from the C_hurch Order ,. the latter is to 
be preferred , for it expresses the particular view of the 
Swedish church, which need not always_.be the same as the view 
held in Germany • 
Thus , modern debates about the Swedish doctrine of the 
' ' 
ministry are normally conducted under the assumption by both 
sides that the right and tr.ue doctrine is the one intended by 
Holy Scripture and affirmed in the Swedish confessional 
documents ; it is a basic thought that to believe or teach 
anything contrary to the confessions is to depart , in fact , 
from Scriptural truth ~ •. S~me indeed recognize that what the 
Council of Uppsala affirmed about "the holy fathers" also 
applies in these days to the Reformation "fathers", and that 
even the confessions are subject to cont-inual re-examination in 
the light of new exegesis of Scriptu~e(~), but until this 
a.tti t~de is· acknowledged thro~ghout ··the 9hurch (and it will· no 
'· longer be possible to speak· of the "Angl-ican" or the·. "Swedish" 
. . . '... ·. . . ' . 
doctrine 0f the ministry) , i:t is necess,ary t.e adept the 
confess·ionai ?,nd histori'eal approach· ·if 'we. are ·to understand 
I . ' , ... 
wb,at is being affirmed t0-:.day ... 
S0 then., if-there-is a unity_ in allegiance t0 the 
AugsbU:rg Confession ,; . the diversity l-ies in the: tendency of one 
.side .to expound· it with the 'help 0f the· other works of the B~ok 
. I . • 
.0f. C0nc0rd· and the writings· of· Lutheran theolog-ians , and the 
·ten¢1.ency _of the other -s-ide -to expound i-t in ·terms; 0f a more 
"catholic II view ,. -author,ised .by ,._t;he Chu-rch Order and the 
traditional practice of· t.he Church of Sweden , - interpreted as 
being doctrina.lly significant . 
2. The Reformation emphasis . 
Doctrine is formulated in c0nflict ; the confessional 
writings of the church are weapo;ns of war against heresy. This 
generalisation contains a truth which must be appreciated if 
there is to be any understanding of the phraseology of the 
Lutheran definitions of· doctrine • The terms chosen to. describe: 
the ministry emphasize those aspects-which were-underestimated 
in the medieval Romanism which the Reformation was re~cting 
against . The characteristic features of the Reformati_on 
conception of the ministry could be sum~rised thus : preaching 
" and not sacrificing ; serving and not ruling • The t.erm , 
the preaching ministry ( "predikoambetet") which occurs .. 
freq_uently , both in the confessions and *:PI theological writings 
and in the liturgies , reflects the Lutheran reaction to the 
Roman view that a priest is ·primarily one· who has authority 
to offer the sacrifice of the mass • Against this , Lutheranism 
asserted that a priest· is ordained to preach rather than to say 
mass ; it is clear that this is interpreted not only in terms 
of preaching sermons but also of bringing the Word of· God to 
bear upon the life of man in baptism and communion - it is a 
ministry of Word and Sacrament .• Similarly , the Lutheran 
J."Leformation rejected the hierarchical structure of the. medieval 
church , and refused to regard the ministry as the divinely-
appointed ineahs whei~by" ·i.h.e:·,6':hurch· .. ~as ·t~ b~ directed and led. 
• 
0 
• , ; ,- ~ ." 0 ' ' 0 o ' 0 0 l l I 1 1 I 0 0 • 0 ' I ' ' • : I !· ~ ; ',l 0 I 0 ' ~ : So ·there wa·s a contlimual stress· on the·· mini'ster' s duty of 
. I • • . ; 1 • • • ,· • •• , r ·r -;-· ·, · 
serving· the ·church and congregation 'ra.ther t~~.n ruling over it 
. .'. 
It. is to be noted however that this_ .. emp.~!fSi~. on preaching 
as the ~ain duty of the ministry '· and on- servin·g as the 
.. . i . . 
charact~ristic note of the rel~tions'h,:1-p·_ be.tween, .. m:!-pister and 
I o o • ,• • , • 'o • o 
congrega"!;ion, w~s not intende.d to .. ,. nor did. it. i;n .. fact , 
. . . 
preclude o~:t_H;Jr as_p:ects from. receiving due .Pl~ce •.... 
3. Sent by God : called by the copgregation • . . ., 
' •. l'-' ""·, 
In its first four articles th~ Augsburg Confession affirms 
the Nicen~ doctrine of the Trinity , the doctrine of Original 
Sin,the Chalcedonian doctrine of the person of Christ , and the 
doctrine of justification by faith ; it then continues with 
(8) Sic autem sentiunt,potestatem clavium seu 
potestatem Episcoporum,juxta Evangelium,potestatem 
esse seu mandatum Dei praedicandi Evangelii,rem~ttendi 
et retinendi peccata,et administrandi Sacramenta. Nam 
cum hoc mendato Christus mittit Apostolos~Sicut missit 
me Pater,ita et ego mitta vos.Accipite. Sp~ritum Sanctum 
auorum remiseritis peccata,remittuntur eis,et auorum 
retinueritis peccata,retenta sunt. Marc.XVI:Ite 
Praedicate Evangelium omni crea.turae etc. 
(9) Petri ·, p ·138 
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Article V "De Ministerio Ecclesiastico" : 
" Ut hanc fidem consequam~,tnatitlil.tum est ministerium 
docendi Evangelii et porrigendi Sacramenta.. Nam per verbum 
et Sacramenta,tanquam per instrumenta,donatur Spiritus 
Sanctus,qui fidem efficit,ubi et auando visum est Deo, in 
iis, 0ui audiunt Evangelium,scilicet ouod Deus non propter 
nostra merita,sed propter Christum justificet hos,aui 
credunt,se propter Christum in gratiam recipi. 
Damnant Anabaptistas et alioe,oui sentiunt,Spiritum 
Sanctum con~ngere sine verba externo hominibus per 
ipsorum praeparationes et opera.." 
The polemic nature of this Confession is here t/ery obvious • The 
ministry is instituted in order that the Gospel may be 
proclaimed and the sacraments administered ~ for these are the 
means by w~ich the Spirit works to effect saving faith in man . 
-
~he fifth article comes between the one dealing with 
justification by faith and the one concerned with the obedience 
tha.t must follow faith ; the ministry is the instrument used by 
the Spirit to carry on the work of salvation . "!:'his means that 
it is of divine institution ; the ministry is essential to the 
church , is ·of its "es$e" and not only its "~ene esse 11 , because 
the Word and Sacraments whicn it administers are God's chosen 
means of proclaiming the Gospel from age to age . The ministry 
is essential because the Gospel it brings is essentia.l • 
That this is the correct meaning of the fift~1 article is 
clear when reference is made to the twenty-eighth , where divine 
institution is expressly claimed for the bis!lop's spiritua.l,as 
distinct from his temporal, power(e). ehe following words from 
the Church Order also make the same point : 11Moreover the 
preaching ministry is not a human institution but an ordinance 
of God himself and of our Lord Jesus Christ , who powerfully 
susta.ineth it and by it effectively worketh 11 ( 9). 
At the beginning of his study of the doctrine of the 
ministry in Sweden , Bishop Askmark remarks "l'he whole ... 
(10) Askmi;Lrk·.it~K ,p 1 . 
(11) eg H.ReisenfelrJ in Lindroth 
' 
p 67 
. (12) eg R.Josefs$o:n. in Lindroth 
' 
p 184 
(13) eg 1_1..Josefs$On in Nygre:n. TC ,p 270ff 
(14-) This.is stated.for ex~ple in Article XXVIII 
. . 
of the Augsburg Confession ~ "Nunc non id agttur,ut 
dominatio eripiatur Episcopis , sed. ~oc ~~um petitur , 
ut· pati~ntur·Eva~gelium pure'docer~,et _re~axent p~ucas 
. ' 
quasdam observati<?nes, quae sine peccato serv~.ri n?n 
possunt~ Quod si nihil remise~int,ipsi yiderint,quomodo 
Deo rationem redddturi sint ,·quod pertinacia_sua causam 
schismati praebentil 
and in The A:~i>logy _., XIV : 11 Caeterum quam potestatem 
tribuat Evangelium Episcopis,diximus in Confessione. 
Qui nunc smnt _Episcopi,non_faciunt Episcoporum officia 
juxta Evangelium:sed sint sane Episcopi,juxta. pi>ib11;iam 
Canonicam,ouam non r~pre~endimus.Verum nos de Episcopo 
loquimur juxta Evangeliwn." 
(1.5) s·ee Askmark XSK , p 124 
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doctrine of the ministry not only in the century of the 
Reformation but also in the ~ucceedtng centuries of Orthodoxy 
a.nd Pietism was ·based upon the idea that· the ministry was 
instituted by God and tha:t. with0ut·· ft· -t·~e chtlrch cannot exist". 
(lO) The same .point of view can be quoted from modern· Swedish 
theologians . as being fundamental to their conpep.tion of the . 
ministry , whether they ~re expounding the New 'l'estament ( ll), 
the Confessional d·ocuments ( 12), or the doctrine as a whole ( l3). 
The ministry is described as essential , be it noted, 
insofar as it proclaims the Gospel • By itself , as a.n 
institution , it cannot claim to be essential . If a.nyone cla.ims 
to be a minister of the church , and does not perform the 
funetions of preaching the Word and administering the Sacraments, 
his ministry can be challenged (·l4-) •· 
.. ;). .. -·- :·· j . \ ' ' I 
. . . . 
There is_another st~and of Lutheran thinking about the 
ministry ~hwch , although not represen~ed in the -Augsburg 
Conf~ssion.or the Church Order , has p~aye<l an important part in 
~octri~al discussions ; it arises from the- concep~ of the 
"general priesthood" (the priesthood of ~ll.believers) , the 
. . . . . 
aff;irmation t'hat all Christians are by their ·baptism 
incbrp~rat~d into tp.e p:ries"!;ly. body and ca~ ~hus _in some sense 
be call~d "pr-iests", (the basic t~~t being lPeter 2:9). 'rhis was 
proclaimed at the Reformation as a New Testament truth which 
cont~adicted the current distinction between clergy and laity • 
'fhus , the unity of all God's people was asser.ted not only in 
their position "coram Deo" _but also in their evangelistic and 
sacramental duties • It is often said. that all Christian people 
have the duty and the authority to preach,baptise,absolve and 
celebrate the communion • Clavus Petri writes that all the 
things that the Roman chureh describes as x the special duties 
of the priesthood ; belong .. in fact to .a.ll Christians ( 15). His 
brother ,Laurent-ius Petri , also follows the common Lutheran 
teaching in writing " ~rhe ministry ?f the Word , which is the 
highest aut.hori ty in the church , belongs to a.ll Christtans. 
(16) see Askmark XSK , p 139 
(17) see Askmark ISK , p 130-132 
· For upon the ministry of the Word depend all the other duties 
·of the true priesthood.By the Word we teach,by the Word we 
consecrate ; by the Word we bind and loose, by the ~w·ord we 
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judge doctrine ; so that when we cemmi t· -t0 .anyone the Word , we 
cannot deny him any part of the priestly mi~istry"(l 6 ) · 
Since it ~s necessary however for the congregation of 
Christians in any one place to have someone appointed to do on 
their behalf the things which they can in fact all do by vir~ue 
of their baptism , but which it would be both unseemly and· 
unedifying for them to do all together a.t the same time , the 
ordained ministry is desirable ; it thus arises 0ut o-f the local 
situation on the gr01mds of order • r~he minister does not 
preac~ i;he Gospel or administer the sacrament~. on his ministeria: 
authority but on his baptismal authority , which he share·s with 
a.ll his congregatlon ; his ministerial authority merely 
authorises him to do them publi.c~J.,y , ,on behalf of them all(l7) 
. ., ... 
The ministry seen from this standpoin-t appears as an institutli.on 
which is only of the ''bene esse" of the church and cannot be of 
its "esse". It exists for the sake of good order , and does not. 
possess any divine authority not possessed by the laity • 
It is not here suggested that these two views of the 
ministry a.re mutually exclusive , for traditional Lutheranism 
includes them both ; but when one or the other of these positionl 
is taken as the starting point , then there· ca.n dev:elop a 
somewhat diffe-rent emphasis • If on·e begins from the fac:t that 
the ministry is the di vinely-a;ppointe~ means for prea.ching tne 
Gospel , one c.an still include various methods of appointing 
ministers (i.e. the "historical",from within the ministry in 
success·ion down the ages , and the "local" , from .amongst the· 
local assmebly of Christians) as being legitimate,alternat1ve 
ways in which the same divine commission can be handed on 
whereas if one accepts the priesthood of all believers as the 
basis for the concept of the ministry , then one is bound to 
reject any notion of succession in the ministry as one that 
perpetuates ;m idea which the concept of the priesthood of all 
(18) Askmark XSK , p 3 
• I ~ 
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believers was defined to combat • The confessiona.l documents 
clee.rly f·avour the first as the right starting point • " There 
have been times",writes Askmark,"in the history of Lutheranism 
when the ministry has .been regarded e.s belonging only to the 
"bene esse" of the church .The preaching ministry yvas necessary 
to keep due order in the church and to prevent chaos and 
confusion ; but the ministry was not necessary -to the church 
so that it could exist • God cree.ted believing man without _the 
ministry , and these believers could find spiri tua;l nourishment 
and fellowship without having_. e. speci~.l preaching minist;ry • 
-.-
Not so the confessional writings or the ·early Lutheranism ! In 
··:all its· polemic· age;ins-t· ·-the :·errors· of Rome and its priesthood, 
. . . 
end e"gainst the claim that the priest' medie.tes between God and 
man , Lutheranism , while simul teneously m~:.tintaining the 
doctrine of the_ general pri'esthood, never abandoned the a.ffirm-
a.tion tha.t without a preaching ministry there could be no 
' ( 18) 
church" . 
It is important tha.t this tension between the two ideas · 
should be made clea.r at the out set , for we have here the cal)se 
of much strife about the ministry in vrestern Christendom since 
the reformEttion • Both the ideas appear in the writings of the 
Swedish reformation,but there is no synthesis between them. 
In the succeeding Age of Orthodoxy the need for polemic 
a.ga.inst Rome had been displaced by the need for polemic against 
those with too low a view of the ministry influenced by ~his 
need,and by the theology of Mela.ndTthlon , the doctrine of the 
general priesthood was rarely used as the be.sis for defining the 
doctrine of the ministry . Consequently there were occasiona.l 
a.ffirma.tions of distinctions between the ordained a.nd the le.y 
members of the church ; some theologie.ns wrote of· the duty ·of 
teaching and administering the sacraments as being a special gra 
-ce imparted at ordination . ~L'his sort of terminology could not 
have been used during the reforma.tion period when the struggle 
was against a different foe 
(19) Au1en , p 21f 
(20) eg I.Hector in B1ennow , p -171 end Blennow -
in ibid. p 198 . -
(21) Nygren,Herdebrev p 23f. 
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The emphasis went in the opposite direction during the Age 
of Pietism ; the distinction-between the ordained and the lay 
gave way to a distinction between the converted· and the 
unconverted member of the qJ;mrc.h , . and spiritual au.thori ty was 
. \ . ' . . . ·- .' .. 
assi~n~g .... , no;t to. ~he pri~~t a..~ s~ch ,. ~ut .. t~ ~he converted man, 
whether. ordained or ~ot . In. radical. pieti~•,the ordaihed 
. I. .· . ' . . . .. 
ministry became enti::trely superflu_qus. • . This. idea was kept to 
J. '. • •• ' .. ' , • • .. ••. 
the, _fore. in the nineteenth· centu;r.y: becau~e .of .. ~h~ wide-spread 
.. !"' • ' •• ' 
infl,~enq~_· of ?ie:tilsm , ~t~l the· Lund~n~:dan · 11 H~gP.-Churchmen 11 
res;tored · ar;t emp~a.~;i.~, on the ~~Y..~Pf? insti ~ution,,Qf. ·:the ministry • 
(~~) ·· .. Thi"s: tension is very· evident .. in= the pr.eisent. d,ebate where 
·on~ !=Ad·e{F?) decia;·~s .. that .. ~o · ba,s~ ·.:th~.( -~~ncept ··of: .... ~:p.e ordained 
rp.inist;r-y on. the· Qall of .. the.; lp9al. c~ngr~g/3-;t;i.on· i.E! ;pure 
sectarianism and fo:reign. to .the ... Cpnf~.s~i~n.al. d,o~-q.ments and to 
Swedish tradition ; while the other side is unwilling to 
abandon- this aspect-altogether and endeavours·to hold the two 
in synthesis <21 ). 
4. The One Ministry • 
It is therefore as a function and not as an in-stitution 
that the ministry is constitutive of the church ._.consequently 
Article VII ,"De Ecclesia",of the Augsburg Confession states: 
" Item docent, quod una Sancta Ecclesia perpetuo mansura 
sit. Est autem ecclesia congregatio -Sanctorum,in qua 
Evangelium recte docetur et recte a.dministrantur 
Sacramenta. Et ad veram unitatem Ecclesiae satis est 
consentire de -doctrina E11angelii et aP.mi.nistratione 
Sacramentorum. Nee necesse est. ubiq_ue esse simil·es 
traditiones humanas,seu ritus aut caeremonias,ab 
hominibus institutas. Sicut inq_uit Paulus:Una fides,unum 
Baptisma,unus Deus et Pater omnium etc." 
The ~ity of the church lies in the performance of the minister-
-ial duties , not in uniformity <;>f organisation • ·:rhe minist:ery 
was instituted by God to perform a function , that of preaching 
the Gospel and administering the Sacraments, and so the ministry 
(22) e~. Tractatus de Potestate et Primatu 
Papae : "Docet igitur Hieronymus,humana· auctorita.te 
. . 
distinctos gradus esse Episcopi et Presbyteri seu 
Pastoris. Idque res ipsa loquitur , quia potestas 
est eadem, quam supra dixit·. Sed una re's postea 
. . . 
fecit discrimen Episcoporum et Pastorum,videlicet 
. . . 
ordinatio : quia insti tutum est, ut unus Episcopus· 
0 • • • • 
ordinar·et Ministros in pluribus 15cclesiis .• Sed cum 
jure divino non sint diversi gradus'Episcopi et Pastoris: 
manifestwn e·st , ordinationem a; ~astore, in sua Ecclesia 
factam, jure divino ratam esse 11 
is essentially one even though,. .it appeared in the me·dieval 
. . 
church in different orders anQ. grades . This doe-trine of the 
one ministry is riot expliei-tl"y defined in the Augsburg 
Confession .but it .is.a eomm0n asser,tion of Lutheran theology 
. , , . . I : , 
and is stated -in ~the· otp;er: ·confessional wri tinge of the Book 
c:>f Conc.ord.( 22 > .• 1' ·Any,.division of _d~ties within th~ one ministry 
·. • ' . I . • , 
is ~n- arrangement· of con:ven-ienee and not·· of divine insti tutlbon; 
. . ' . . 
the offi·ces ·of bishop anQ. _priest are separate _only "de jure humal 
0 0 
I I ' 
-no 11 ,.: _It Jl!.~Y be·, convenient as a nermal rule to reserve 
. ,. .· . 
or~inat;i..'on. t0 _·the, episcopate ., but since both- gr~des share the 
sa~e. ess.e~tia-1- ministry ,,.: a priest ean ordain.'- if .,need be • 
··- . ! . . . ;· . -
- ·.;Luther made ·.mueh. of the faet that ,bishop and._ presbyter are 
. . ' . -. 
el~arly. intei_'changabile terms· in the New Testament ., and though 
he apprec_iated that the- ch.urcP._:·had. ec:>~e\~o (re~.liz·e that 
different grades could best fulfil the functions of the one 
ministry , he was insistant that these distinctions ·were not 
divine , or even apostolic , and therefore could not be 
essential • 
These views were also held by the Swedish reformers Olavus 
and Laurentius Petri .• Both of them write in various works of 
the one preaching· ministry, given by_ Our Lord to the a.postles and 
handed on by them t.o the church ; both of them refer tbe the 
two grades within this one ministry as being proven·· meth0ds of 
dividing its functions , and as such to be kept if_ possible ; 
butboth a.ls0 clearly recc:>gnize th~t a development of ehurch 
tradition has a diff·erein.t status altogether from s·omething 
commanded in Holy Scripture • The Swedish reformers did not 
experience as much episcopa.l opposition as did the German , a.nd 
consequently they were more ready to see in the office of· 
bishop a useful instrumentfii the church. This diff·erence in the 
· an4 a~titude to the episcopacy in Germa.nyA,J.n Sweden is important 
here, f-or it led to rather different formulations of belief in 
the earliest period of the .Ref0rmati0n . It was agreed that 
there wa.s one basic ministry ; it was agreed that the church was· 
(23) Petri , p 162 
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entitled to work out its own methods for carrying out this 
ministry and that episcopacy was an ancient institution • But 
in Germany it was felt that , since the episcopate was opposing 
the Gospel , the-· better heal tn of the church required its 
abolition , whereas in Sweden it was felt that a reformed 
. . 
episcopate was still necessary to the church • So we get the 
famous s_tatement in the Ch~rc:t Order of 1571 where , after 
sta.ting that , although there was originally no distinction 
between bishops and priests _, pastoral considerations made the 
growth of the episcopate desirable , the. Archbishop continued: 
11 Therefore , sin~e this enactment was most profitable , and 
without doubt proceeded from the Holy Ghost,from whom come all 
goo.d gifts, it was· sanctioned and approved in general 
throughout all Christendom,,and has been ever_ ·since, and evermore 
shall be as long as the world endur~s ~·with the provision that 
the abuse , which has been_very freat in this as in other 
useful matters, is set aside"{ 23 . Here , as in no other 
confe·ssi·onal docunrent of'· the· Lutheran church , it is stated 
that the decisions which'· the church has taken: in· ·the past 
about the office of bishop were decisions whiqh proceeded from 
the Holy Spirit· , ·and· are: to be adhered to • It is noteworthy 
hqweirer that this was writ-ten by one who at the same time 
shared the view of other Lutheran divines a.bout the essential 
unity of the ministry. 
From the other writings of the Book of Concord therefore 
the "traditionee humanas,seu ritus aut caeremonias,ab 
hominibus institutas 11 of the seventh article of the Augsburg 
Confession can be taken to include the office of bishop ; but 
as we have seen there are those who do not regard this as being 
determinative for the doctrin.e of the Swedish church , and who 
feel that the statement of their own Church Order authorises 
the view that God wills the episcopate for his church • One of 
them writes : 11 Since the doctrine of the one ministry 
unquestionably contradicts the tradition of the universal 
( 24) Hector in Blennow P ,. p. 172. 
( 25.). For the whole subject of this pare.gre.ph, 
see Askmark XSK , ·PP 260-308 • 
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church and has.its ~ackground in the politics a~d ~nti-episcopal 
tend.encies of the ·first stage of the Reformation,- it ··should be 
reekoned ~s one of the curio:s;i;.ties of Lutheran.ism and not a 
doctrine charaeteristic of the chureh. 0f. Sweden • At any rate, 
it has. not had any great ~itsnifi.cance ·in p~actice" ( 24 ). Although 
the doctrine of the one ministry has not prevented the 
continuance of the epi-scopate , it did at one stage , as will be 
seen later ,influence t~e rite by which bishops have been 
consecrated , and to .that extent has clearly influenced the 
practice • 
It is .true however that in the period immediately following 
. . 
the sixteenth century there·was a renewed interest in the 
ministerial grades , and many statements exist to the effect tha· 
these grades were instituted by Christ and must therefore be 
found in true churches o Archbishop Laurentius Paulinus Gothus 
published a work in 1609 where this is made explicit,and in 
which ne propos~s some alte;r-ati.on~ in the text of the· service 
' . I I 
for 'th.e c"onse~ra:tion of bishops .. ' . omitting·: the part about the 
~~~sc~~~-cy a~d . the. p~·~es.~ho~d h~v-ing. b~~~-, ~~i·g~n.~?,-;Lly one ( 25) 
. \ ~ . ' .. 
. In s~me of tlfes_e writers howeyer the· same ;ten_E1.~?~-);an be 
observed as -exists in the Church Order. for, , wh:i:l~ . they a.sse.rt 
•• : • :. I I • 0. • 
:that ~he ~inistry is essent:i.~lly o~e. a~d that:· i:ts .. ,organisation 
is a me:tter of order and convenience , they a~ sq. -ascribe the 
growth of episcopacy to the direction of the Spirit which should 
not be ignored o Nicolaus Erman , for example ,_ in 1704 rejects· 
the Roman and Anglican view by which bishops are considered to 
be divinely instituted and necessary for the church ' affirming 
that the introduction of bishops into the church was done "de 
jure humane" o But on the other hand he etlso opposes the view 
held by the English Puritans or presbyteria.ns when. they reject 
episcopacy and affirm that no church which has it can be 
considered to be in accord with the New ·restarnent • Against 
these he says that the introduction of episcopacy into the 
c·hurch was don~'J"',~~furis di vini negati vi" , by which he appel:!-rs 
1\ :• 
{?6) This_was noted by the 1909· commission : 
they reported that· "de jure humane" very often means 
for the Swedes "something which is not directly 
ordered by Our Lord,but prescribed by the Church , in 
a.ccorda.:nc·e with the guidance of the Holy. Spirit" , 
Report "The Church of England and the Church of Sw~den, 
p 20 • 
·to mean that episcopacy lies so close to the ord.er which must 
"jure divino" exist in a church that it can·be said. to parteike 
of its character ! He rejoices ·to a.ff-irm ·that the Swedish 
church treads the· via media between Rome and Canterbury on the 
one hand and Geneva on the other •. 
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A very clear statement of the doctrine of the one ministry 
and of the variable character of the grades within it came in 
the minutes of tne meeting with the Anglica.n Coimhission in ·1909, 
where the Churcll .. of Sweden made clear that, while it maint~:dned 
a.n episcopal order and wa.s convinced of its beneficial nature , 
it did not regard such an order as essent·ial. The quotation is 
given in Chapter 1 on p lOff~ 
It is notica.ble in many Swedish wri te~§f:l that , while they 
reject thet idea that episeopacy as a grade of the ministry is 
"de jure divino" , they want to assert their conviction that 
this traditional ordering of the mj_ni~try had the guidance· of the 
Spirit. behind. it.;· "de·' .jure hu.mano"'.a.s .·~- de.~cription of church 
tra.d.i tion is interpreted .in. terms- of the' di-rection of the Holy 
Spi.ri,~ 2•6 )Th~s ·i·s t.he old t~nsion .of:- Scri,pt:ure · a~d ·tradition in 
its s~a.rpest .ferm· .• · If tr.adition .. i.s~ the ·,guidanc.e: qf the Spirit, 
Can t·l:_lere ,really;, be a dist.:fnctiori between 
\ ' I ' • ' 
¥:fh~t Ch~ist :commands' in· Scri·pture ,:,.:_which_. is essential , and 
what the Holy Spirit lea.ds the ·church into , which is optional ? 
The crux of the matter lies in the assertion that the 
development of episcopacy was made under the guidance of the Hol~ 
Spir1t. This assertion-is not made ·in the Book of Concord but 
it is made in the Church.0rder and by many Swedish writers to-da~ 
and here lies the kernel of much of the present debate . When 
however this assertion is made in the classical Swedish traditioz 
it would seem to carry with it the admission that the same Spiri1 
may well have led ·other Christian bodies into other forms of 
ministry and it is· possible tliat we have here the clue that 
shows us how the two ideas can in fact be held together • The 
e.ssertion of the Church Order is the conviction of the local 
church , the Church ~f Sweden , about its own tradition that 
does not in any way conflict with the basic statement of the 
Augsburg Confession that it is not necessary for true unity 
that all these traditions be the same • Episcopacy may well 
have been.·evolved under the guidance of the Holy Spirit ; but 
that. does· not make .it constitutive of the church or essential 
for all parts of it • 
5. O.f the Unworthiness of the Ministers, which hinders not the 
Effect of the Sac17ament. 
. . 
The next Ar~.iple of the Augsburg Confession defines a. 
doctrine about the ministry shared by the. Anglican ~:hurch ; 
indeed Article XXVI of the Thirty-Nine Articles is very 
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similar to it • Article VIII ·of the Augsburg. Confession declares 
11 Quanauam Ecclesia proprie sit c0ngregatio-Sanctorum et 
vere credentium : tamen,cum in hac vita multi hypocritae 
et mali admixti sint, licet uti S~cramentis, quae per ma.los 
a:dministrantur, juxta .. vocem Christi : Sedent Scribae et 
Pharisaei in Cathedra Mosi etc. Et Sacramenta et verbum 
propter ordinationem et mandatum Christi sunt effica.cia, 
etia.msi per.ma.los exhibeantur. 
Damnant Donatistas et similes,qui negabant licere uti 
minist-erio ma.lorum in Ecclesia , et sentiebant ministerium 
ma.lorum inutile et inefficax esse • " 
It was a fervent belief of Luther that it was the Word of Christ 
which made the preaching and the sacramepts effective , a;nd not 
the offtc-e, ability or devotion of the priest . The ministry is 
to be heard , honoured and obeyed,because , and only inasmuch 
. . 
as, it is the means by which Jesus Christ speaks to His people. 
Luther can thus say " When you hear a minister speak,you hear 
God Hims·elf" and 11 I , and anyone else who speaks Christ's word, 
may freely boast that his mouth is Christ's" . It is for this 
reason that the moral character of the minister does not stop 
the effect ·of Christ~s Word . 
r1~he same point was made from the beginning of the Swedish 
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Reformation . A catechism of 1558 asks " Are the Sacraments 
still efficacious even when they are administered by an evil 
servant of the church ? 11 and gives the answer "Yes,for the Word 
and Sacrement themselves belong not to the minister but to 
Christ" . ~rhis doctrine was not challenged until the rise of 
Pietism in Sweden ; th~ pietist~)·, ~ith. their strong doctrine of 
personal conversion and ·regeneration , were faced with the 
question of whether they could continue to attend their parish 
church to hear mhe sermons of , and receive the sacraments from, 
a minister who may not have been "converted'' in their sense of 
the word . It had always been recognized that the church containE 
-d both the good· and the ba.d , and that it wa.s impossible to 
distinguish them • The visible church (sometimes called 
••coetus vocatorum") comprised all those. who were. baptised : 
within this circle there was th~ invisible church ( 11 C0etus 
electorum") comprised of those who accepted the Word and allowed 
·it to convert them ; thos~·-who compris!3d- this invisible church 
were known only to God • IJ!he radical pietists were those who 
believed that they c-ould distinguish the elect ; they were 
prepared to deny that those ·who did not give signs of being 
of the elect were in the church at all • So for them it was an 
important matter to find out whether the priest was converted 
or not , otherwise his ministry might be described as being of 
the devil . The congregation thus felt that it had the duty,not 
only of determining whether their ministeF was preaching the truE 
Word ,but also of finding out whether his moral and spiritual 
life indicated that he was a." converted person • 'l'he church in 
general , while agreeing that the ministry of a man who had not 
a.llowed himself to be affected by the Word ,might not be as 
exciting or challenging as it otherwise would be _,nevertheless 
held t?en,.a.nd holds now, to the Confessional position that it 
is the Word of Christ that makes effective any of the ministeriaJ 
actions by whomsoever they are performed . 
It is interesting to note tha.t Luther and the other 
reformers would not have anything to do with the doctrine of 
(27) cf Brillioth-, p 159 
(?8) Lindroth ~ p 248ff 
. the "character indeiebilis" ·' which might be thought to provide 
a. formula fqr this cone.ept • lf'he reformers. h9wever all ree~cted 
vi0lently agai-nst ·any such language as this . ; . the concept of e. 
"character'~ or ·aua.lj;ty imprinte~ on the soul a~. ordination was 
repugnant.to them. But the phrase -is sometimes used to-da.y to 
signify that the ordinatioJ!. imposes. e.n ·a man a life-long 
commission( 27 > .• 
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In a recent consideration of the doctrine of the ministry, 
Professor Li~droth describes the tendency to think of a minister 
as a.n indi viduA:J_ whose ·personal oua.li ties And abilities consti t-
--ute the decisive factors in his ministry,as typ;i.cal of one of 
the classice~.l ~t1eologica.l errors ; , ~I?-4~ vi dualism • -~he other , 
·inf?titutiona.lism ,. is when the minist~r is conceived of as being 
taken up i~to a· great. sy~tem ~o tha~t his own part in t~e whole 
becomes merely· a· matter of meche.nical 1?erf.ormance 
errors are avoided when-t1.e eighth article of the 
p • • • • • . 
. Both these 
Augsburg 
Confession is taken seriously , and the. ministry. seen a.s a 
function of Ch~ist in i.Iis church • (?B) 
6. "Hi te vocatus" .: vocation and ordination. 
The apostolic· duties. of preaching the Word and administerin~ 
the Sacraments are committed by the church·to certain men , 
judged .to be pi.ous and learned in the ?~riptures , and thus able 
·to perform them worthily .. Although it could be maintained that 
any Christian,, by virtue of.his baptism , could perform these 
functions for his fellows ., due. order required that only those 
properly authorised should so act ; hence.the fourteenth article 
of the Augsburg Confession ,."De Ordine Ecclesia.stico" declares: 
r 
".De· ordine Ecclesiastico. docent., ouod nemo debeat in 
Ecclesie. publice docere , aut Sacramenta. a.dministrare, 
nisi rite vocatus" • 
. . 
r~he phrase "nisi rite voca.tus" obviously demands attention ' for 
on its _interpre.tati.on ·so much depends . The Augsburg Confession 
does· not defi.ne ·any further.how a man is "rightly" called. If 
we turn for further clarific·a.tiori. to the other documents of the 
(29) eg "Sed Episcopi Sacerdotes·nostros aut cogunt 
hoc doctrinae.genus,quod confessi sumus,abjicere et 
damnare,aut·nova etinadita'crudelitate miseros et 
innocentes occidunt. Hae causaeimpediunt,quo minus 
. ' 
agnoscant hos Episcopos nostri Sacerdotes.Ita saevitia 
'Episcoporum in causa. est,aua.re ·alicubi.dissolvitur illa. 
Canonica. politia,auam nos magnopere cupieoamus.conservare~ 
(30)· "Si Epiecopi suo officio recte·fungerentur, et 
curam·Ecclesi'ae· et Eva.ngel:i.i gererent ,posset illis 
nomine cari tat:i.s et tranauilli ta.tis ,non. e·x necessitate' 
permitti~ut· nos et nostros Concionatores ·ordinarent et 
confirmarent~ •• ~ •• Quia' vero nee sunt,nec· esse volunt 
veri Episcopi,sed Politici Dynastae et Principes,qui 
nee concionantur et docent,nec baptizaht,nec Coenam 
administrant,nec ullum opus et officium Ecclesiae 
. . 
pnaestant,sed ·eos,aui vocati· munus illud subeunt· , 
. . 
persequantur et condemnant: profecto,ipsorum culpa, 
Ecclesia non deserand.a.,nec ministris spolianda: 'est. 
Qua.propter,.sicu~ ve.tera_. exempla Ecclesiae e.t Patrum n9s 
docent·, idoneos a.d ho·c officium ipsi ordinare de bemus et 
vo-lumus". 
(3l)" ••• Quae verba ·ad veram Ecclesiam pertinent, 
quae cum sola ha.beat Sacerdotium:, certe habet ius eligendi 
et ordinandi Ministros.Idaue etiam communissima Ecclesiae 
' ' 
·consuet'udo · t'estat·ur.Nam olim populos eligeba.t Pa.stores et 
Epis.copos.Deinde · accede bat E'ijli.scopus, seu ej·us Ecclesiae , 
· ·seu vicinus, aU:i. c·onfirmaba.t· electum 1mposi tiona' manuum,nec 
. . . . 
al'iud · fU:i t · ordinatio ,nisi tal is· conip'robatio ". 
( 3?) "It she~ll first be noted tl.1 .. ~.t no. IDP.n shall 
be suffered to. exequte the .offic.~ o.f Priept,unless he 
h~tq come to it ,throug11- P regulP.r CPll.; :fo.r no. 6ne CP.n 
I ' ' ' 
properl.y e sc.p.pe t~1e fP.c"t th~.t . election, sa:ut.iny, 
' . . . . .. 
~x~=~m~n:?tion., pr~yer. ~-tc ,.P-re .. of ~=~ cer~Pinty th~ o-rnin:?nce 
of God. And it is e~ comfort to know thP.t our Lord Jesus 
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Book of Concord , and especially to ·the clarifi-cation of this 
fourteenth article in t·he Apology, we find it stated that 
whereas the Lutherans would prefer to have the call to the 
ministry given ~md·confirmed by ·the traditional episcopal 
o"rdination , the German bishops had shown themselves to be so 
much against .the Luthe:ran teaching that this had proved 
impossible , so , "in order that th.ere might be ministers at all, 
the congregations ·had to call them themselves (?.g). Much the 
same is stated in the Schmalkaldic Articles( ·w) and the Tract 
"De potestate" aates that the ordination , which follows upon 
the call .given to a minister by a particular congregation , is 
nothing.more than an.outward sign and confirmation of that call; 
the ·call .is the essentiRl element and not the -ordination { 11}. 
Events in Sweneri however were somewhat different in this 
res~ect from t~e c~nt~nent ; no break with previous practice was 
necess~ry as the congregation what needed a priest could have 
him tested, examined and ordaine~ by the bishop • ·rhus , in the 
Swedish situation it can be claimed that "rite vocatu.s" involves 
not only the call of the local congregation but also the call 
of the whole church made effective through the actions of the 
bishop ; thus the ordination becomes a. pE~.rt of the ca.ll itself 
and not merely the public recognition of a call • The words of 
the Church Order(3~)show that the basic position is the same as 
in the German confessions : 11 the congregations chogse for 
themselves ~reachers and this choice was afterwards confirmed by 
the Bishop by prayer ana the imposition of hands" , but the 
insistance on the participation of the bishop,someone outside 
the local churcl1 itself , hr::~.s the effect of supplementing the 
local call by that of the universal church • rhe local 
congregation c~not act entirely for itself and it would seem 
that the following sentence of the Church Order :"Neither shall 
any man who hath been called to the office of Preacher,tried and 
examined,execute the office until he hath been ordained and 
confirmed therein with imposition of hands end prayer" , can 
·christ· will me.inte.ip the office of. Preacher with power, 
and also through .this voce.tion.·11his ·hath been 
maintainer! immedietely ~.fter the· time of the Apostles, 
thPt the Congrege.tions chose for themselves Pree.c·hers, 
F.~nd this choice w~s P..fterw~rc'l.s ·confirmed by' t~1e Bishop 
by prayer end the imposition of hands.Therefore 
whensoever a Congregation or Parish he.th need of a 
.Priest or Preacher , they shell first draw nigh to ·God 
in pra.yer, seeking his help· e.nd counsel in the matter. 
Next they shall look for some fit person,and·when' 
such hath been found(Ps may seem to them),they shall 
bring him befor.e· the 11 0rdin::~.rius 11 or Bishop , tha".t he may 
be· examined F.l.nd tried, and , ·when e.pproved, commissioned 
and ordR.ined a.s Parish Priest •.• Neither shell eny man 
who hath been called tq the office of Preac~er,tried 
t=~.nd. .examined, execute the office until he he.th been 
ordained .end confirmed therein with imposition of hands 
. 
~nd pre.y~r 11 Petri , . p 140ff ; translption from 
Yelverton., p 85f. 
be legitimately claimed as the Swedish interpreta.tion of the 
implications of the "nisi rite vocatu.s" clause in the Augsburg 
Confession • · The ca.lling of the individual by the church 
becomes a process consisting of several moments : the testing 
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of the cand'idate by the congregation , the election , the 
examination by the bishop , and fina~ly the ordination • None of 
these four moments is divinely instituted , and a true calling 
can take place wi_thout one or other of them , but the history of 
the church shows that these are desira.ble steps in the process 
and the Swedish church intends to keep to them. 
At the end of the sixteenth century-episcopal ordination 
was established and unquestioned , but the growing power of the 
state reauired a greater emphasis by the church-on its own 
responsibility for calling its ministers • Accordingly , instead 
of the old formula. that the "potestas vacandi" belongs to the 
congregation and the "potestas ordinandi" to the bishop,we find 
some of the theologians of Orthodoxy insisting that the 
"praec.ipua .pars"•· ,()f. th·e .. · "pote.stas. vo·cand.i" belonged to the 
or9-tained· ·-mini.-strY,:j •· This way 0f think-ing proba~l·y had a double 
aim : partly, to justify. the fact that "the'· ··patr0nage system gave 
very litt.l~ .. i_nf~u,enc~· in the .f?._ppo.inting of. parish priests to the 
local cong:r:ega_ti.o~ ::.;q,;.;·-.....1'. y · ; ?-nd .partly, to .a13sert . tha.t the right 
of pa~tr.~na.g~ b·~l~nged to the. ·~ini-~t;y- 9~ ,th-e: .9hu~.ch_ rather than 
to the king • Orthodoxy stressed the duty of teaching , and 
insisted tha.t bot'h ·a. right understanding of the Word and the 
ability to teach were primary qualifications !6or the ordained 
ministry; so the moment which they emphasised m0re than the 
others was the examination of the candid-ate by the bishop • It 
is noteworthy that they did not emphasize .the element of 
ordination even though that was an act that lay entirely in 
·their own hands. and·· coula .there·fo·re hav-e 'been used to 
strengthen their position against the king • 
~rhe call referred to hitherto has been the "external" call, 
the call given by the church to its servants which gives a-man 
( 33 ) cf Luther "Ridiculum autem est a sserere 
pro Sa cramento Dei auod a Deo institutum nusquam · 
pot e s t monstrari". 
( 34) "Si autem Ord o de lVIinisterio verbi 
intellig8.tur ·, non grava tim voca.verimus Ordinem 
Sacramentum 11 • 
(35) see Askma rk lsk , pp 379ff 
certainty however.much his own feelings might encourage or 
discourage him ; although God used to call His prophets 
J5 
directly ,without any media.tion,He did s0 no longer,and His call 
was always 11 indirect 11 ,i •. e. mediated by the church • Against this 
the pietfusts reacted ; they believed themselves to have 
experienced the "direct" call , compared with which the "indirec· 
call of the church was valueless . The radica.l pietmsts ignored · 
the ordained ministry as such,as ordination gave no guarantee 
of conversion ; other pie:t;ists felt thatirinijn's inner call needed 
the confirmation of the church and most of them saw this 
confirmation in his choice by the local church and not. in hi.s 
ordination by the bishop • To-day however it is more usual in 
the church at large to hear the external call identified with 
the act of ordination itself ; it is the ordination that gives 
the church~ s authentication to the man's inner conviction tha.t 
he is called. to the ministry • 
We have seen that the Lutheran tradition speaks of 
ordination as the c·onfirmation of vocation ·.; this means that it 
is not a sa~rament~'33)nor can it be tb.ought to impart grace --
. .•· 
nothing that the church does can i·mpart grace ,,for ,the church is 
a:lways tp.e recipient of grace ; God alone imparts grace , which 
He does through His Word· a.pd, Sacraments . But it should be 
not'ed 'that. the Apology uses the word Sacr?ment ·.of· .ordination ( 34~ 
not denying that an ordination to preach.the W,ord and administer 
the Sacraments can itself be called a sacrament.. The Swedish 
reformers speak of ordination as a custom going back to the· 
apostles and therefore to be observed ,. but not going back to 
Christ and therefore not essential , almost the same position 
as is held about episcopacy(which is patristic but not apostoli~ 
When they speak of ordination(3 5)they mean the imposition of 
hands with prayer ; this is an ac;t .b,y .. which ·the church asks for 
God's grace for those whom it is choosing to be its ministers; 
the laying on of hands is closely associated with prayer rather 
than with commissioning (it is accompanied by the recitation of 
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the Lord's Prayer :in Lutheran rites·) and is not the impartation 
of grace to the man .. , but the sign that this is the ma.n for 
whom prayer is now bei~g offered • 
The great theologians_of Orthodoxy are the first to 
expound any systematic doctrine of ordination , but the points 
theyma.ke are much the same as the earlier reformers.Ordination 
e.s confirmation of voca.tibn fulfils five functions : public 
proof that the calling was rightly carried out, the ceremonial 
introduction of the called into the church , the reception of 
his oath of fidelity , the church's opportunity to remind him 
o'f his duties , and the offering of prayer to God on his behe.lf. 
Ordination is not in itself essential, though it is desirable , 
not only a.s a public opportunity of prayting for the new priest, 
but also because this ceremony can impart to the priest himself 
~ : 
HKX a certainty that he is indeed "consecratus" by God and has 
rec·eived the gifts of the Spirit • He has this certainty because 
since apostolic times the Holy Spirit "has been accustomed" to 
come u:pon· ~en throryg.tJ.· the lay~ng on· ofr.~hand.s· ·in prayer. It would 
b~:.Jmp.o_ssli.-bl.e· t.o· g~rt:.nearer tp the··language :a:bou-t'.t.he imposition 
of hands imp?-rting the gift of the Spiri:t withqut 1\losing the 
: • .• --. . . • - • l. r-- - ~ •• • , ;.. • - i r . . .; · ; , 1 : . · . · • · 
. emphasis. that (it. i's essentially. prayer fo.r the . gift and not the 
impartation of it • The denial tha.t qrdiution is essential 
is due solely to the desire to keep to the important principle 
that only those things instituted by Our Lord can be claimed e.s 
essential ; ordination however does belong to the traditional 
order of the churc~. , from which no departure must be made 
without good reason • 
', · . 
. The Orthodox theologians also tended to expound the 
significa.nce of the ministry in terms of the levi tical 
priesthood of the Old Testament . Luther,and the ·reformers 
generally, would n~t do this , for they saw the priesthood of 
the OCB.d dispensation fulfilled either in Our Lord , or in· t ... =_; 
,, r all believers. ~he Christian ministry could not be considered 
.. a.s a. continuation of it bec·ause the Christian ministry is 
( 36 ) especi a l ly t he essays of Riese·nfeld and 
Lindroth in Lindroth , a nd of Corell in Blennow,P. 
(37 ) the pos ition of "Lundat eolggi" s ee Per sson. 
( 3P. ) p 373 
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prophetic and not sacerdotal ; the polemical aspect of this 
position is obvious • By the Age of Orthodoxy however , the need 
for an anti-Roman p&lemic was diminishing ( at any rate in 
Sweden where the whole country had become Lutheran ) and that 
restraint on comparisons w.ith: ;th~ ,Qld· .~.estB.ment· was remov:ed • 
These theologians are now widely criticised in Sweden for having 
gone too ·far i:ri identifying the ministrie·Ei of the two 
dispensations, taking no account of the.difference between them •. 
They are criticised for instance for turning to the Old Testament 
for an explanation of the imposition of hands when they could 
find none in the New , and· , using the patriarchal narratives 
as precedents , interpreting it not merely as a sign of prayer 
but also a sign of·a blessing conveyed. 
All this is of direct relevance to contemporary discussions 
.about the ministry in Sweden because some modern writer-s make a . 
point of showing.how the royal,priestly and prophetic aspects of 
the Old-· Testament are , besides being joined in the· Person of 
Christ, passed on by .Him to the Chris~ian ministry(3G). Their. 
theology in ~any re.s.pects aligns them with the Orthodox 
interpretation of Luthera.nism,and the criticisms of those who see 
Orthodoxy as a distortion of the original reformation faith(37)do 
not disturb them • The exegetical problem itself does not concern 
us here,but it is important to note that the emphasis laid on the 
continuity between the ministries of the Old and N'ew· Testaments 
by some modern SWedish theologians does have an ancestry in 
Lutheranism itself • 
. Askmark states< 38)that if one enquired of the Church of 
Sweden how its ministry is maintained and continued , and how its 
ministers are installed in their office,the answer would have to 
be: in theory,through the calling;iri practice,through ordination. 
Much of the recent doctrinal emphasis on ordination is the 
natural result not only of ecumenical contact but also of the 
internal· practice of the Swedish church • Nevertheless , the 
steady assertion that , however much ordination is desirable , 
(39) Hodgson , p 159 • 
it is not essential , means that no particular method of the 
vocBtion-ordination process is to be insisted upon • The 
ecumenical implications of this position are well brought out 
by the following paragraph from the reply of the Swedish 
committee to the Report of the Lausanne World Conference on 
Faith and Order( 3.9>: 
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" According to Article XIV of the Augsburg Con~ession , 
no-one should public-ly teach in the Church or a.dminister 
the Sacraments unless he be regularly called (rite 
voca.tus). But regularly ct=tlled is he who is ordained 
P..ccording to the rites of his own denominP.tion • In the 
same Confession , Article VII , it is expressly stated 
that it ·is not necessa.ry that human rites should be 
. . 
everywhere a.like • For those who hold this opinion there 
is no rea.son why one· denomination should not recognize 
the ministers of another as the rightful Rnd equivalent 
stewards of Rll the meens of gra.ce and other concerns 
belonging to· 'tthe ministry within the respective 
denomination. But then there is no hindrance in principle 
for the members of one denomination to use the Sacraments 
. ; 
of another denomination , which is of great actual 
importance with regard to intercommunion • For our 
· conception of Church union "the pro·vision of a ministry 
acknowledged in every ~art of the Church as possessing the 
sanction of the whole Churchn is not an urgent need". 
These principles the Church of Sweden puts into pr~ctice both 
internally and ecumenic ally • 
7. Poteste.s Cla.vium --the spiritual euthori ty of the ministry. 
The Reformation rejoiced in this discovery that the 
Christian wF.t.s released from the absolute authority of the Church 
and bound only by the a.uthori ty of tl1e Word . The ministry of 
the church had been usurping too much control over the 
individual Christian ,and making demands upon him which were not 
necessa.ry to, a.nd were in some ca.ses contrary to , the salvation 
( 40) "Non igi tur cornmiscendee sunt poteste.tes 
Ecclesiastica. et civilis t Ecclesiastica suum mandA.tum 
. . 
ha.bet Evangelii d.ocendi et a.dministra.ndi Sacramenta". 
. -
and "Sic A.utem sentiunt,potesta.tem clavium seu IDH 
. . 
' j 
potestatem Ep!iscoporum, juxta Evangelium,potestatem esse ) 
seu manda.tum Dei pr~:=~edicandi Evangel'i'i, remi ttendi et 
retinendi pe_cca.ta, et administrandi Sacramenta" . 
(41) "Porro secundum Evangelium,seu,ut loqulintur, 
de jure divine ,nulla jurisd.ictio competi t Episcopis, 
ut Episcopis, hoc es·t ,his, auibus est commissum ministerium 
verbi et s~.cramentorum ,nisi .remi ttere peccata, item 
cognoscere doctrina.m, et doctrinem ab Evangelic 
dissentient em re j.icere, e.t impios, quorum nota. est impieta.s, 
excluder.e a communione Ecclesiae_, si·ne. vi humana, sed verbo. 
Hie necessaria et de jure divil).o debent eis Ecclesiae 
praestAre obeaientia:m, juxta ·illud:Qui vos a.udit,me audit. 
Verum cum Aliquid contra.Evangelium docent e.ut 
statuunt , . tunc habent Ecclesia.e mandatum Bei, quod 
obedientiam prohibet " 
,, 
! 
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procla~med in t h e Word of God . The only aut hori t y in t he 
/ churc h , procla ime <'l. t 11e Heformation, is t ':'l e aut hority of Christ 
Himself made known in Hi s Word , and t h i s i s t he only ::mt hority 
possessed by t he mini s ter. l'hus we h::1 ve t he de clar :=ttion in t he 
t wenty-eight h srticle of t h e Augsburg Confe ss ion t hat any s ort 
of tempora l powe r · is distinct from t h e spiritual aut h orit y -
~'>C.~.rcis-·~ · :_ !_,~, by pre a ching t '.:l e Gospel ,remi~tin.9 or -retaltdnJJ 
s ins , and Admini 5tf'Tin~ ' the Sacrament s < 40 t · thea1ittel~ theYD 
shows th3t t his mini s teri a l au t hority i s utterl y dependent upon 
t he Word of God ( 4l) so t ha t any exerciie of discipline must 
be " sine vi hum8n a, sed v erb a " , and t ha t t h e congregations 
have t he dut y of d i s obe ying , if anyt 1:ling ·is t aught or 
pre s cr ibed whic~ · is contr&ry to t~ e G o ~pel . The Word it s elf 
as pre a.ched by t he minister is God ' s ins trument for forgiving or 
ret aining s in s -- no other d i s ciplinary aut hority is neR~ed ; if 
t he minister f ~:d t hfully a.dminist ere - t h e Word , it · : exercise~ 
it s spiritual discipline a n~ ~ oes not need back ing up by any 
ec cl e sia s tic al li:ix«iJOiixR aut hority . The "pote s t a. s cl ::wium" , 
belonging to t he crmrch as A re sul t of Christ's commi ss ion in 
Mat t 16:19,18 :18 An d John 20 : 23 , was wholl y i dentified in t h e 
early Lut he r a n reformation wi t h t h e "pote s t a s ordinis" ,defined 
as t h e preac ':'l ing of t h e Word a n~ t h e administ ering of t t e 
Sacrg;nents . 01Rvus Petri took t h is view wit h h im back to 
Sweden , and insis ted t hAt obed ience wRs due to t he prie s t only 
ins ofar as ~1 e preached t he Word ; ot her autbori t y h e had not , 
nor was he entitled to rel y on t he secular power . P~ e power 
t hat frees men fr om their s ins , or bind s t hem in t h em,lies not 
in t h e mini s try it s elf , bu t in t he Word proclaimed by t h e 
mini s try . 
In t he c our s e of t he Reforme ti on however , it .. bec ame 
nece sss ry to class ify t h e priest' s dutie s and powers , and t he 
''pote s t as clavi urn" soon took it s place a longside pregc ~'l inc and the 
Admini s trAti on of t he sacraments as t h e third t a sk of t h e 
ord a ined ministry . lVlelanchi:ton for ins t 2nce WAnted to sh ow how 
II • • \\ t h e potestas eccles l PS tlc a wa s somet hing very different from any 
( 42) "Et placet nobis vetu~ parti tio potesta.~is 
in potestatem ordinis et potestate_m jurisdictionis. 
Habet.i~itur Episcopus potestatem_ordinis,~oc est , 
ministerium Verbi et Sacramentorum , habet et 
potestatem _jur:j..sdictionis,boc est, a.ucto:ritatem 
excommunicendi obnoxios publicis criminibus, et 
rursus absolvendi eos , si conversi petant 
Rbsolutionem. Neque vero habent potestetem tyrannicam, 
hoc est, sine certa. lege,neque regiam,hoo est. supra. 
legem, sed he.bent certum mandBtum, certum verbum Dei, 
quod docere,juxta quod _exercere suam jurisdiptionem 
debent " 
(41) See Askmark p 53ff.The force of this 
OUOtR.tion iS Only realized when it is remembered tha.t 
the. schools of tha.t t:j_me regarded discipline as. an. 
essential part of education • 
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,, 
· ''potestas politic a which the bishop might have because of his 
position in society., but his recognition of the old distinction 
b~tween a 11potesta.s.ordinis" and a_ "potestas jurisdictionis"( 42 ) 
kR. prepa~eQ._ t~e way for the separation of the spiritual 
discipline ·from ·the preaching of the Wor~ ,. so that it became a. 
separa.t·e ta.sk or duty of the., orda.ined .ministry • 1'his was 
· gr~dually accepted ·b}f 1.~hg theologians of .the la.s~ h~.lf ·of· the 
sixteenth century . For example , -in a. work written in 1558 , 
E .• Falck states that there are two parts to"the keys or the 
a~thori ty of the church" : "the prea.ching mirii stry, the a.uthori ty 
to .preach the gospel,admini'ster the sacram.ents,and·proclaim the 
. . 
forgiveness of sins through Christ 11 and 11 the judica.l acts" , the 
authority to excommunica.te or absolve and the powe:e to legislate 
for the good order of the churc:Q., "cura· ordinis in ecclesia" •. 
Thus the "potestas clavi urn'\ became an a.ddi tional duty of the 
ministry besides the others ; no longer was it a. power exercised 
only in the preaching and administering of the Word of 
judgement and forgiveness • The attitude expressed in the 
passage from the Apology quoted above , a.nd the develo:p:,·dd 
p~nitential system of the Age of Orthodoxy , .. contributed towards 
a grea.t debasement. of the term "potestas cla.vium" so that it 
came to mean primarily the power of excommunication , and 
absolution was thought of merely as the suhs.equent re-admission 
of a penitent • "The church is ·a. school , a pedagogue to Christ" 
said a disciple of· Melanchillon and this c·aaracterises the idea of 
the church a:t. this. ~i.me ( 43). ·The. mini.ster ·exercised the 
' I ·, ' ~ . • 
discipl·i~e· ' . a.nd'i was a.ble to call upon the secular power to help 
h::i..m .enforce itH: r.=· ·~r:: .. i .. :.<: i.: ::::·:~:i.e · ;_ ;' __ ,_:·.: . -·~J:~~ .• 
This was a case in which t_he pra.ctice of the seventeenth 
century church was beginning to bring in a. tension within its 
6y · Conl't"'t'I'A$1' wril'llrs 
teaching . It was still maintained" 'that a.ll church dis,cipline 
was "under the Word" but· they did not mean by this what the 
reformers had meant ' otherwise tlley could never have said ' as 
some of them did, that a.s sin a.ffects both God and the church , 
penitence brings the forgivenes.s of God and penance makes 
restitution to the church . The whole point of the Reformers' 
insisjmnce that spiritual and temporal should be distinguished 
from eachother was to preve~-t; physical punishments of any kind 
t •· , : ~ I ., 
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being a:ssigned to essentially spiri tua.l offences ; if penitence . 
was enough for God , it should do for the church also • 
Discipline exercised by the church however was always e. 
feature even of the early Reformation,and temporary 
excommunication had been encouraged by Luther ; the Swedish 
Church Law of 1686 prescribed the method of dealing with open 
and notoDious· sinners and the exercise of this power was 
principally in the hands of the ministry • Gradua.lly however the 
church ceased to use any form of pUblic excoJJQilunica.tion and the 
pastoral work .of the pa.rish ·priest himse·lf became the only way 
in which individuals could be ·brought face to fac·e with the 
condemnation or salvation of the Word • 
' Since the disappearance of church discipline there has been· 
much uncerta.inty as to wherein the "potestas clavium" lies . 
Some are content with its identification with the administration 
of· the Gospel , publicdly in Word and Sacrament , and privately 
in· .pastor~=d work ; but others see a. more definitive church 
discipline .as essentia.l for the better health of the church 
and. r.egr.et_ .it,s dis.~ppearanc.~. into .. the modern ·concept of the 
. . . . . ~ . . . . . .;, . 
na~iona]. ··' .,folk + ch1:1rch . '· ad.mi;nistering _the . .Word . and 
... -' . ' . - ·. . ~ . . . ~ ·. . . . . 
S.apra.II).ents to .a.ll whenever they c~ose. to come .• ·Thus in this 
• ' • : ~ ' • • • ' • • • • '!" • • •• 
:tnatte.r a.J,.so we ,can s~e the. same tensi.on betwe.en ,the. "idee.lism" 
-. ' • ·,. j = .. < . -_- ,. . : ~ t . . . ~ -· J. • • 
of t]+e early Reforma,t.i.on. a:n.d the "i:n.stitutional.ism•.• of the Age 
. ·. • • , r,· " .• . .. , , ), .. : . . , 
of .Orthodoxy ,pre.se_nt in COD;i;emporary Sweden • 
. ·. . .. • ' . : . . r •• . 
8 .. T:qe Ap.ostolic~. Succ:e.s,sion. : . .. '. 
, ~ ,"·, Wi:th .:regard to the. so.-ca.lled· · Apo·stolic.' Succ.e·ssion, the 
!Chu~c·h of· SW.ede·n .might- ha-ve· a s'tronge·r· c·laim ·than most 
."":schi·smati:c"; :churches ;. · In our church ·however, this 
· suc~ession is not considered to be a condition for the 
validity of the ministry ' the visible unity of the church, 
(44) Hodgson , p 159f 
·( 45) DewF.t.illey p 399 , note 2 • 
('46) eg his Commentary' o1f the Epistle to the 
G-alatians , p 3·3 .. He ca.lJ:eth us ell to tlie ministry of 
his Word a.t thi's day,not immedi8tely by himself, but by 
other means, tha.t is to say by man. But the Apostles were 
. . . 
called immediately of'Christ ~imself. Afterwards ~he 
Apostles· ·called their- disciples, a.s Paul called Timothy, 
Titus etc. These men called_.bishops(a~ iri Titus 1) ,8ncr the 
bishc:>ps ·their successo:Fe down to our-own ti'mes,a.nd so on 
to ·the end of tb.e world. And this is a media.ted calling, 
since it .is done by man;yet notwiths.tandi'ng it is of God••. 
or the efficacy of the Sacraments , though we value its 
significance a·s a testimony to the connection with 
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'. I • A.ritiqui ty'···.'. The doctrine' 'of' the nece~si ty of the Apostolic 
-. · ·. succe·ssioh 'lacks Biblical· fo1mdation , ~d. it seems t.o us 
i... to be' 'of utmost importance 'ltJr ··the' pro'gress of the 
Ecumenical U:iiiori movement ··tha.t· ·nothihg' which· lacks a clear 
. -· · Biblical·warrant"be m~d.·e·· a:' condit'icin:'to:f:-'uriity••(44). 
·l'hiif sta.t·ethent expr'esses·· the ··tradi tioha:i- pbsiti.on:·-bf the Church 
of Sweden· in' regi:i.ra··· t·o· the. -~:ignificabce. of ... the'· tactual successior 
in ·th'e' episcOpa.teiwhichi is ·e:::f·~~ture of 'it·s chil~ch;·order • At the 
time of the Reforma:tion the: .. Swedi~h th'eblogf~s. e:llied themselve~ 
'.w;i. t:h.· th~ :·.r~st of. th.e Lut;heran ,church··i.n its attitude to this 
success;ion.: , -and , .th01,1gh ·at ·has- remained a .. feature of Swedish 
practice .. , .d9ctrina.l value· he.s .not been, giv.en to· it • Indeed, 
any discussion of tl;le .ma-tter. has· been ·in! ·the ·Jcontext of 
controversy , at first against Rome , and more rec·ently against 
the high-church movement within. As Dewailley noted( 45), the 
Latin phra.se "successio apostolica" is usually employed , or , 
if Swedish is used , it appears as "the so-called a.postolic. 
succession" ; the implication clearly being tha.t to use the term 
. . 
without qualification would itself suggest soctrinal importance. 
The Lutheran Reformation ma.intained with. great conviction 
that its ministers were the heirs of the apostles and inherited 
from them the commissions given.-to His servants by Jesus Christ. 
Luther himself valued succession very highly( 46 )but it was a 
su?cession ma.intained net by ordina.tion but by Biblical doctrine. 
A minister is apestolic if he can show , not that he is ord-ained 
by someone who could trace.his episcopal pedigree back to the 
a.postles_ , but that he was doing what the apostles did in their 
time a.nd what they intended the ministry of the church should do 
. . 
af."t:er them ; the apostolic acts and thei·r intent·ions for the 
_f~ture inasfe.r a.s they expressed them a.re to be found in the 
wr~ tings they left behind , th€1. J!o+y Scr~-pture:s , .. and it is by 
. . . ~ : ., 
the Scriptures that any minister's cla~m to be apostolic is to 
be judged • The Roman Catholic bishops,who claim that they are 
( 47.) see Askmark lSK ., pp 309:ff for the subject 
of t"his. section • The Ref.orma.t-ion answer .on succession 
is ex.pre.ssed in the Apol.ogy thus "· Adversarii dicunt 
uni versales tradi tiones. id.eo servand~s · esse, quia 
existimentur a.b. apostolis tra~tdi.tae esse • 0 religiosos 
homines I Ri tus · 1=1b Rpostolis. f?UID.ptos retineri volunt, 
non volunt ret;ineri · doetrin.a.m a.po.stol.orum. Sic 
. iud.icandum· est d.e ritibus illis,sicut. ipsi apos:toli 
. in suis. scrip:t.is iudi.cant". 
. ( 48) e.g. 11non· habent· · haeredi tat em Petri, qui fidem 
Petri non habent"- .Ambrose, and·" non·sAnctorum 
. filii sunt ' qui tenent loca sanctorum,· sed aui' 
exercent opera eorwn" - Jerome .• 
. ' ' 
( 4 9 j lSI( , p 3 3 7 
in the apostolic succession and the Lutherans are not , receive 
back ·the reply fro~ the reformers that the contrary is true ; it 
' is clear to all that ~he Romans ·have departed from apostolic 
faith and practice,while the Lutherans have returned to it( 47>. 
Later Lutherans r~cognized that there is a "successio 
personalis'1 et localis" as well as the "successio doctrinal_is" , 
and taught that such a succession was a worthy sign of the unity 
and_ continuity of ~he church ; but they were quite clear that a 
succession of persons by ordination,or in one diocese,was wholly 
subsidiary to the vi tal suc.cession in doctrine • Gehard , who 
wrote the classic Lutheran treatment of the subj.ect , asserted 
.·.:...'·•·:';'··-... ··.j.:-'.'r ,. ... · . .-· .. ···--l;;.:r ... · ~.-. j~ .. · 
that ·'tlie early.·fathers ··arviaya c·oneidered ·a succession by 
• .: ' 0 I ;. . . . t ·} "":'' i .-..,· . . . . ... I • ..~ ~ .. , •. . "':"' • ., • I • . . •· I : ·, :' • • • 
ordination tcf depend upon a suc·cession in ·doctrine~ the former 
·t I : : 0 • I :. ""' •• : 0 I , • ... , • ' ,• ; . 0 .·! ' •• ' • 00 j 0 ~ 1 ;· • ' ·~ ' : ~· j ' : • -: I 'j •, o '• being considered· ·usefur· and·.· good but· not essential(not being 
'. '' ;,' :. ' i· ;:'"':,' • 0 - :• -~· ~· ; , '~ I ' : ' ' :. •:-- : '. ; • ', o o ~ • • : ~: , 0 \ ' 0 ,.,. : 
commanded irC'the Scriptures), out· ·'~he ·tatter ·.o.e~·ng ·necessary and 
determinativ.e ; and he supported ".this "tiY,'-·~any p~t~i~tic 
quotations(48) • 
I In Sweden t·here was no break in episcopal consecrations , but. 
the Swedish reformers had exactly the same interpretation as 
their German colleagues. Clavus Petri denied that succession 
guaranteed the true faith, asserting on the contrary that it was 
a Bibli·cal faith that guaranteed a ministry.Even though the 
Swedish r~formers knew that their bishops had been ordained by 
the old Catholic hierarchy,they argued about-succession just as ij 
they had not got it. For them the assertion that succession was 
necessary was linked with the .cta:im·-of the Roman church that 
because the Swedes had separated themselves from her,.they were 
not true priests of Christ's church.The question of the apostolic 
succession was for them dominated by the Pope's claim ·to be the 
suc-cessor of Peter,thtl the Vicar of Christ. It was the. d;emands of 
this controversy that led to the rejection of succession from the 
d:octrinal point of view. Askmark. makes the interesti-ng . 
observation( 49 ) :·" There is every reason to s~ppose that the 
que·stion of the apostolic succession in the protestant churches 
(50) Hector , in Blennow P,p 172f , however 
suggests that the phrases about Christ's desire to 
maintain the ministry , and the regulations about 
episcopal ordination , imply the full doctrine of 
apostolic succession • 
(51) XSK , p 329 • 
' 
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would ha.ve been seen from other points of view,and to some 
·extent wouid ha.ve:.-received··a diff·erent··repiy",if _it had not been 
associated with t~~ .prime.ey···of ·Rome·· n: We !know ·tn:-fact that at 
lea.st one cihtcbl\OJAliar;a, the Bishop of .ibo ' poimted out in the 
1560s how the continuous succession of bishops in his see 
showed.how Christ was continually sending his ministers into 
the church , and witnessed to the continuity of the contempOJ;'ary 
church with that founded by the Lord ; he gives a. list of all 
the bishops of ibo with himself as the twenty-sixth a:nd not the 
third , 
The Church Order shows the same consciou,sness ihat the 
continuing life of the church· ils signified by ma.intaining the 
old order of episcopacy , but nowhere sugge·sts any different 
attitude to the faet of ·succession than the other reformers( 50). 
Laurentius Petri makes it elea.r enough in his other .writings 
that he holds the usual view •· He says , fo"~ example , that a 
church does not stop being a church just because it does not 
employ priests ordained by a bishop in the historic ·succession, 
"it is better for the faithful and devout not to he.ve any public 
ministry at all than to have a wolf ; for in such a si tua.tion 
'. • ., • ' • 'T ' ~ • •• • ( • , "" 0 I • . ., ~. • - • ' 
Christ is a.t hand .j ~Himself· the~-p·rince 'and._ hef!d over all his 
pastors in his betrayed churc~" • In his controversy with Herbst 
he does not ma.intain the validity of the Swedish church by 
claiming the succession ; instead he claims that the Word is 
rightly preached and the Sacraments righ:t)"y administered. 
Askmar~ .repudiates any suggestion that the two Petri brothers 
had a dtifferent attitude to ~p;fscopacy_l:51 > .•.
The question of succession wa.s still kept to the fore after 
the death of Laurentmus Petri by the efforts of the Ca.tholfc 
party in the time of John III . Attempts were made to find a. 
media.te position by which Catholics might be reconciled to 
what was happening ; a wor~ was distributed in Sweden suggesting 
that agreement could be. rea.ched if three marks of the church 
were recognized : the Word , the Sacraments , and unity with 
{52) A compe.rison suggests itself here with the 
1_8·ta·e=·~ Lambeth Quadrila.teral 
(53) see Askmark XSK PP 363ff 
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the Apostolic church bf.obedience to the bishtps in the 
historic succession (52. · • This was a direct appeal to ·the 
teaching of Melandthon who had ascribed a third mark to the 
church beside the Word and the Sacraments3 : "obedientia m1nisteri4 
evangelii seu catholicae ecclesiae" , though by that he had not 
meant the church that was in communion with the Roman pontiff. 
The term Apostolic Succession is frequently used in later 
Swedish writings , but there it always means succeeding the 
apostles in respect of having the same powers and doing ·the same 
work • The claim was continually ma~e t~at Lutheran priests 
were as apostolic , or rather more apostolic , than those of 
Rome • But gradually the need for anti-Roman polemic djed away , 
and with it the frequent reference to succession ·• 
In the eighteenth century Swedes were brought by cqntacts 
with others to realize that they had the apostolic succession 
in the technical , Roman sense ; they heard about the- debates 
between the Anglicans and the ~oman Catholics over the 
maintenance of the English succession ~ and they shared the 
general feeling of· interest. in such matters which was growing 
on ·the continent(53). A German statement on ~uccession written 
in 1722 declared that ·succession had been broken at least once 
everywhere , ahd so is nowhere a real guar~tee ; it continued 
by maintaining that the Orthodox church could claim a purer 
succession than the Roman because its d·oct.rine was purer , and 
that the Anglican succession was better than either because it 
was combined with a true evangelical doctrine • Had the writer 
known that· a· neighbouring church ·,which not only professed 
evangelical doctrine,but aff~rmed it in.the form of the Augsburg 
Confession , had the succession , he would surely have quoted it 
too. Gradually the ·Swedish church heard about these matters and 
began to look at its own history in this lig~t • Erik Benzelius 
the younge:i:- made some notes entitled : · ... Ad.-quaestion~m:·utrum· 
"in· Svecia sit successiO episcopalis"in which he listed the bish-
ops consecrated during the. reformation era ' .. arid' added "ab""" illo 
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( 1. e •. from. Laurenti~s. Petri) ~ut~m( consec.ra,ti s.unt) ceteri 
.. · , _. • 1.' • I· ••' · ·, '1·· ,- '· 
sedi bu·s vacanti bus designatf success·o·res &' sic porro ad nostra 
, o '1. • ' 
1 
', • . ; 1 I : ,• I, , ~ . I -• i ~-, ·. a ~-- ~ ~ ' .. ' • 
usque"teinpora 11 ·• Another·member of the same f'am.ily , Henrl.k 
Benzel ius , published a: the-sis in 1738 entitled 11Meletema 
historico-theologicum de successione episcoporu.m c.~ica a:pud 
evangelicos praesertim in Svecia" which , while maintaining tl:J,e 
tra.di tional doctrine against Roman claims , also pointed out. 
that the Rom~ms could not deny the validity of Swed'ish orders 
even on their own premises , since they ha.d passed on their 
orders to the new Swedish bishops and the succession had been un· 
unbroken. From then on the historical facts were known and 
accepted ; a i1hesis of 1762 mentions _them en pa.ssant a.s 
something generally accepted , and another of 1790 is given· 
over to tracing the succession lists of various sees • But 
the realization of the historic facts did not change in any way 
. the proclam~tion of the doctrine held before-. 
This uniform attitude to succession V<1a.s maintained in the 
- . . 
nineteenth century • The Lundensian "Hig-h~Churchmen".,-noted for 
their strong doctrine of the ministry wnich they propaga.ted in 
the periodical "Swen~~,·l<:Y:rk~otidping''·· f_:pgm; ,1855 onwards., 
particularly denounced the claims for succession being made by 
Puseyism in England. M0re recently , S6derblom,who wa:s helped by 
his ecumenical contacts to see t~e value of the continuous 
succession of bishops,was in no wa.y prepared to admit to its 
- -
being necessary • Tnus the statement quoted at the beginning 
of this section illustrates n~t only the_attitude of Sweden at 
the time of the-discussions with the Anglican Communion, but 
also her doctrinal position since _the Reformation. 
It is now very general in Sweden to hear expressi·ons of 
gra.ti tude for having the succession, as a sign of continuity wi tl: 
p~tst- ages and a.s a special comfort in times of spiritual-
dead.ness ; a; priest can feel, it if;! sometimes s~dd in this 
connection, that his ordina.tion was a definite a.pnstolic act , and 
he can encourage hi'mself by remembering the authority by which 
- 0 • . -(54) for exa.~~~:p_le the articles in "V_a.~ Kyrka" 
1955 , No 17 end "Svensk Kyrkotid;ning" 1956,No 14. 
. . 
(55). pan ell , - section II c)· 
(5-6) in Blennow-· P , -P 79ff 
' 
,· 
he works(54). The High-church movement in Sweden has of course 
lAid grea.t stress on the value of episcopal succession and the 
following extr~.ct from a statement of their theol~gy will be of 
interest: 
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11 The significance of the ministry is parallel to that of 
the IncarnP.tion. In the New Testament there is e. succession, 
proceeding from the Father ,who sends the Son out into the 
world,and he in turn sends out tne disciples in the same 
manner,particulF.trly the Twelve; through them life streams 
out to the whole churc:1. in the Word And Sa.crement 
Administered by the ministry. Church Renewal regArds 
it as a necessary Biblical,a.postolic And univers·il truth 
tha.t the e'postolAte has its continuation in the ministry 
of the church,primarily in the episcopate • This represente 
. ' 
the continuity through the ages ; it gives expression to 
the continuing Inca.rnation 1Nhic).1 guara;ntees that the 
,.. .. . 
church truly is the Body of Christ,God's temp+e::..'. ': ···:· 
. . 
built uptm the foundation of the a.postles and prophets, 
with Christ himself as·the uniting And life-giving corner ~ 
stone"{ 55). ·· · 
Dr Rosendal writes of succession(5G)il'l the.context of succession 
of teacij.ing, sa.craments and the whole means ol' gra.ce but 
.. 
episcopal succession is pn essential p:=trt of the whole. He 
l deecri bes it in terms of ''passing .. on the chArisma of the 
ministry11 and "conferring the character indelebilis'\ and suggests 
... . .. 
that the preservation of the act in Sweden AUthorises this 
interpretation of it,even though its significance is normally 
denied. This group a.s a whole are inclined to take over the 
rmgid positions F.tnd some of the sweeping Jiistorical generalisa.tic 
-ns of some recent.Abgio-Catholic theologJ {for example,the 
#3.rguments of the book 11 The Apostolic Ministry" edited by Bishop 
Kirk are ·frequently reproduced and the work much relied u-pon). 
lfd th rega.rd to the Confessional documents , it is ma.inta.ined 
that the Augsburg Confession remains neutral while the Church · 
Order presupposes and highly values episcopal succession. 
(57) P , note 18 on p ·137 and p 140 . These 
points have been made"less forcibly i~ ~h~ English 
translation ( !),LW,p 101 • 
(58) Bibliography of more important works 
6n the Ordination of women :-
Kvinnae Be~l:Srighet .. till. Kyrkliga. amb.et~n. och. 
tjinster , (Statens offentliga utredningar), 
-Stockholm; 1950. 
Lindroth,H.: Kyrkoml:Stet 1957 och f~igan om · 
"kyinnliga prieter" , Ny Kyrklig. Tidekrift, 
5-6 ' 1957 • 
II : ~yrkom8jet 1958·och frlgan om 
"kviin~liga prleter" ,Ny Kyrklig Tidekrift, 
4-5 ' 1959 • 
Rodhe,B & s : Man och Kvinnor 1 praetambetet , 
Stockholm , 1958. 
Sahlin,M : Man och .kvinna i Krieti kyrka,Stoqkholm, 
. 1950. 
Sj_l:Sberg;E.: Exeg~terna ~m :ttvinnliga prU.eter, 
Stockholm , -1953. 
Woll~er,M : Annorlunda , Stockholm , 1957·. 
The adoption of these positions has however caus~d a 
reaction, observable for instance in.the writings of Gustaf 
Wingren,-against the idea of succession even as a sign of 
continuity. The retention of the succession , writes Wingren, 
has misled s·ome in the Swedish church into ways of thinking 
incompatible with the New Testament , for to require succession 
is to doubt the power of the living Christ , active now in His 
church , calling and ordaining men for His ministry • In this 
respect , the demand for some outward guarantee is parallel to 
the demand for an infallible Bible , for both presuppose the 
idea of an absent , and not a .present , Christ (57). . 
9. Women Pr'ie.sta·. · 
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. The ordination of women has for several years been one of 
the main debating points on the Swedish ecclesiastical and 
the~logical scene • Because the matter ~as scarcely ever before 
been debated in the history of the ·church , there is no 
possibility ·of starting with a hietori.cal _treatment ; the 
subject·presents itself without there being any recognised 
categories in which to discuss it • The debate has in fact 
ranged over many fields , such as Biblical exegesis , history , 
d-ogmatics , social condi tiona , and even the psychology of sex ; 
all that can be done here is to take no~e· of some of the 
·aspects of· the.debate that bear upon the doctrine of-the 
· ministry ( 5B). 
The q"U.estion is posed in these terms : all Chri,st.ians , 
whether mate or female , bond or free , black or white , share 
in Christ's redemption, and so-in His priesthood; the ordained 
ministry is the continuation of the apostolic ministry , that is, 
the ministry of proclaiming the Word publicly • Hitherto this 
ministry has been confined to men , and women hav-e not been 
called to it • The spirit ·of the time·s (at any_ rate in Sweden) 
is against such restrictions ; is there any reason t·herefore why -t 
this prohibition should be retained ? 
Swedish churchmen have first of all had to maintain that 
the matter is not simply one of extending to one profession the 
equality of opportunity now p~evaili~g in all the others ; they 
have metde clear that it req_uires consideration on theological 
and religious principles and cannot be decided simply on x;:.N 
questions of expediency and. efficiency , as if the ~inistry was 
merely one among other state posts • For some however th~ 
me.tter is already decided : the church, being a histo~ic organism. 
depends for its validity on remaining essentially the same as 
when it was instituted • Jesus chose men to b'e his apostles , 
although tJ1ere were women around him whom he could have chosen ; / . 
the subordine.te , or· ra.ther compli'imenta.ry, position of women is 
laid down by St Pa.ul and there related to the order of c:tt.eation; 
the church has ever since kept the orda.ined ministry for men , 
though it has used women in many.other valuabl~ Ways ; thus ~t 
belongs to the very nature of the-church as it has come down to 
us and as commanded and instmtuted in Scripture , and this 
cannot be changed simply because the "spirit of the times'11 seems 
to demand it • So runs the ma.in argwnent of those who oppose 
the change . 
cond.i tions 
For others however , the soci~. ~m~~it~x of Biblical times 
account for the restriction of the ministry to men , and the 
history of the church he.s shown that it he.s not felt bound to 
retain all the details of Biblical l-ife in its own structure. 
Indeed , much of what St Paul wrote .shows that the Christian 
Gospel frees us from the necessity of being bound by such detailf 
It is a distinctive witness of Lutheranism,a.s distinct from 
Calvinism or Anglicanism , not to regard the New Testament order 
of ministry , be it presbyterian or episcopal , as determinative 
ever a.fterwe.rds • On this level therefore the discussion has 
been in the first place to discover the meaning of the various 
Bi blica.l pa.ssages, and in the sec·ond place to debate the extent 
to which these passages should determine present fa.i th and 
practice • The position one takes up on this latter question 
obviously depends upon one's view of the precise nature of 
Bi blica.l authority. In Swed.en , one side is labelled "li tera;list'' 
by its opponents -- this suggests tha.t those who feel bound by 
the Pauline restrictions are obeying the letter o~ the New 
Test~ent a.t the expense of its spirit ; while , in its turn, 
the other side is la.belled "liberal" -- and this suggests tha.t 
those who support the change are simply selecting those pa.rts 
of Scripture that fit in with their pre7determined notions of 
what the Gospel is , and disc ard~ng the rest a.s "secondary" or 
"no longer applicable" . 'J.'his question of a.uthori ty is. the 
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main issue of the debate ; the more weight that is put on the 
authority of scriptural and tradi tiona.l pra.ctice and precept, 
the less relevance will any arguments· a.bout efficiency, justice 
or expediel;lCY ha.ve • To thqse however who regard Pauline precept 
and tr~di tion~l. p~a~tice . i~·:th~se ~~.t~~r~. ~.s .. '~adia~orH", which 
need not be followed for ever·; other questions are relretant. 
To those who are prepared to go thus iar , the Luthera.n 
doctrine of the ministry suggests at many points that the claim 
for women priests should be admitted • The minister is the one 
who publiciEly preaches the Word and administers the Sacrament ; 
he is authorised to do this by the calli~g. and the ordi:aation 
administered by the church which mediates to him God's own 
authority. The ministry is· thus both ~he focus point of· Christ's 
own ministry in his church and a.lso ·the means by which he 
speaks and deals with the con~empora.ry· society in a par.ticula.r 
place . If a. woma.n can share in the ministry of Christ in the 
church (the priesthood of a.ll believers) then she can equally 
exercise that ministry publicfli.ly , especially if it is in a 
society in which women are in other respects on equal footing. 
In all ages the ministry ha.s reflected the state of the society 
of· its time • The demands of the people as to who ·they want to 
have ministering to them are in f~ct more· important than the 
. 
demands of the ordained ministry a.s to who they want to have a.s 
their colleagues ; the voice of God calling his ministers· is:> to 
be sought. in the will of the people as well as the will of the 
bishops and priests • 
(59) Persson , op cit . Dr Persson is one of 
the Swedish experts on Rom~n theology • 
. : ~· 
.• 
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-, .One aspect of the debate the,t deserves mention is the idea 
h:h§t the ministry a.E:: representsng Christ , that the relation betwe1 
-n a priest and his people should continue the series:Christ and 
his church , man and his wife . It has been claimed that this is 
particularly important in t~e communion service where the priest 
represents Christ a.s the head of the family , the pa.terfamilias,-
breaking bread fo~ his children . It is pa.rt of the langua:ge of 
piety for the minister t0 represent Christ in this way , but it 
is_ not clear how far it is really an ess:a:atia.l feature of the 
ministry·. At the b.eginning of 1961 , the idea of the ministry 
as represen.ting Christ was taken up a.s the starting point for a 
cri tica.l review of modern Swedish t_heology of the ministry by 
P.E .. Perss0n( 59) •. The author gives e.n extensive account of High-
chur.ch theology of the ministry as i't expresses the idea of 
representation, the ministry carrying on Gods work for him in 
the present . This review is prece~ded by an account of the seme· 
idee.s as they occur in Roman Ca.tholic theology . The ''moral\' is 
that the basic concepts of tlle High-church theology of the 
ministry stem not from the Lutheran confessi.ons , which stress 
the idea of Christ himself a.s living and present in his church, 
but from Roman·ways of thinking , even though they have come to 
Sweden via the Anglo-Catholic school of the ..Anglic8n communion, 
~his is further expounded in the third section where the basic 
idea.s of the Lutheran confessions are shown to envisage Christ 
dealing himself with·his people , ~inister included . Although 
the work does not deal specifica.lly with the ordination of 
women , most of the writings cited were contributions to this 
deba.te ," ·and the idee. of representation ha.s been playing a 
large. part in it . It is a. controversial ·point to state that 
the ide~ of the ministry representing C3rist to the people is 
inc.onsisten~- with :true' Luttierari'i"s~ e.hd' sound fa.i th , and the 
·reactions so far ·have not indice .. ted tha.t the ma.tter is going 
to be dispassi0nately consi~ered . The debate on this , as oh 
the whole doctrine of the ministry , continues 
---------------
(1) p 164 
(2) Translation from Yelverton , p 86 . 
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This chapter aims to outline the ways in which the two 
orders of Bishops and Priests have been appointed and. ordained, 
a:nd the conceptions of their dutie~ that ha;ve been held , in 
the c·ourse of Post-Reformation history in Sweden ;- certain 
aspects of interest to Anglicans receive specia.l emphasis • 
Since Laurentius Petri in his Church Order deals· first with 
priests and tben with bishops , ·that is the order Which is 
followed here ·· 
1 •. ~he Appointment of Priests. _ _ 
'.: ~ ·: ~A:s· Dr~:· Brillio'th re'ma:rks 'in: hi's work_. on- the Swedish church, 
(·l')lt'here. ha.ve tdways ·be'eri four ·parties' concerned i'rt the 
app-0intment'''o-f' pa:rish pri;ests', all to some~ ext(f~it "'1n c·ompeti tion 
wit~ eachother : the congregation , the:<p'a.trori:·, · ·t'he bishop, or 
other diocesan authority , and the king . All these four 
pa:rties continued to play a part in post-reformation times , in 
spite of the ideal p~ogra..mme which La.urentius Petri's Church 
·order presented in 1571: 
" T-herefore whensoever a. Congregation or Parish hath need 
o·f a Priest or Preacher , they shall f-irst draw nigh to 
God in prayer, seeking his h.elp and counsel in the matter. 
Next th-ey shall look for some fit person , and when such 
h-ath been found (as- may seem to them) , they shall bring 
him before the Ordinarius or Bishop , that he may be 
exainined and trted , and '"·when approved· , commissioned 
a.nd 6rda:ined as Parish-'Pri~st"(-2 ). · · 
The Reforma:tion in fac-t resulted~:- in an ·increase in the 
.. ~ 
influence of the king , a deerease in tha:t of the bishop , and 
rio . greater power for the congregation ; . -although many a.ttempts 
(3) The domkapitel is not the same as an English 
cathedral chapter , because 'it is a governing body in 
the diocese . See section 9 of this chapter • 
(4) Previously,it was only .open to priests of 
the same diocese , but since 1958 the "stiftsband" 
hR.s been lifted on a.ll priests with more than five 
yea.!s service. 
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were ma.de during the next cent:ury to diminish the inf.luence of 
the -king , he retained the sole right of presentation in many 
parishes until the eighteenth cen:trury • In general however , 
according to the Church ·La.w _of 1686 .. , ·.·th~ congregation could 
sugg~st names although the bfsh0p' and domkapitel(?)could appoint 
someone else :lf they thought the local nominee_ unsui ta;ble • 
Gradua;lly the right of the pa,rish to chaose its own priest wa.s 
recognized until in 1910-the process was established very much 
as it .is a.t present ; by this law· also va.rious distinctions 
between pe,rishes were abolished , a. trend which wa:s continued by • 
the abolition of patrona.ge i~ 1922 and completed in 1958 when 
special status was taken awa;y from certa.in pa.rishes in the five 
large townswhich had hitherto kept it 
The present system is as follows : when the vac·ancy in any 
parish is declared , application can be made for it by any 
p;iest wh0) has the n.eeessary age qualificati0ns( 4). From these 
1ftle_ damlq:~.pi tel_ draws up· a list of three (there. is a sc·ale for 
w9rking. 0ut·whieh 
which depends not 
. im1 v:.er._s-i·t·y d·e·gree 
of .the applicants has the most s·eniori ty, 
!.1t;·-~ . 
only on years af service :but als0 on the 
held ·and re'cord · o~f::.previous: posts). Three 
. . 
Sundays in succession a.re then set apart on which the three 
candidates ma;y take· the service a.nd preach . If the congregation' 
are· not sa.tisfied with any of the three they may. call out a 
fourth no~inee of their own • The election is then held between 
the three (or four) and normally the one with the majority of 
votes is appointed,although there are various conditions and 
exceptions. In order·to give a.n opportunity for some older man 
who might be continually passed over in .the election system , 
every third time an incumbency becomes vacant , the Crown 
-nomina.tes without an election , and application can/M~.de direct 
to the Crown for such a post • 
Brillioth comments that this system , which has been 
called the most "democratic" of any church , does carry out the 
will ·of the reformers who wished that each parish could a.ppoint 
( 5) p 178 
(6) see Askmark XSK , p 394 and· von Ha.t:~g,p 62'f. 
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its own pastor ; its disadvanta.g;e is that it is not only 
pra.ctising members of the congrege.tion who can vote but anyone 
who lives within the parish boundaries , and this means that 
, . I ' . ' ~ 
sometime's undesirable political .factor~. enter in ; but this, 
remarks Brillioth , is one of the risks that a. national , state 
church has to run .• (5) 
2 •. The Ordina.tion of Priests. 
i) The Ordinator. In the· early days· of the Reformation· , · it was 
assumed without question tha.t the bishop would be the ohly one 
to ordain prie,sts. ;. the .orq.inances of .. Veste.r~s , for instance , 
presuppose this in 1527 • But during the time of the 
"presbyterian" activity of Georg Norman this principle was 
challenged very firmly . The first incident WEtS in 1545 when 
La .. ure.ntius Helsingius had been elected vicar.· of Fri-stad in the 
dioc·ese of Ska.ra: at a time when there was no bishop ; he asked 
the cathedral chapter for ordination so that he could·begin his 
work , but they refused to act on two occasions , in spite .of 
a letter from Norman himself urging them to ordain and · 
expounding his view ;·.of t_he .. mi·nistry ::·_· ~h~, q}?.a,pter only performed 
the ordination c:m receiving. the direct command of the king to 
do so( G). Norman's activity extended , a.s ~ill be seen later, 
into.appointing superintendents over certain areas with 
episc.opa.l duties • These men were not bishops e.nd ha.d n·ot 
received consecration , but they were gi yen a.uthori ty to ord_a:in 
~riests in their areas • 
The Archbishop , Laurent ius Petri, however did not a:ppr.ove 
of thes-e practices , a .. nd made it clear in the Church Order that 
it belongs to the bishop's office to ordain , ·a.nd t~a:t no-one 
should "exer~iE;~e· :the priesthood .unless he had: been so o-rdained: 
·~ I1; .bel:ongeth .a:l·so· to .. -the l3i-sh;qp ·:~ .offi_ce ... that in tJ_is 
diocese he shall ordain a.nd govern with Priests and 
whatsoever else is required, a:s St Pa.ul doth. write to his 
disc~ple Titus, whom. he had sent as such an Overseer to 
Crete,For this cause left I thee in Crete that thou 
. ( 7) Translation from. Yelverton , p 84 
(8) Translation from Yelverton p 86 
(9) cf Mott Williams , p 53 
( 10) cf Rodhe , p 455ff a.nd Kj<:Sllerstrom in 
"Svensk Teologisk Kvartalskri:Ct" 1942;3 ,&: M.oss,p 326. 
shouldest set in order the things that are wanting , and 
supply the towns here and there with Priest·s", etc. For this 
reason a.. Bishop is called Ordinarius or Ordina.tor- , which 
in Swedish means a Ccmlinissioner or ·Ordainer" . ( 7) 
and " ••.• they shall bring him before the Ordinarius or Bishop, 
that he me.y be examined and tried, and, when a;pproved, 
commissioned and ordained a:s Parish Priest .•. Neither shall 
any men , who hath been called to the office of Preacher, 
tried end examined,execute the office until he hath been 
ordained end confirmed therein with impositio~ of hands 
and prayer"·· ( 8 )-· _ 
B"u.t the appointment of Superintendents continued and the Vhurch 
Law· of 1686 pres·cribed that orddinations could only be perfo!med 
by Bishops- or Superintendents , but since the latter were 
quasi-episcopal persons , end might be compared to An:glican 
suffragan bishops, the general principle is maintained. 
There have been times when exceptions to this rule of 
episcopal ordination were fairly frequent , pe;rticularly· in the 
eighteenth century • Many of them were for service outside 
Sweden , for e·x·ample ··, for America , ·ror the army in Ru·ssie. 
and during the campaigns of Karl· :X;t'r ( 9 ) • De an.· -Hyd-ren of Uppsa\la 
( 1764-1784) i.s known to have ordained priests for the 
archd-iocese .d~rin~ two separ~.te ve.cancies. ~a~ter in the same 
century how:e:ver. we find ~ing .~usta:f IIl. insisting .tha.t the 
Chu_!ch .La.W: be- obe-yed .:to· 'the letter and refusing , in 1786, a 
_request for perm~.s,sion to orde.i:f1:, from the next DeF.l.n of Uppsa.la; 
the .king wrot.~ . "we :he,ve .. found . tn,~;t .ordination pel:ongs to 
.. . . . 
· bishops· ·alone" .• In 1792. Bishop .Cel·sius of Lund asked that his 
-. . . ' 
Dea.:p. ;mi-ght. pe;rform the orO.ina.tio:q~ a;s· he was unwell , but he was 
~old ~·b~.th -t~e Church ·,_Law· and. the· .dignity of .t_h,e- ·ceremony demand 
that -''it .:shoul·d ,p.e~ P,e~formed by the ·-bis~op .. (-lO) .··Since then 
there· hF,J.v_e ·be em. no __ .exc~·ptions i_n-.Sweden itself to episcopal 
ordination and the rubric ;i.n the present Hend:-b'ook reads " (the 
ordination) is conducted by the diocesan bishop or by another 
(11) Report "The Church of EnglAnd Rnd the Church 
of Sweden" _, p 17 • 
(12)· Compare and contrast /lnglican relations with 
. . 
the Church of South India , And other ecumenical sckemes. 
The Roman Catholic position is of interest.On 
severa.l occPsions ,men not in episcopal orders have been 
given permission to ordFdn, and the Code· of Canon LAw 1917 
sta.tes" The ordinary minister of sa~red ordinA.tion is a 
consecrRtecl bishop : the extra-ordinary minister is one 
who,though without the episcopal character,has received 
either by law or by a special indult from the Holy See 
power to confer some· orders".Bligh ,p 8f • Note tl:le 
11by law" ; italics mine • 
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bishop duly appointed in his place". 
It must be noted here that the eestriction of ordaining 
powers to bishops is a matter of t~e law- of the country , and 
not of a vital element of church order • The Church of Sweden 
ca.:sts no doubt over the ministries of other churches , and when 
priests of other Lutheran churches seek permission to settle in 
Sweden , there is never any question of re-ordination. The la.w 
of the country does not allow anyone who is· not a Swedish 
citiz-en to hold a benefice, but exceptions etre ma.de , and there 
are priests" ordained_· iri ·otheT coUritries -serving in Sweden to-day 
not ·only as curate's but also as inc·umbents · .. -The· ··eomment of the 
1909 Commission no longer applies ·: ·: .- ·· 
" It was ascertained that there is full inter-communion 
between the Church of Sweden and other churches which 
a.cc·ept the Augsburg Confession , including admission to 
Holy Communion and interchange of pulpits. There is howev;ej 
no actual case of a· clergyman o!D'dained elsewhere holding a 
benefice in Sweden .••.. The practice ·seems to be to allow a 
man ordained by royal permission,or in the Augustana 
Synod in the U.S.A. to be a com-minister or chaplain , but 
not a kyrko-herde or incumbent"(l'l). 
A& will be seen in section 10 of this chapter , the Church of 
Sweden herself does not practise exclusively q,rdina:tion by 
bishops when in the mission field, though it is regarded a.s an 
ideal to be atta.ined • We can see therefore in her practice in 
this matter a. clear a.ppl'ica.tion of her doctrine ; the Anglican 
church has accepted that neither of t·hese need be a hindrance to 
inter-communion< 12>. 
ii) The Rite. It a.ppea.rs that the medieval ordina.tio·n rites were 
used wt thout much a.l te;ration, up to the seventh deca.de of the 
sixteenth century when the order of Laurentius Petri began to 
be employed . If the old forms of service were used however , it 
did net mean that th~ old ili:ea.s of priestbpd were being taught , 
e.s was seen in chapter 2 ; gradually there was a demand that a 
more evangelical rite should be produced. The 11Dia.logus" of 
_, 
(13) Askmark XSK , p 392 • There is some 
uncerta;i.nity whether the rite sa.id to have been 
prepared by Georg Norman was ever used • 
'· 
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Laurentius Petri , published in 1542 , illustrates that,while 
anointing we.s still a. fea.ture of the ordination ri tua.l, the way 
was being prepared f11r something new • "Peter" has said that all 
Christians were ordained priest and anointed. by the Holy Spirit 
at baptism , a.nd "Simon" then a.sks"Why then are priests 
. -anointed with ,oil: .. ~·~- -9:X1d "Pet.e~" _r.epli~s that· even though there 
are certain rea.sons why anointing can be ,a.ll;DVI{-~q •. , it is not 
commanded in Scripture as Christ did not use it when commission-
'-ing the _apostles ,. nor did they in turn use it but "only laid 
their ha_nds upon,.those who' wer~- being ~!3-lled -to the priesthood , 
. ' . . (.13l - -
prayu·~:g -for -:t;}?.em. ·to· Go.d ~· . . _:. .. . . . ..: , , .. · :· .. ··~ ;· · .. 
: ·- · ·The Chu:rch Order~ ·of-:·1571 :Provli.:'ded; ia;•·"Mianner·· of ordaining 
Priest·s'". ' .. :r. The· ;ri:te· begiris with an-;·exhortati'on ·t~o- prayer , and 
then all kne.el -wh~le _a Li=tanY: i·s .. l3:ung_:_.; this is followed by the 
. ;Li t~n.y, collect~_- a.:~u~.· -t~1e_-. -P:r:ayer ·f:o.r.- Te.~chers:· .use:d . a.lso in the 
.. rite .. for-. b-ishops ·(there is ,p:rov~·sion .for the .. l:it~ny to be 
. f . ( . . .. . . 
omit-ted ·and the. hymn "Come -th~u .Ho-ly Spirit", :s:ung inste·a.d) • 
.. ".Whe.n th~:s. -is do,ne and:.all .hav:e risen a.:ga:in, one of the 
f'riests shall call· the .name:s -of _;:t-hqse· who a.r.e-. t:O··l:le ordained, 
mt:~kin·g known .tiherew-i-"tih the .Titles. t.Q ... whiqh church or diocese 
. they .are :~o be .ord_ained ; .. then .i:rr.mu~d-ia.;tE!:ly: they -go· forward. in 
orde:;r:. ·, robed: ·~:i;n a:i'b-is" a.s·. is a;ppoin-t·ed ·, or :L-n· their own 
. . . - . .. . . . . 
decent habit ,_anli:· kneel do.wn .before. the Altar, whereupon the 
Ordin~.rius sai th ·= -· .... . . , . ·. ' · .· ·.· · . 
. . . (' . : . .· ... : . . ·. ·' 
Seeing tha.t ye a.re cal.~ed to_· t_his mi_n_is_~ry which is the 
Priesthood,hea.r ·.first and g-i~e·_ ~eed ·:t·o these words which 
·saint ~a~l- th~· A;Postl~ o:f ~esus Chris_t ha.t;h .written 
concerni~g this san1e ;ministry apd office.".• 
. • '• • ' ' I , . :0', ' • 
_ .. T!J.e:n three p_assag_es_ are read - l: Tim. 3:1-7 ,, Ti tu.s_· I: 7-9 and 
··-:- i - ' . . . . . •• . . . · .. ; . ; . . .... . ,: 
Acts 20:28-31 - all. three about the "bishop" .a.nd .an explanation 
;-· ,: ' • ' I • • o: • •'. • ~I • ·: • I • I • • •, . ' 
· a.nd the inte:rrogation follow • _ _ 
.r· .... · .. ,' ........ c!r· •• ... ·.· 
· - "Thereafter·( the Ordina.;ri11s.)_p_onfereth upon them the office 
' • • • l • • • ' - • ~ : • • • • ... • • • 
of'· Prie_s:t with these words ,, saying : .. . . 
.. r· : ., . I . . •. . . . :- .. ·, :· .I • • • I 1 ~ . , . . 
. . .AND ·1 ~ BY T~· AUTHORIJY.ENTRUSTED TO ME ON GOD'S BEHALF 
-' • • • ' • • • • 'I • ·~ • • • ' l ' • 0 • • ·' • • • ·::~ o • o i ,- • I 
. BY' HIS CHURCH FOR Tins· PURPOSE, COMMIT UN.TO· YOU THE OFFICE 
(14) The whole rite is· translated in Yelverton, 
Appendix VII 
(15) The word translated church here is 
"for!Jillbling" not 11kyrkia·" ;but it is used in the 
New Testament sense of "ecclesia" ~nd can therefore 
rightly be translated church in this cont_ext. 
-( 16) "They further find that at Swedish 
ordinations the lAying on of hands is accompAnied by 
. ' 
ho words denoting the confering of any gift,order,or 
office,nor by any prayer for the descent of the Holy 
Ghost.The only words now used,and this hps been the 
unva.rying custom since 1571, are the Lord's Prayer". 
The Lambeth Conference· committee of 1897 rightlfy 
pointed out that the service taken a.s whole ha.d these 
- -
elements in it es clearly as the Anglican OrdinAl. 
(17) especially in the Preface to the Creed : 
"The Chu,rch of Christ expecteth _the.t_ y_e ,persuAded of 
the gravity of this office, h_a;ve a:lr~Et.dy pondered the 
heavy duties tha.t ye take upon yourselves a.s teachers 
of the Gospel.The Churc_h of Jesus Christ expecteth thEtt 
ye w_ith fervent prayer will beseech the lVIost High for 
aid and support that ye may worthily discharge this 
ministry. That ye may be strengthened further _in this 
sacred resolution,! now summon you,before God,who knoweth 
your he~rts and will bring you to account for your 
promises:before this Alt~r,where every penitent sinner 
receives Assurance o~ his participation- in that 
· · · . 6F. PRIEST, IN :THE N .AME 0F · THE" F .ATHER ,1AND" 'OF :THE SON, AND OF 
·· · .· ··THE ·HOLY. .SPIRIT ··o. All/lEN; '· ( . , P · · · 
Here ·immed:iat.ely' the' Ordinarius a.lone.:," or·' tog_ether with the 
other Priests· ·who·- are pre senti ·,. ·layeth both' hi's: hands upon 
the-ir heads, saying· :· I · · ' . · ·: ; : · .· ' 
~ .-::·OUR: Fl;ATHER;,.WHICH ':/1.RT· IN ·HE!AVEN'o:;·~:~ o!·n · (1:.4)..0 ·· ·. 
• • 'f . • ' ' ' • . . ' '9 I I ;, ·\ • •.; l 
The words of the Commission before 'the la.ying on of ·hands 
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make e:X:plicit: the purpose 'of· the· ·serv.i'ce o :, The bishop dec.lares 
t-hat he gives· "the office of Prie·st ·~;- ":by ·the ·authority 
entrusted. to ·me: on.,God' s··.b"ehal'f ·by ·hi's church"(-l-5.)' The ·laying on 
of hands during the Lord's P~ay~r _is._.tzyic~l- of Lutheran rites, 
assecia.ting ·the act very clearly with prayer o There seems 
little reason for objecting to the fact that·the commissioning 
is given before rather than dur.:i.ng the impesi tion of hands , a.s 
did the Commission of· the Ameriean Episcopal Church in 1895(l6)o 
Although the questions in the inten'0gat"ion do not mentic:m the 
administering of the sacraments a.s one of the duties , there can 
be no doubt froin the rite a.s a whole· that it is to the ministry 
of· Word and S~raments in- the church that the men are admitted t< 
The centra;t part of this rite , the formula. of Commission, 
and the imposition of. hands :,_· has remained ever since o The rite 
itself= was only sl-ightly altered 'in the Church La.w of 1686 and 
1t was not un.til_l8ll: that a new order was put out o Apart from 
sl·ight changes in t.he prayers , ... the most important. difference is 
the stress laid in -181-l·Ul!)Gm -the element of publ·ic confession of 
faith before the eengrega~ion (•l7) ... 
The connection with the Communion service seems to have 
been loosed in the ea.rly seventeenth century o Laurentius Petri 
ends his rite with the rubric " At the proper time< 18), the 
Ordina.t~." go ad sa;c~am. Comm.unionem" but by 1686 the fine~ rubric 
reads " Therea.fter fol-loweth ·the Blessing and all is concluded 
with a. suitable hymn·~ o To-day ·it always follows upon the High 
M.a:ss , usually a. servi-ce wi theut communion; a said communion 
service having been held.· ea.rlier in the day o The separat;ion 
redemption. which you are to preach :. before this I! 
congregation , who are now witnesses to your oaths , 
to ·make confession of your· faith and to answee the 
questions which I shall then put to you" • · 
This was shortened in 1868: and· has. now 
disappeared. except ·for the exhortation to say the 
creed "before God and. this congregation" • 
(18). Yelverton has "If time permits" but has 
· written to me that the correct translation of "Nar 
tijdh· ar" should be "At the proper time" 
(19) Rodhe , P 462 
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from the Cc:>Jnmunion also meant that a sermon had to be prescribed 
in the rite itself , and it occurs to-day at the beginning of 
the service and l:s preached by the b-ishop himself • 
The next revision (fn 1868) restored the emphasis of the 
· pre-1811 rite , and only very slight· al.terations were made in 
succeeding Handbooks_·; the basic structure and much of the 
language of the ·present rite (1942)· remains the same as the 
one provided ·in the ·1571 Chur·ch Order •. It is interesting to 
note that the investiture of the new priests withthe chasuble 
immediately before the imposition of hands ·has continued since 
medi.eval times ; although Laurentius Petri does not mention it, 
it was practised in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
and obviously was a custom that had never ceased(l9} 
It remains to note the existence in the Swedish Handbook of 
a order of service for the induction of an incumbent • This firs1 
appeared in 1811 , although the Church Order says that some · 
simple c·eremony ought to take place when a new pastor arrives , 
and the Church Law (1686) indicates that this service was 
normally taken by the bishop • Bael ter (1762) gives· an 
interesting form consisting of exhortations to-congregation and 
priest , the hymn 11Veni Sancte Spiritus 11 , the delivery of the 
instruments of his office (Key of the church,chalice,paten, 
Hand'Qook etc.} and conclud.ing with a Blessing • The form in the 
Handbooks shows the influence of the ordination rites ( 
especially the l&l66 book); it includes inteltOgation and the 
imposition of· hands with prayer , but it c·an of course be 
repeated as often as a priest moves to another pari.sh and the 
priest is not prevented from. carrying out any of his duties as 
incumbent until he has been inducted ; this dlfferentiates it 
from the consecration of a· bishop - the bishop may not legally 
perform his episcopal functions (particularly ordinations) until 
he is con-secrated. ~ehe laying otl of hands is an act widely used 
for any form of commissioning for duty , being a s·ign that 
prayer is being offered ; here prayer is offered fo~ the priest'~ 
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w.ork in that particular parish ; at the ordination of a bishop 
or priest , the pra.yer is for his whole life-long service in 
that office • 
iii) The Ordination of women. In accordance with the law that 
came into force on. January lst,l959 , four women have so far 
been ordained to the priesthood in the Church of Sweden , three . 
on Palm.Sunday 196~ and t~e fourth this year • Until 1959 there 
was a provision in the law of the country that women could not 
be appointed to priestly off.~ces ; the 1959 Act repealed that 
provision • According to the law , the women enter the 
priesthood under exactly the same .conditions as men • 1'here was 
~ earlier sug~estion that a worn~ should not be allowed to go 
alone. t·o a; parish--s~e shouid be restricted to a parish where 
~here was at least. one other priest , a man (either aw her vicar 
or her curate} • This was not ~ncHuded in the act. because it 
was felt that it could safely be' left to the bishop. and the 
domkapitel not to send a woman to a parish where she would be 
unwelcome .to the majority of the parishioners • 
The law permitted incumbencies and curacies to be offered 
to women; but.before anyone can be a priest , he must be 
ordained by a bishop and the bishops have the final and sole 
decision. as to· who they will ordain , no bishop is compelled to 
ordain anyone against his conscienc·e • The three bishops 
co~cerned had previously expressed their willingness to ordain : 
wome·n ; the actual decision to ordain therefore was an 
ecclesiastical and not a state act • 
Nevertheless , a large section of the church regard this 
as being directly opposed to the commands of Scripture ; its 
members have formed a special movement ("K:yrklig Samling"} and 
are .Putting into practice what amounts to a boycott of the 
women priests, end·eavouring in such ways as are practicable to 
avoid recognising their ministrations • The number of women 
applying for ordination during the coming years is likely to be 
very small , but it is difr"icult to see how (humanly) ·the 
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present tensions can be reconciled. 
3. The Duties of the parish priest. 
We have seen that at the Reformation the teaching about 
the ministry emphasised that ,while it was instit~ted by God to 
do His work in the congregation , it was also called by and 
apppinte.d by the congregation to do on its behaJ.f the work which. 
each member was in theory entitled to do hims~lf by virtue of 
his baptism • These two points should be borne in mind when we 
consider the actlal.al·tasks of a priest in his parish and the 
relationship between him and the congregation • 
The ministry of the Word and Sacrament , exercised in the 
school , in visiting , at the altar and from the pulpit was the 
main work of the priest • Alongside this he was often thought to 
have an additional duty , that of exercising discipline over his 
flock, and the .A~e 81' Orthodoxy emphasised this particularly ; 
Pietism on the other hand emphasised rather the duty of the 
congregation to judge and even discipline the minister • The 
Church Order approves of exc.ommunication , ref ere to .Matt .18: 
15-18 and permits the parish priest to pronounce it having ~irst 
informed his Rural Dean and the Bishop • Towards the end of the 
sixteenth century the parish council began to exercise an 
important discip~inary power (the priest was always the 
chairman of this council) which increased during the succeeding 
century ; it was concerned on the whole with smaller 
ecclesiastical offences that did not come under the st~te law , 
but the state gave only occasional and grudging recognition to 
this and during the eig:p:!;,eent~ centu~y. this discipline.ry power 
fell out of use ; after 1866 no punishment was allowed and the 
council could only exhort • It is interesting to nqte that as 
long as a~y type of discipline was exercised by the church , the 
laymen of the parish were associated with the priest in its 
execution; only in the earliest days of the reformation could 
the ministry as such claim the "potestas clavium" • 
Brillioth has a very interesting paragraph which sums up 
the ideal of pastoral care and throws some light on present 
(20) Brillioth , p 300 
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practice : "As against the Roman ideal of the priest as a 
director of souls and as such , to some extent a mediator 
between God and man , the Reformation maintained the principle 
of the priesthood of\ all believers... This principle is most 
. . . 
cl.early applied to pastoralia by Martin Bucer in his work "Von 
der wahren· Seelsorge und dem rechten Hirtendienst"(l5J8) where 
it is stated that Christ is the true director of souls , althou-
. . 
-gh he calls every Christian , but especially the head of each 
family and the teacher , to assist Him in this direction and to 
be the means by which He works • The high idealism of this view 
was rarely matched in the Lutheran church by any corresponding 
practical reality • Auricular confession as a preparation for 
communion has already been considered , and it was seen how it 
soon ceased to be a form for individual pastoral vare .• 
Moreover- , the only kind of visiting that the Lutheran .church 
has recognised as a duty has been to. sick persons and 
prisoners , and that often only when called upon ·• This somewhat 
narrow conception of the duties of a minister, typlia.al of an 
established church , has resulted in it being the excep~ion 
rather than the rule for a priest to seek out his own parishione· 
-rs;the priest , it was felt , should be_ visited but should not 
visit • The preaching and the Sacrament was regarded as the 
principle,if not the only,way in which an evangelical minister 
should exercise his pastoral care. Speaking privately to an 
individual about his soul meant only that a rebuke was being 
admimdstered ,or that confession of some serious crime was being 
heard , an~ so it easily came to be regarded as degrading or 
ignominious if ·this took place"( 20) • This .does not mean that 
visiting was non-existent , but it does show why it was so 
often assumed that the priest was called in,he did not take it 
upon himself to call • In a small parish it was possible for the 
priest to meet most of hi·s people at the "pastorsexpedi tion" but 
with the growth of the industrial revolution, the cessation of· 
the eustom of calling the priest to the sick-bed , and the 
sick-visiting done by hospital chaplains and the new deaconesses, 
(21) see B~illi6th , p 302 . 
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the prison-visiting done by prison chaplains , the priest has 
been regrettably out-of-contact with the homes of all but a 
minority of his parishione,rs( 21 ) Brillioth pleads for more 
individual visiting to be done , if nat house-to-house , then 
at least in connection with the occasional services , 
especially confirmation • Since his book was written , much 
more work of this kind is being done , but the Swedish 9hurch 
has still a long way to go before the priest. reckons house-to-
house visiting as his normal duty • 
One of the best known functions of the Swedish clergy is 
their work on behalf of the state as local registrars , not 
only of births,deaths and marriages, but also of all kinds of 
other events • This work grew out of the requirement , made 
a statutory duty in the seventeenth century , that each parish 
priest should keep a record of all baptisms,marriages,funerals 
and other services held in this church • The state departments 
became interested in these registries for census -purposes a..nd 
before long priests were required to s.end in ·e.n ·annual account 
of these statistics- , and to keep a registry of all pers.ons 
living within their boundaries • The present regulations were 
~ixed in this century and involve much work for the priest o 
The card· index of ·all inhabitants has to be kept up-to-date , 
and this means that all new arrivals and departures have to be 
recorded ; also ,.many certificates and permits are issued from 
the pastors 1 office o In the larger parishes this involves 
att.endance for many hours a week at the "pastorsexpedi tion" , 
the parish.registry which can often look like a post-office; 
in the smaller parishes it is a room·in the vicarage. Two 
disadvantages of this system are that firstly , the priest has 
to spend too much of his time at this work·, time which· should 
be given to duties of a more direc:tly pastoral and 
~vangeli sttc nature; and seco·ndly, he can so easily be regarded 
as a civil servant.by the general po~ulation •. The only 
advantage in the system from the point of view of the work of 
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the church is that in some smaller parishes it does give an 
opportunity for more contact between the priest and his people ;, 
he hears of any c·hange in circumstanc·es and is often able to 
have a talk .with people who would not initiate· any contact with ' 
him in his pastoral capacity • 
The characterisyic duty however of the Lutheran pastor has ' 
always been his preaching and his teaching • Many hours are 
given to the preparation of the .sunday sermon., which is 
regarded as a most important means .of grace -this is where God's: 
stern law and His saving Gospel confr0nt men with their 
challenge and their promise • The sermon is not therefore 
primarily a means of instruction , and a well-instructed laity 
has always been regarded as necessary • In the seventeenth 
cent·ury there was a great' emph~si·s -qn···the public instruction of· 
the congregation., and this took place not only in church , ·but 
also in the homes of the parishioners (the "husfBrhBr") , when 
the pri.est was instructed to question. the adults in the 
catechi.sm , making sure that they kn.ew the answers so that when 
the public ex·amination took· place in church , they would be able 
to give the young a go0d example • Luther's Small Catechism is 
the one on which all this teaching was based ; it forms one of 
the writings in the Book of· concord and is.printed in the 
Swedish hyrnnbooks • In the eighteent~ century the stress lay 
more on the preparation of. the young for their fir.st communion 
and much time 'oils given .t.o,. this • Jlv.en to-·da;y- 85% of Swedish 
• • I • • ,. I ~ • 1 
youth are c.onfirmed e.nd thus attend the· extensive course of 
preparation which the Bishop's Meeting of.l942 prescribed must 
not be less than 50 hours • By this means the Swedish clergy 
come into contact, as teachers, with the great.majority of the 
youth , but this has its own problems , particularly as the 
classes are necess.arily large , and there is little likelihood 
of getting most o·f them afterwards to take an active part ·in the 
life of·the ·church. 
This sketch of the duties of a Swedish priest cannot give a 
( 22 ) Mu rray OP , p 103 
( 23 ) AskmarkSP~> , p330ff 
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real impression of what is done , for here , as in all churches, 
there is a vast opportunity for the."priest to find his own ways, 
and to make an impact on the congregation that is in accord with 
his own personality and his own gifts • He can be simply the 
official who preaches the sermon and administers the sacraments, 
but he can also be a leader , a prophet and an apostle of Jesus 
Christ • 
4. The Diaconate • 
The order of Deacons was kept on for a time after the 
reformation , but it eventually disappeared and very little is 
known about it • 
-
Laurentmus Petri in 1550 referPed to those who were 
"infra gradum presbyteralem" and,we know that his brother Olavus 
was a deacon during most of his work as a reformer , not becomin~ 
a priest until 1539 ' being .then convinced of the importance of 
the ordained. ministry( 22 ), During the ~e-catholicising period 
. of John III there is clear reference to priests and deacons at 
_U~ala , but after that the deacons faded out as an order of the 
miinistry • The d~oce.se. of Ves:ter~s however kept on the tre.di tion 
0 
• 
0 
; ' , • 1 • , : ; ." ' , • ~ • • r 1 • ' ' ·' , ; , ' ,I • • I ' • , - • • • 
f·or· Bishop Rudbeckius in :the middle of the. sevente~nth century 
' .-_ I_• .i.. ~ . . I • • ·- • I. • :. ,• • ' • • • • ·:" • • : • 
ordered ·that there should be seven dea.cons to assist in the 
,"';. ~·-~·:··. ~-,···. ,:·:. r.•• ~-· .=·; :···· '•,•.•":•!,·: .. 
cathedral and to at1;end on _p.imself as_ chaplains • This was a 
I' • • _! .- ,. . :· . . -- - • ;; • :. f • -
conscious imitation of New Testament and early church pra.ctice. 
These deacons were ordinands in training who needed some 
ecclesiastical dut~es in order to help.pay for their studies. 
About sixty young men held these posts unt-il they were abolished 
at the death of Bishop Rudbeckius in 1644 2J)From then on the. 
word deacon was simply used to describe young priests without 
benefices of their own • This use of the word seems to have 
ceased during the_ lollowing century •. 
The work of "Diakoni" has , following the New Testament , 
been regarded·more as social and eleemosynary than as liturgical 
by the reformation churches , and in the ni-neteenth century the 
Church of Sweden followed the lead of the German churches in 
( 24) From the let ter printed in Bel l, p 185f f 
Some desires for such a d i a cona te have now been 
expr essed in high-churc h quarters,cf Ekstrom in 
Barnekow , Danell & Ekstrom , p 1 37 . 
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founding orders of deacons and deaconesses for nursing and for 
social and parish .. work ; this diaconate is life-l:ong and has its 
. . 
own ordi:aa:tion service in the Handbook , ine·luding the laying on 
of hands , as in the other offices • 
The Lambeth Conference of 1920 noted that the third order 
of the ordained mi~istry was not present in the Swedish church 
and expressed a tentative desire that the Swedes·would see fit 
to re-introduce it • The Swedish bishops however replied: 
" In our Church we do not now possess any Order exactly 
corresponding to the Anglican Diaconate. For a number of 
years however we have had among us a male Diaconate for 
t.he service of charity among the sick, the infirm. , the 
poor ,the lost , thus of ·the same character as the 
·niac.onat·e of women , which is older and more amply 
develo·pld9. among us •. In Resolution 49 of ~he Lambeth 
Conference this Diaconate is said t9_ be the primitive one 
in the· Christian Church , a statement which is undoubtedly 
true according to Acts 6 . No need of or wish for a 
Diaconate as an introduction to the ministry has been· 
expres'sed in our Chureh( 24)·"· 
5·. The AJ?JPX?intment. of: Bishops. 
The history of ·the(: appointment ·of bishops in all'ly of the 
great European churches, shows· that many factors have been at 
work • The bisho.p was often a great officer of· state, or· a feudal 
lord ; at other times he was an aristocrat or· an educationalist , 
and alongside any doctrinal influences that determined how these 
men were chosen , we find political, e·conomic and social ones as 
well • It was just the sam.e in Sweden , both before and after the 
reformation • 
In ~he- earliest 'days of the Swedish church we find the king 
questioning the people of a particular area as to whom they 
wanted as their bishop ,and when the decision was made,sending 
him off to obtain consecration after inwestfng him with the 
c·rozier and ring . The Pope protested several times at this 
·irregular participation of the laity , and by the thirteenth 
century Sweden had fallen into line with the rest of· Roman 
Christendom , and her bishops ~ere elected by the cathedral 
· chap.ter_s·., co·11firma~lion .from Rome-_ being .also .necessary • But the 
ele·ction was -not often the· determining. fact.or . ; at· times the 
• • -·' . - • . • . • ' • • ' • I . 
. will oft·the:-king had to. be :·as -law- to_ the elect-ing .C?hapter , and 
·in. the later medieval .peri<:)d ::i;t we;s, -q-_sual ·for.- th~.-king merely 
· ... : -t:oc se;nd along th:e n!3)Ile--of·. his· pomi.n~ee .•,The_.refoJ?Il):ati.on merely 
. ·· -.. ·, me,artt. that· ·the· influence of the_ ·_Pope -was no :longe·r fei"t; ; but 
the_ king, Gust af Vas.a, con_tinued t.o. nomi_nate . ~·andidates as the 
_ ~~~;~: h·~d. d-~!1~-- ,'. ~~~ ~~~~:· c~.t~e~;r:a~ ch_~~-t~.r~ -~~-:r-e -~~bolish~d in 
1550 ,it seemed as :if even the formality of· elect.ipn might 
r' • • ~ :· ' • I ' ' • 
disappear, although there had· been one c·ase of election·, .and 
I ; . ..·· .... · ...... ' .. _.; . -
that was for t'he archiepisc'o_pat'e' ·rn ·1531 • · · 
Laurentius Petri was determined that the appointment- of 
other bishops should take place on this manner and wrote thus 
in his chapter "Om Biskopsval" in the. Church Order : 
I • • • • .• 
11 In former times it hath been the·· custom tha-t the whole 
commonalty should elect-the bishops as well as the other 
serva.nt·s of the 6hurch.Albeit this is proper,where it can 
be done in a; Christian manner;and it must surely be 
accomplished b-y an electionaaccording to the order of the 
Church.Nevertheless circumstances are.now otherwise in 
.-· ... ·.: ,tll:e:~;~e· r-e.sp~cts. both.-.tha~,th~: .dio·c~·se_s d:f Bishops having 
.. grown ~arg~·r than the:y. wer.e· .. at .the· ·first··; all men cannot 
meet for such busine,Sf!-:t~~d- l·ikewise also :t'·hat there are 
f·ew· of the c.o~on folk who ,can_ have .any knowledge of the 
. ' • • ,• • . · ' ' ' 1 , , • ' '. . i , . ' , • , . . ' , . . 1 ~ • 
. persons who would best ·serve in such an office. Therefore 
: : ~ .~: ',· ' .. i. , ' '"' :· • .. 'o P , 1 I.· • • "'i • , :""'. ',, , 0 j ' r ' . 0 • , 0 ' o' •' 0 
shall the election of Bi.shops .be .. given into the hands of 
some. ap~ointed persons. ~:r· th~ e~tate of. th.~' .clergy and 
others who are in ,_.som~ _ deg~ee .. e.xp_~rienc~ed in this matter 
., •• 1 r , '" . •· •• •• 
and bound by the duty of· oath, that they shall elect an·d 
nominate him who in the sight of God seemeth to be most 
fitted for such an office • 
( 25) The use of lots to de.cide the ·o-rder ln which 
the names shall. b.e. stibmi tte·d to .the· Crown is ·still the 
law in all cases where two or more naines have the" same 
· number of votes, excep·t when there 'are three or mor·e in 
the first pl-a.ce,fn which case·all the na.rries are· sent off 
without any order being determined.· cf Stenstr·am, p ?Off. 
( 26) Translation in Yelve.rtori , Appendix IX o For 
. . 
D_r Yelverton '.s comment on this _chapt"er of the Church 
Order see p 93f • 
(27). Kjollerstrom , BiS ., .P 21 o 
( 28) .BiS · 
"(29) This did not apply to an archiepiscopal 
appointment for which even under the Church Law an 
election was obligato!'y • 
( 30) not i_n 1809 as Brillioth wrongly states dm 
p 333 ; t~is has bee~ checked by correspondence with 
Professor Kjollerstram • 
(31) Brillioth , p 333 o 
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When then it cometh to pass that this business· is to hand, 
votes shall. be taken according to custom-and when this hath 
been done,he that obtaineth most votes shall be nominated 
thereto.Should the votes be equal,the matter shall be 
decided by lot( 25), and immediately the name of· him who 
hath be~n elected shall be sent to the government pro 
confirmatione. When he hath been approved,confirmed,and by 
open_l~tter appointed to the ~iocese,he s~all be publiclY.ly 
ordained with the imposition of hands by some other bishop, 
one or more, .either in the ce.thed;r-al or in_ some place that 
is most suitable". ( 26 ) 
It is not clear whether the Archbishop intended that the king 
• ' • ·• I • r ·J ' " • • . -, 1 • '• I • ' • ' 1 • ' 1 • • ~ -: i '·j· • , 
should' be 'bound" "to nominate· the "-'one '"wtio' re\c'eived the most vot·es, 
- \ ·. 
or whether, as Professor Kjl:Hlerstr5_m b"elie'ves :oni· ai'ralogy with 
the order for the election of' an incumbent where the bishop can 
accept or reject the electee< 27 >, he could refuse to confirm if 
he disapproved of the man presented to him • At any rate , the 
kings who immediately succeeded Gustaf Vasa exercised a free 
veto , and often let it be known whom the~ wanted electing. 
The history of the appointments of bishops in the Swedish 
church from the reformation to the present , as told by 
Kj5llerstr5m( 28 ) ,is for the ·first two centuries the story of the 
-~;~~ruggle _.be:t.~een the will of . the .~.ing ~nd -the. will of the clergy. 
:· The .~:l~~ax. Of the. ·king' s ipoweiJ .. ~w.as ._~he :prov~sion .in the Chu.rch 
t • . • ·- .... 
Law ( 1686) that the king was not bound by -the result of the 
election b~t could appoint anyone ?-e c~ose ( ~9 )' ._ This was 
vigorously opposed by the clergy as they now had_ no way of 
ensuring that anyone acceptable to them was appointed , and it 
was repealed . in 1720 ( 30) , and from then on the Crown wa.s 
eonfine:d to nominating one of those . on the list presented by the 
electors • There still existed an Order of Chivalry , the 
Seraphim Order , whose prelate-bishop was appointed .by·royal 
.· ' 
proc1a..mation , but the ~ast such bishop died at the beginning of' 
the ninet.eenth century ; the provision however has never 
formally been a.bolished ( 31 ). ·.In present practice , the Crown 
(.32) for the voting figures see Kji:Sllerstri:Sm, 
BiS , p 23.6 • 
(33) Some·have suggested that Laurentius Petri 
was here thinking primarily of bishops - Kjollerstri:Sm, 
BiS., p 20 • 
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can appoint any of the three names receiving .the highest number 
of votes , and it is under no obligat~on to appoint the one with 
the most votes. The choice of.the third candidate on the list, 
especially when he is far behind the other t·wo in· popuiari ty , 
can. be very provoking to the clergy ; at a time like the present· 
when ecclesiastical politics are much to the fore ,this power of' 
choice can be used to keep opponents of government policy out; 
of .. high o·ffice in the church • At times however such e.n action 
as choosing the third can. be very fe.r-sighted , as in 1914 when 
Nathan Soderblom was ~ppoi·nted Archbishop when he was a very 
clear third on the list presented by the do~apitels , and not 
one of the three on the list presented by the clergy of the 
Uppsaia. diocese< 32). 
Ape.rt therefore from the fact the.t the final choice lies 
with the government , the appointment of bishops is in the hands 
of· the clergy; this·is import~t as the bishop certainly should 
he a me.n whom the clergy can trust and admire • The provisions 
made in the Church Order speak of the election being ·i•given into 
the hands of· some appointed .Persons of the estate of. the .. clergy" 
thus indicating firstly , that it was not intended that all2 the 
cle~gy should vote but only some of them as electors (.33) ·,. and 
~ . 
secendly that Laurenti.us Petri was thinking of the whole 
country being eaneerned in the voting and not only the diocese 
with the vacancy . This was the practice at first ., the 
ele9.tion being held by the "Riksconsistori 11 or convocation ; 
once a bishop had been thus elected,confirmed and consecrated, 
he could be moved from one diocese to another ,' and since all 
the clergy had been repr~sented at .his .. elec~ion , he c9uld 
. ~ . . 
claim to.be "rite vocatus 11 when he came to confront tJ;t.e clergy 
of another dioc·ese than that for which he had been consecrated. 
During the seventeenth century however there grew up· a; steady 
demand that a bishop should be elected only by those clergy. 
over whom he was to preside , and by the end of that century , 
on the abolition of the Riksconsistori , this became the 
(34) Brillioth , p333 . 
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practice , and the frequency of' translations greatly declined, 
(it is now rare ·, except f~om the little diocese of Visby , or 
to the archbishopric). The.clergy now vote for their bishop by 
rural deaneries, and the rural dean sends up the result to t·he 
domkapitel ,which adde its own votes to the total (the twc;> or 
three laymen on the domkapitel are the only non-clerical persons 
with a vote), thus arriving at the three names. This change in 
practice is not associated with change in the conception of the 
bishop's office ; the demand that he should be elected 0nly by 
the clergy of his own diocese was not so much a denial of· the 
bishop's position as an officer of the universal church, as an· 
assertion by the ordinary clergy that they wanted to choose 
thei+ own father-in-God rather than having him chosen for them 
by the leading clergy of the Riksconsistori • · 
The election of the archbishop is recogni-z·ed as a 
diffe~ent matter , and from the election of Laurentius Petri in 
i531 has been a moncern for the clergy of the whole country , 
although ~til 1670 it was the bishops and superintendents who 
cast their votes on behalf of their own clergy • The present 
practice is to have two entirely different electoral bodies , 
the clergy of the diocese of· Uppsala and the domk-api tels of· the 
other d-ioceses • The other bishops therefore have a vote in the 
election of an archbishop only as members of their domkapitels. 
They have however no part in the=election mf their colleagues 
in other dioceses , and many regard this as a deficiency of the 
present system • In Norway for instance , which in other 
respects appoints its bishops in exactly the same way, there is 
provision for the bishops to express their opinion before the 
Crown announces its final appoiri.tment< 34·). The clergy of the 
other dioceses thus have an indirect say in who should be the 
Primus of their church . 
It is a striking fact that , in spite of the existence of· 
such· a practice in.Sweden before 1200 , no return was made 
after the reformation to having the laity pa.rticipating in the 
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election of bishops . ·It wa:s clearly the intention of Laurentius 
Petri .that this return to primitive pr~ctice should be made , 
(iesides the "appointed persons of the estate .of the clergy" he 
menti0ns "others who are to some degree experienced in this 
matter") but this was ignored in subsequent legislation • 
KjBllerstrtlm traces the history of several attempts. to have t"he 
reform carried throggh during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries , but they were always met by much hesitation on the 
part of the church leaders who·repeatedly said that the clergy 
knew· best wnat was required of a bishop and.knew the candidates 
better. In the nineteenth century.tp~~e were.great debates oh 
.. . ~ . . . . . 
this matter,the reform being urged by.the "lowchurchmen" of 
Uppsala , and the status quo.defended by the "highchurchmen" of. 
Lund, the "Great Faculty" • Again the demand was made in 1920 and 
again there was deadlock and nothing was done •. Recently however 
a committee reported in favour and legislation is pending • The 
arguments that -;;haV.e been employed in. favour· of the change have 
pointed out that the laity are as much a part of the church as 
are the clergy , and the appointment·· of the bishop concerns the 
whole churph ; the laity. also are associated at present with the 
. c'lergy·--l.n··~every :administrative' matt·er' in the church except the 
·e!Le'ct·iont o·f the ;bis:~-op ~ It hS;s. also· ··n-een 's;:dd ·'th~t since the 
bishop· -l.s ess'entially ·a pri:est'''w::tt'h a·pe'cial' dut'ie·~ 'iaymen 
··-ought ·to ·t~e ··part in his ;·appointment 'as t:he'y alre·~dy do for the 
appOi·rl.tment~ ''of ~ ;incumbent.:·. The church Is. reluctance to 
':.supp.ort·f.the'''change' is due to· the 'fea~; o{ the'' clergy that ' in a 
matte.r: that concerns them far more· rie.arly · tn:ah it does the 
laity, the·y might be overwhelmed' by the vo·ting. strength of this 
new claSS· .·o·f·partic'I-pan~s I; many··· of the c'i·ergy feet' .that to allow 
a: lay vote in this matter too , would ~ndanger the_ purely 
ecclesiastical natu~e of the process and introduce. political· 
factors even here. The comments of Dr Stenstr8m when discussing 
this are ·of particular interest , espec~ally in view of what has 
happened already over the question of women ·priests : 11 The 
apprehension that the consequence of permitting laymen to -join 
(35) Stenstrom , p 68 • 
(36) .Anglicans normally use "consecration" of a 
bishop and "ordination" of ~ priest , but no particular 
si~ificance is attached to these differencies : · 
(consecrate can al,so be used of· a cemetery or pulpit 
and O_rdina.l is a w<?rd including _th~? service for 
consecrat_ing bishop~) • Th~. Swedish word 11inv:j.gning" 
or -~'vigning" covers all the=se senses • The ·Emglish 
us~ is followed here '· but it should be remembered 
that one Swedish word is peing translated. 
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in the election of bishops will be the introduction of political 
factors , has certainly been one of the principal reasons for 
the negative attitude of the church to this matter . It is an 
apprehension by no means without foUndation ~ Sweden is clearly 
·to be counted· among those Eur~pean countries where.: public 
. administr·ation of: all ·kinds· i"s· being .invaded by party politics •• 
••• It should be quite out of the question that party 
speculations should" p~ay· any part in· the electing of a bishop, 
for· here· if anyV'lhere· ·the. nature of the. church as a religious 
community must take --priority over the. power .. p·olitic s of· civic 
:l.if:e·n(35). · .· It does se~m as· if tP,e doctrinal reasons in support 
of.· . the, change have not be~n strQng· enough to· bring it about 
d,u~i·ng -~he· last four .centuries··, but that·:other c.onsiderations, 
su_ch .!3:S ~~e .desire to _have more laY:. co:p.tr.ol over -:t;he church for 
pmibi t,ical purposes ··' can .:bring j,.t about c·omp.ar.atively quickly • 
6 •. The Consecration of. ·Bishops. · · · ·· 
When the election has been held and ·the:· appointment 
a.n,noun·~ed '."there" still remains "the third element before a man 
can. take ov~r the·. d·uties of 'the. episcopal ~ffic~ ·-·his 
ordination'· or consecrati-on· at the hands of another bishop< 36). 
When we turn "to examine. the: r.i.tes hhatf:have·. been· used in the 
Swedish church to see what ~as ~een said and done when. a bishop 
is con·secrated to his office , we must remember that they will 
not be·as precise ori some points as we would like·. Anglicans 
may·well want·to·know whether the rite implies that a priest is· 
beirig admitted t~ a higher office , or whether he is being 
blessed as he starts a temporary fimction :-'·whether·, in other 
words , this rite is parallel -to the ·ordination of a priest , or 
to the institution'of· an incumbent • The various·rites will 
seem to give ·different answers to these questions ; but it is 
important to remember that the distinction between these two 
id7as was notobvious or important to those who framed the rites, 
and that they were not therefore necess~rily meaning to imply 
either one or the other ~ 
' I 
(J7) cf Mott Williams , ·p 30 • The following 
is the de·scription of the consecration of Le.urentius 
·Petri given by Rhyzeli'u.s (quoted in Nicholson· ASCS 
p 31) : 
·n~rhe Archbishop's consecr·ation however· was not 
performed with the Popish superstitious c·eremonies, 
·but· with the Word of God and· prayer and the laying on 
of hands,· ·as well as with seemly ·investiture with. the 
· mitre and the pe.llium, which we.s not purchased from 
Rome of the Pope at- the· cost of a heavy contribution 
from the clergy, but was provided by· the king's free 
bounty, and was suited both to ~xalt and maintain both 
the Archbishop's perso~ and office in· becoming honour 
end dignity "· 
For a description of a consecration in 1575 see 
Lundstr~m in ~yrkohistorisk irskrift,Vol XIV,l913 • 
(38) The complete text· w:a.s is translated a.s · 
Appendix VIII in Yelverton 
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The first consecrations after the reformation were 
performed with the old Uppsala Pontifival , which incidentally 
was probably of a simpler nature than those in use on the 
c~nti_nent ( 37) ; · and- latin was almost eertainl¥ used • But the 
lack of a vernacu~ar rite with an evangelical content could .not~ 
• ·= • 
lo~g be tc:>~erated ,. and it is knoWn. that -.by 1560 the archbishop 
had drafted a form , which was probably used the next year at. -
the consecration of Ola:v:us Hel.singer to Strangnas • But by 1571 
the Church Order was publi-shed and the form_nfor ordaining an 
elect. bishop". therein contained was used from then on , apart 
from 1574-159~ when the catholicising Nova Ordinantia was used, 
throughout the seventeenth century and ,with some alterations, 
throughqut the eighteenth -as well . 
The Ordinal of 1571-was a much simplified form of the 
medieval rite , omitting ,for example, both the:unction and the 
investiture(36). The introductory rubrie reads: 
" On some Sunday or other Holyday before the beginning of 
Mass. the Ordinandus Episeopl:l.s cometh to the All'dlar,having 
on him a Surplice and 6ope,a,nd.with him two Priests-from 
the.Diocese to which he is to be ordained,who may also 
we!ar Surplices and 6opes .. :l;mm,~,die.:t.ely -t_he Ordinator, 
, . - . . . . . -. ~ . . 
standing at ·the Altar robed in Surplice a.nd Cope,may · 
deliver to the people t~ere assembled a short exhortation· 
to prayer in this manner:" 
Then follows an exhorta.tion to the people to pray that "this 
person here present,who is elected to the office of Bishop" may 
1'e if~_ll.ed. -wi ~h -l'l:OtY g:r.e.c.e .• T:J:le:q .all ... knee1. while a Litany i$ 
. •·. .. . . . . ' . 
sup~.~ _:t'ollo~ed .. by ~ -~-o~l.~st~~nd .th,erfrayer._fo.-r Teachers,whioh 
is .. ~~.i~l u,tl_eq.; ~n ,,t~~ O~d~~~-_,fo:r:- .Pries.t.s _:·· ~he~---~w.o passe,ge-s of· 
Scripture are read :I Tim 3:1-7 .. and, .. ~;uke .. 12: 4-~-:-48 .... , ·followed by 
. . . . . ,_, 
a "little explanation" declaring that those "that are called to 
j• '.' '•; :·I , •. :. ' .·' • : • 
such~ 0~fice as the Bishopis have obtained a commission from 
(. ' ; 
God ,not over some smail concerns·, but over his .people and 
servants .. and that fa.i thfulness and ability is required of them. 
Then the inteJPOgation and the recitation of the Nicene Creed • 
( 39 ) eg. Dewailley. 
( 40 ) in recent times a ceremonial dis tinction 
has been introduced in that the assisting bishops 
stand inside t he alt ar rail s while t he assisting 
·priests stRy outs i de - . 
(41) cf t he comments of Professor Ratcliffe in 
"Theology" , JFtnuFt.ry , 1960 . 
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"Thereafter the whole Choir singeth the Responsorium ,"Sint 
lumbi vestri praecincti •• etc. 11 And when this is ended ,the 
Ordine,tor together with the other Bishops,or Priests,who are 
present,lay their hands upon the head of the Ordinandus,the 
Ordinator first saying:Let us pray. Our Father ••• etc." After 
this there is another prayer,and then the·choir starts the 
Introit for the Mass '"wherein the Ordinatus first among others 
shall communicate" • 
It is noticable that this rite does not mention any 
functions which di~td.nguisp the· bi_snop fr?m·. the priest. The 
questions are exactly the same as in the corresponding rite, 
except that "Office of Bishop" appears instead of "Office of 
Priest" • The homily or exhortation for bishops is· longer but 
does not say anything essentially different ;- two of the 
prayers are exactly the same and I Tim.3:1ff is read to the 
priests too • Two other points call for mention • The first is 
the peculiar mmission of any form of commissioning the bi~hop 
in his Office in the name of the Trinity ; there seems to be no 
reason why it was omitted , e..nd it was inserted e.gain when the 
rite was revised in 1686 , but its absence from the Church 
Order has given further cause for rejection of the rite from the 
catholic standpoint(39) • The secondis the provision that 
priests should join with other bishops in the' imposition of 
hands ; ~ t appears to have been an afterthought , for it is _not 
prescribed in Laurentius Petri's first draft of the rite ten 
years earlier ; nor is it referred to in the chapter on the 
election of bishops in the Church Order . The officiant of the 
rite must be a bishop and is usually the archbishop ' but he 
can be assisted by other ministers , bish0:~s or priests( 40) • 
When these join in the laying on of hands they are not giving 
the new bishop a ministry which they possess , but commissioning 
him with prayer ; they are notn:e0nsecrating"the bishop but " 
assisting»in his consecration(4~)-~ 
The Church Law made certain alterations , the most notable 
(42) cf ~rillioth , p 334 
being the provision already mentioned of a formula of 
consecration : "When the .Ordinandus has made his confession of 
faith, the Ordinator delivereth to him the Office of" Bishop , in 
the name of the ·Father,and of the Son,and of the Holy Gh_ost" . 
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It also laid down explicitly that a bishop was not to exercise 
hi-s authority in the domkapitel,or to 11rdain priests,until he 
was consecrated ; it also made clear that the rite· was not to be 
repeated if the bishop was translated f~om on~ diocese to a~­
-other, thus showing that it was an ordination and not an 
induction ; . this however does not seem to have always been 
observed( 42 >. 
Towards the end of the eighteenth century however·, under 
the influence both of Pietism a.nd of the··. Age of Enlightenment , 
there was much less interest ·in the episcopate as an office of ·:;·. 
the· church's ministry and it.was seen rather as a supervisory 
post to which a priest was called by the state , and. the service 
was his induction or installation • When the Handbook was 
re:vised in 1811 certain changes were made ·to t·he Ordinal , e.nd 
its title bece.me "How a Bishop shall be installed in his Office\' 
which made it a.n obvious pe.rallel to the form for inductions , 
"How an incumbent shall be installed. in a pe.rish" (the ord·er ·for 
priests kept its title "Ordination to the Priesthood"). The 
changes that were made reflect this climate of· ·opin:i:on , hu.t 
it was still clear from the rite itself that the .bishop was 
being admitted-to an apostolic function in the church of God. 
Subsequent alterations brought back the emphasis on a life-long 
office . The Lambeth Conference Committee which reported _in 
189·4 :qtade the following co:mments when rej·ecting the conclusion 
of the American committee that the rite was simply an induct~on: 
i• Compe.risi:on of the offices for instaJ.lin~ a bishop anq a 
pastor brings out essential differences of· more ·· · 
·importance than the mere likeness of phrase used in 
speaking of a bishop as set· in an office . The Pastor's 
institution may be conducted by a priest or the P~dv~st, 
and is not an episcopal function. The Pastor .is called 
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,; !: "Introducendus" .not "Ordinandus" . No emb1ems or 
instruments ar~ given.him,ner is the Veni Creator used. 
His office is not referred to divine institution,nor does 
the Installer speak of. acting on behalf of God • The 
lections are varied from those ~.t ordinations though some 
are the same • These differences in the character of 
Instalment;in the title of the Installed;in the intentions 
expressed in the lections ; and in the delivery of 
emblems or instruments , as well as in the questions 
asked and in the Invocation of the Holy Ghost ; may be 
held by Swedes to constitute the same difference between 
the Swedish offices for bishop and pastor , as ex~sts 
between our services for consecration and institution. 
The salient points of agreement between the two Swedish 
offices. are :-
l)that in both offices the b~shop and the ps.stor are set, 
the one in ~. particular see, the other in .a particu_lar 
parish, 
2)that the only prayer offered during the actual 
imposition of hands is the Lord's.Prayer • But here again 
in the Bishop • s case the culminating embl-~m of setting the 
mitre on his head, is ·all that intervenes betwe-en the 
imposition of hands and the following prayer,almo~t 
identical with that in the Anglican Ordi·nal ••.•........ 
The service implies a.s distinctly a.s our own Ordinal, 
a life-long office resting on gifts and csntaining duties 
which a.re tl1e same in both ordinals" • 
The caxeful attempt to find clear distinctions between 
induction and ordination rites , made here by the Lambeth 
Conference, reve~~s its. weakness- by over-stating its case • In 
fa.ct the attempt cannot· be mad~ , for these nmneteenth century 
Lutheran rites were not written with a.n.y idea tha.t these 
distinctions should be made ob_vious . This can be seen , for 
example,by comparing the wording of the exhortation to the 
candidate as it appear·s in the three r.i tes :-
" The Lord grant "thee grace to keep these words 
f'ai thfully in thy hea~t. Let the~ be a guide 
for thy life and a reminder of thy resportsib-
-ili ty • Let them increa·se thy vigilance and 
inflame thy z.eal , to s~ctify thyself unto 
the service of the Chief Shepherd 
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to the care of 
the diocese which 
hath been 
committed to· thee 
now and for 
evermore 
to the· faithful 
and conscientious 
care of the 
Christian congreg-
-e.tion . 
The Church of God expecteth o~ thee,that thou 
b.ear in mind the importance of 
the Bishop's Office the Office of the the Office 0f 
which to-day is Priesthood which Incumbent which 
committed to thee to-day is to-.day it? 
committed to thee committed· 
together with the holy dutie-s it imposeth upon 
thee, and that thou by faithful prayer to God in 
the name of Jesus seek grace and power ·t·o shew 
thyself a t::rue servant of the Lord in the exercise 
of this office." 
to thee 
The argument of the Lambeth Conference commi tte·e seems less 
convincing when other evidence is looked at ! There· is in fact 
an impreci~ion about these rites which reflects the fact that 
Swedish ministerial doctrine and pre.ctice tends to be indefinite 
over just those points on which Anglicans require extr·eme 
precision • 
When the Hanibook was revised most recently ( 1942).several 
e.l terations were made which m~e these points_ clearer • The 
exhortatmnn· given abov~ still remains in shortened form but 
whereas in the orders for bishops and priests the above 
parallelism still exists ' in the order for installing an 
incwnbent the phre.se "the Office of Incumbent which to-day is 
commi.tted to t.hee". ~s ami tted- , -and instead- the phra:s·e reads 
"the Church of God expecteth of thee that thou , as a shepherd 
of Christ's flock ,wilt not seek thine own good but that of 
tho.se who are .now -entrus~ed to. thy care, and that thou , by 
. . 
word and example, wil ~ fa.i thful·ly lead thelD;. in the way that 
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leadeth· to life eterna:l •••• God grapt "thee grac:e and power to 
fulfil ,in accordance with His will , the ministry that t6-day 
. . . . . . :. 
is coinmi tted to thee" • The rite for the· consecration of a 
bishop is now more clearly pare,llel to ordination ; its old 
title is restoredt "Biskopsvigning") ;· there is a new prayer at 
the beginning and the "Veni Sancte Spiritus" is now sung before 
the imposition of ha.nds (previously this was ordered only for 
the ordination of priests) . 
The similarities that there he,ve been e.nd are between the 
rites for orde.ining bishops a.nd priests and for installing 
incumbents are due to the doctrine that is held . There is one 
essential ministry,that of Word· and Sacraments,and when a man 
enters this ministry and when he goes to perform any task within 
it·, he is commissioned·thereto by.the imposition of hands ~nd 
prayer. The rite for consecrating· bishops· in some·· respects is 
a :pare,llel to· o-rdination , in othe:ts' to ·an induction ; it is. not. 
exclusively either a blessfng' for the episcopal task , nor an 
admittance to a life·i...long ·O:rder· in ·the· churc.h, but in present 
practice the le.tt~r is obviously· the dominant concept 
7. Episcopal Successi·on. 
We have seen that from 1593 onwards it has been the law of 
the land that the service fa~ consecrating bishops should always 
be conducted by a. bishop . To establish the existence of 
episcopal succession , or "the Apostolic Succession" , attention 
must first be directed to the troubled times during the advent 
of the reformation , and secondly, inquiry must be made as to 
whether the laws were observed after 1593 .. Interest in~ the 
matter was raised largely by the.Anglican negotiations recounted 
in Chapter 1 ; it was commonly believe·d that no succession 
( 43) see the incident recorded in c·e,rpenter p 133 ·. 
( 44) o·lder Roma.n works' denying the succession 1=1.re 
Bernhe.rdt end de Werimont • More recent works e.dmi tting 
the historical fe.ct §.re· D'ewailiey end van ·a·aag • 
. 
(45) see their works in the Bibliography. 
· ( 46) cf Petrus Magni 's epitaph E~.s quoted b.y 
Richards· , p 275 :- · 
Per me se.cratus non. pe.ucus Episcopus ext at, 
Quorum nonnulli deseruere fidem : 
. Inde Lutheranis procrevit Clerus in orbe 
Suecorum ; mentem· sauciat idque meam . · 
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existed ( 43}; ~he .Roman Catholics used to deny the succession, 
but now it is admitted that the rites have always been performed 
by consecrated persons . ; the e.ttack is now on the insufficiency 
of the. rite end the defec.t 0f intention in those who used it( 44 ~ 
As a result of the work of The Re.vd A. N-icholson , Bishop Mott 
Williams and Dean H.Lu~dstr~m( 4 5}the Le~beth Confersnce accepted 
the fact of historic succession in 1897 e.nd aga;in in 1920 w.hen. 
it accepted the report 0f the 1909·commission. Some account 
must now be given of the results of this historical research. 
At the Riksdag of Vester~s in 1527 , when the nation first 
declared for the reformed faith , there were only three fully· 
consecrated bishops of the old faith left in the country , Hans 
Brask of Linktlping who lef.t the country soon after the Riksdag 
when he sa~ .. there .. was .no way of preyentd!dg .th.e rebeliion against 
t·he Pope end .. th~ ·a:c~epr·.tan~e ~f .. ~~~her~ism ;. Ingemar of Vaxjo, 
...... 
_who was so old that. he .. tC?ok 11:0 part in affa~:r:s e.nd died in 
.1530: ; and· Petr~s Magnd:~~· of Vester~s , 'who' remained in office 
until his death in 1534 . On Petrus ·.Magm:iu~· depends the 
maintenance of the succession , since he consecrated the first 
bish0ps after the break with Rome ( 46). 
'It used to be denied that there was any evidence that 
Petrus himself was consecrated ,·but this denial is now made no 
longer. Petrus had been elected-Bishop of Vester&s in 1523 at 
a time when he was residi'ng in Rome as the representative of the 
great Birgittine abbey of Vadstena . On September 14th 1523 the 
king of Sweden wrote to the Pope asking for the confirmation of 
the election of four bishops , including Petrus Magniil.r:1; the 
bee.rer of the letter is known to have arrived in Rome in Je.nuary 
1.524 . and the Pop~ , Clement VII , repl·ied confirming the 
.-e1ec:tions . Although no certificate of consecra.tio·n has been 
found i:p: the Vatican records ,_· -there is· e. reference to him as 
"·consec.re .. tus" .dated April. 27th, :1·524 •. On .his arrival in Sweden 
.some weeks l_ater he w~s welcomed as hish~p ~d i;he monks at 
: ,V:a.dstena. reco.~<Ied .in their fe~o.us d.ie,ry und•er July 16th 1524 : 
·' 
. ,· 
'• {47) in a letter dated Nov 7th,l527. 
( 48) and not on the following day e.s Wordsworth 
states on .p 203 . 
( 49) this consecra.tion used· to be a.ttacked on 
. . 
the grounds that there was no evidence t·hat La.urentius 
Petri was first ordained priest (e.g Dewailley) but 
records ·from that time A.re far from complete a.nd it is 
unbelievable thf!t anyone t=~.t thFJ.t time , lee,st of all 
Laurentius himself , would have consented to the rite 
if the consecrand was not a priest. 
Bo 
"In crastino divisionis apostolorum ve:tait frater noster doctor 
Petrus l'llagni de Roma consecra.tus in episcopum Arosiensem" • 
After the break with Rome therefore , Petrus we.s the only 
active consecrated bishop left in the country , but there were 
two bishops-elect (Magnus Haraldi-Skara ,and Magnus Sommar -
Stri:tngna.s). 'fhey were unconsecrated simply because the Pope 
would not confirm their election without a fee , and the king 
had by that time decided that money was too precious to be 
allowed to leave the country . The eventual consecration of 
these bishops ~as not caused by _any desire to vali~ate· their 
episcopal. activities '."but by the genere~l ··feelin~ that the 
coming coronation of the king 'ought not t"o' be att.ended by 
111manointed bishops" •· Somme..r was told that the people would 
require it , so he must have himself "qbnsecre.ted and anointed 
during the wi.nter,only it .JllUf;Jt be "Qefore Epiphany"( 47). .. 
Accordin~ly. ·~. on the. Eye. of. the E~ip~an~~ ., 1·5.2.8( ~8}Petrus 
0' l ' ~ I • • 
Magni consecra.ted the two:-above neJJled bishops. end Martin Skytte 
for ibo ; he only agreed to do this on the verbal understanding 
that confirmation from Rome would be sought , but he must have 
realised the way things were going and seen that it was unlikely 
that this would be done • In· 1531 he again performed another 
· consecration of three bishops , for Skara (Magnus Haraldi 
hav~ng left the country soon after the coronation),Vaxjo end 
Linkoping • The episcopate was now complete , except for the 
ar~hiepiscopal see of Uppsala ; an election was held and the 
young Laurentius Petri , brother of the reformer Olavus , was 
chosen • He was consecrated in Stockholm on September 22nd , 
1531 by Petrus Magni and Magpus Somrnar(~9)since Laurentlhus 
Petri remained archbishop for forty-two years , this 
consec.ration is the vi tal one for establishing the succession. 
From 1540 onwards the king appointed e, German· , Georg 
Norman , to exercise jurisdiction over bishops and clergy e.nd 
this meant tha.t to some extent the authority of the bishops was 
set e.side ; Norma.n and his council travelled all over the 
(50) for dete.ils of these superintendents see 
Askmark SP , p ~16.ff. . . 
(51) the actual records were destroyed by fire 
e.t Str8ngnas see Wordsworth , p 207 , note 15 . 
8] 
country holding visitations and che~ging the bishops' 
regulations • Norman also created superintendencies , setting 
men over them who were not in episcopal orders , but , although 
they ordained priests and acted in other ways as bishops 
suffragan , they were never called upon to consecrate bishops , 
for .this was always done by the: :a.:rchbishop , or by some other 
bishop at his request • The existence of the superintendents 
which le.sted for two centuries , mee~t that there were priests 
exercising "episcope" not in episcopal orders , but this did 
not in itself affect the succession ; whenever one of these 
superintendents was translated to one of the older dioceses he 
."was ·consecrated bishop( 50) 
Two separate examples of succession in con·s·ecration during 
the sixteenth century may be given , each beginning with a 
bishop consecrated ·by Laurentius Petri •. Botvid Sunonis , 
(presumablf consecrated in 1536(Sl)): Paulus Juusten (to Viborg 
in 1554 ,later translated to ibo)where he consecrated: 
Laurentius_Peitri Gothus in 1575 , the next archbishop • The 
other example is trac.ed through J. J. Westrogothus , consecrated 
by Laurentius Petri to Skara in 1569 : Petrus Benedicti (to 
Linkoping in 1588) : Abraham Angermenrius (to Uppsala in 15;98:--
the year that the Church Order wets recognised by t·he Council of 
Uppsala ) . 
There is therefore clear evidence of the continuance of 
episcopal succession throughout the sixteen.th century ; but it 
is important ·to not·e that king John III , who reigned 1568-92, 
end was conservative in religion , was much influenced by the 
pro;paganda being spread around by the Roman Catholics at this 
.time denying the validity of the Swedish ministry ; t·he people 
were being told that because their priests were not true priests 
it was not the Body end Blood that they received from their 
hands but only bread end wine ,powerless to effect salvation. 
The king for a time received his conununion at the hands of his 
wife's Romen Catholic priest , and talked of he,ving the Swedish 
(52) :ASK P 333 
(53) as for exe.mple. by Archbishop Gothus in his 
Catechism . 
ministry strengthened by consecration fro~ outside • He thought 
of sendi~g the rector of Gavle to Constantinople to see the 
-patriarch "ut' .. · inve'stire"t nost'ros epi scopo.s" ; £mother plan was 
t-o try to" get the rector ·of · Stockhoibm cons-ecrated in Rome , so 
thB.t when he returned he could restore certai·nty to the Swedish 
ministry . Askma.rk believes that .the king even thought of 
Canterbury in this respect( 52 ). None of these pl-Bns were in fa.ct 
put into effect. It must be remembered that these e,ttacks were 
made a.t a. time when there were a number of priests about who 
had been ordained by the superintendents , so there was plenty 
of evidence for those who wanted to affirm the invalidity of 
Swedish-orders . These claims were met(_5 3), not by pointing to 
the __ continuing ep_i,sc.o_p·al ... s~.c~_essi_o:n r' but _.by asserting that true 
' • ' I ' . '•· • !. ,· I ' '• • • • . 
succession .is tha.t .of doctrine .. This is tak~n by some Roman 
' 'I • ·, ,,•·,• 0 \ ;: I • ',1' 
controverialists as being ta.nta.mount to an admission tha.t the 
0 0 
i ~ 0 0 '• '• • • ' ' I ' ' • 
succession ha.d be.e.n lost ·' but· we have seen that the argument 
• • • , • ," 1 • • • I , • • • 4 ~ • ,. 1 , -
from succession was one that tqe Swedes rejected , so they 
wo~ld n~t .be .li~~l.~ t_o' u~·ge_ it .. in their -~~'defence • 
Yet the facts ~.emain clear : a bishop wa;s always 
. ~-onsecratep.. l;>y. another bishop . The. con,vi:ction that it was not 
ess~ntial from _a, point. of _·view of.d_octri~e.,_t.o do it this way, 
did no:t, mean :that the laws end ousto~s ·of . Sweden could .be set 
aside • ·The only .knoym excepti-on was i-l'!i 1772 when the remaining 
superin~endencie·s ~o:f -~arlsta.d ,Harno·~.and .:and Visby were decla.red 
d~oceses ,, and the superintendents continued ·in their office 
without consecration 
When the :Swedes realised that· this' succession was of 
ecumenica.l importance they·,- and in pa.rtfculer Archbishop 
S5derb'lom , w·e.re ·glad 'to pass· o'n :this trad.'i tion by consecrating 
bishops .·for Finiend·;r;e,;tvia.' and ·Es:tonia· , and· so making them 
churches iri which the An.glican c··omrnunion could· take a; specia.l 
. . . . . . . . . . ' 
int-erest ... ·. Yet ·their possessi-on of this succession ha.s in one 
respect·· caused. emba.rr•a~ssinent t·o their; .n.eig:hbbur churches of the 
Luthere.n: world ; ·When Swedi1sh bishops ·a·ssist 'at consecra.tions 
(54) see ·the F,~rticle in ·" Ok:ume.n,i·ske Nyheder", 
·Novemeber 1960 , quoted in "Svensk Kyrkotidning" , 
1960 ,- no 49 
(55) 'rhe ·latin text is printed in Lundstrom UA, 
p 4l.ff ; previo.us t"o Dean Lundstrom's .dis.covery of 
the MSS of both protests in the archives of Strangnas 
c~.thedrel, only P.. swedish "trensle.tion WP..s known. 
In nomine domini. Amen • Illust.rissimi domini 
nostri e.c serenissimi principia domini Goste.vi, 
. . 
regni Svecie regis, honore et reverentie semper 
. . . 
salvia, Nos M~gnus Sommer Strengnensis et Petrus 
- . 
Arosiensis,Dei gratie Episcopi, Considerentes 
meserebilem stF.t.tum omnium ecclesi~rum in hoc 
regno,quomodo in prejudicium,deroge.tionem et 
'injuriem fide{" Rompne sedis,ei~s obeden~ie et 
. . 
·toe ius· ecclesie Svec~.ne li bertptis mul ta mal~ 
indies consurgunt ex dempne.b.ili e.c dempnat~. 
heresi e.t. pestifera doctrine. Lutherpnorum heudolor 
tam .e.d. scand·elum e.t detrimentum re-gni au~m etiem 
periculum F.t.nimP.rum. , quibus omnibus. meJ.is non 
possumus obvi~re nee ·resistere ,. prout ex off'icio 
. . 
nostro tenemur et d-ebemus ; Proptere·~ co:n.fugimus 
I, 
ad juris remedium per viem- :3.ppellP.ti.onis et 
prote·st~tionis , que opp~essos et opprimendos 
consuevit relevpre,et protestF.tmur cor~m vobis 
. ' 
in the ·Da.nish··ancl ·Norwegian churc·he·s·· they· are· not invited to 
,join· in the impo"s'i t~on of hands ·, lest they should upset the 
b "1 . f ' . . 1 ' 1 t .. . h. ,· . ( 54). a ·ancec o ecu.men1·ca re e.- ··1ons · 1]>S· .· . 
• 4 • '. ••••• • • • , • - • ) .- : .,_. 
8. The Protests of August , 1531. 
- . • ··r - ' . . . . , - . . !'! ' - ••• • : ... 
It has been noted 'that Petrus Me.gni, b~fo"r:e conducting the 
-c011.s·e~ration·~ ·in. 1s2s·, asked fo~ ·a.- ver~e;l promi~e that 
. ·,· .· . . . . . ., • . I . ' 
confirme.tion would be_ soug~t ~~om Ro~e whe:p. possible . In 1531 
two. documents. ~e.re. deposi t~d ~t stran~nas . , b~:th being signed 
by Petrus Me.gni arid Me.gnus Somm~~r , .the consecr.arting bishops 
at the ~~0 _cons~cratiO~S '~f. the.~ "Y_-~B:r ; ·.th~ second being 
witnessed to b"y t\vo. of the consecra.nds ,'s.ifen ·J~.cobi of SkEtre. e.nd 
. 'cfoh~ne·s ·:Bdec.ii ci.f Vax.)o' ·• T-he -t~xts' of th~·se ~.re of some 
fritere st· 'ariP, . deseir~~' tre:tlsi~ti"dn~ ('55) 
'n In the name :~f,;the Ldrd',-Ainen.Whe:reas ~e,~Magnus Sommer 
_ ·' · · s·-t!rengnensi~ 'end Petru-s; Arosfensi"s;by t"!1e ;·grace of God 
• ' • • • I •. ; ' i ' '-:' • I ,\ •'' 1 ' • 1 : ,,' 'I''"' 
'bishops, sav1·ng alviays ·the ho·nm.ir· and ·reverence of our most 
. ' . 
• I. . • •• • • • ; • • • • • • .I . 
illustrious Sovereign and most serene Highness the Lord 
G~staf ,king of the ·kfngdorir .of S;e·ci:a, -be·a.r~ng in mind the 
.· "misert:l;lHe. st~te of all the ·.chu:rches I in this kingdom, how 
:that·to.the~prejudice,contempt a~d i~j~r~ of the Roman See 
.. 'I· and of. the obedience P..nd' liberty: .. o·i··;-th.e wl:lole Swedish 
'- church,;meny · eiril~ daily ari~e on ~.e-.6-~unt .of the damned and 
de~able h~resies.·e.nd ·pestiferous· d.~~t~ines of the 
Luthera.ns,;egr~ttably-~ot_h to.·th~ :·Eic~d~i and detriment 
of the 'kingdom and t'he peri_l of -~.ouls_~·ali of which evils 
we e:~e ~ble: 'neither to obvie.te ·nor X:.esist in the way that 
i.s incu:m:be.nt ~pori u~ 'by vi;t-ue ·.of:·our Office ; we ha.ve 
therefore 're-course "t·o tha;t ieg~Jl-remedy which has ever been 
' • ' • I • • 
the·.relie'f ;of tho·se 'Wh0. e,re 0pprerssed ·or who are about to 
.be 6ppre ssed --~-: .ne.mel.y 'the. ~?-Y .-oi appe_e.l _..arid protest : 
Acc-ordingly:.,. ·w~· protes:t in your ·:P·:te:s·e:nce ·,venerable si:bs 
a.n~ gen-~lenien ,_ .. doctor :Pe·t:rU:s-~ -G-aile_ and: :P~.ebenCLary 
' - I . • . 
Torgarus· Gudl,a.chi ~pubJ.ic·ly an'd expressl.Y., tha~t·. we have 
. neither dir.ect_l'y n0r imii:rect'ly '-agreed. ·?O"r. given our 
favour to· , d_octrines or f·e.ctions· 'of the· Lutherans , for 
, .. 
venerendi~ viris et do~inis,doctore Petro GBll~ et 
TorgPro GudlPchi prebent&a.to ,·publice· et expreeise ,nos 
non temquam ausu e.liq_uo temerario vel ·levi tatis animo 
ducti directe vel ind.irecte doctrinis a.ut. fe.ctionibus 
. 
Lutheranorum consensiss~,nec fevorem didi~se,neque 
ipsis ele.c"j;is ve~. eligend.~s ,.intrus:i,s vel. int.ruc1endis 
in ecclesiP.s Suec~nes in contemptum vel prejudicium 
Romene. s.edis., et licet 8rta..mur proced ere ad consecra.t-
~iones episc~p~;rum vi et m.etu,,que .Possu.n~ CE:ldere in 
constP.ntem virum,ducti,super quibus etiam protestemur. 
Praeterea similibus abusmonibus de missis celebrandis 
. in lingua vulgp_~i, Q.e f!e.CTe;nentis· .m~nistrendis a.c eli is 
innu.meris scandp.losis errori bus non va.lemus now murum 
opponere pro domo Dei,prout libenter vellemus et 
. . . 
tenemur,_de quibus omnibus et singulis etie.m et 
protestamur;insuper de litteris no~tris detis seu 
dP.ndis sigillatis vel sigillendis de et super te.xF~t­
-:ione cleri,ordinetione Prchiepiscopi vel episcoporum 
. . 
r 
intrusorum seu intrudendorum in ecclesiis svecenis 
dicimus et protestpmur null~ jus ,.robor :;.ut 
auctori tetem hB.bere seu tri buere velle vel intendisse, 
sed omni~ et singula quPlitercunque _facta per nos 
suprpdictos ~'IB.gnum et Petrum episcopos in m~.teriis 
LutherP.nis vi et metu script B., d~c_tP. at que gesta. seu 
gerende in pre judicium Rompne sed is, sta.tus vel 
.preeminentie cuiuscunoue, ep .omniP irri ta, CP.SSB. et ve.na 
et pro non factis,dictis vel scriptis penitus habere 
.volumus a.taue voluisse. Ea propter nos et nostre. omnia. 
bo~a,mobil~p et immobilia,submitt~mus Rom~ne ecclesie, 
te.mquam matri et ma.gist.re uni_versE!.li, et. q_uiB usus 
no~P.rio~wn non est in hoc r!3gr1:.o,qui redrigere possint 
nostram protestl;dionem . ~eu a_ppellP..tionem in public am 
f~rmem instrumenti,idea r?gamus venerabiles viros et 
~ominos doctore.m P.e~rUll). Galle et Torg~rum GudlF~.chi in 
testimonium une.cum sigill:i,s .nostris 8C vestris e.c 
so to do would be a hesty·~nd foolish venture ; ~nd we 
protest Plso if :'impelled by compulsi.on or fear , which 
cFJn fall even upon constant men , we heve to proceed with 
t.he. consec.re.tion of b"ishops ·, ·who , though they hPve been 
. e·lected, o·r ere to be. elected ,. helVe been or ere to be 
thrust upon the churches of Sweden in contempt of end 
prejudice t·o the Roman Se.e . Moreover , we protest F~lso 
eg.einst. All end ep,cli of the like ~F~buses , the celebrating 
of me.s.s·es in the vulgPr to'ngue , in the e.dministrFJtion of 
SPC.rements , and other innumerpbl'e SCarldelOUfl errors , from 
which we P..re unPble to defend .the household of God FIS we 
would wi s:O. and e.re ·.bound io do .• In a.ddi tion , we sey end 
protest concerning our missives , promulgF~~ed or to be 
. . . . ' 
promulge.ted , set:t.led or to be sea.led , deFJ.ling with the 
texe,tion of the clergy , or the ordina.t"ion of the 
archb.ishop or bisho·ps v·ho have intru~ed or ~?.re to intrude 
into the churches· of sweden , thFJt they he.ve no v;::~lidi ty, 
force or P.uthori ty , nor is :=my desired or will be desired 
. . 
for them , but the.t we desire F~nd hRve desired tha.t e;::~ch 
·end 'every me.tter c·oncerning the Lutherans which is 
. . . 
written , spoken , enscte~ or to be enacted by us , the 
abuve-mentioned Me.gnus a.nd Petrus , to the prejudice of 
the Roma.n See or to a.ny stF~.tus or 'preeminence thFJ.t it hP.s, 
. . . . . ..... 
being done by compuls~on or throu~h fe~.r , is to be 
considered futile,null end ·veid , e!ld w~'lolly es if it ha.d 
not been enected, spoken or written . Op. this FJ.ccount we 
. . . 
su~mit ourselves Rnd FJll our. a.ppli.rtenEmces,fixed Find 
mova.ble, to the Romen church t=ts to the universa.l mother 
. · . · · nal~r~ 
e.nd hePd ·, Find bec;:~,use there FJre not in ~his "not~?ries 
who would be Pble to frame our'protest or P.ppellRtion into 
the form of. a legel· document. , we there.fore PSk you , 
venerPble sirs t:=~.nd lords , doctor Petrus Galle Pnd 
TorgP:rus GudlP..chi , to give united. witness end testimony 
to the 8.bove-menti0ned· mi:ltters by ,pppend·ing your seals 
with ours end. by the signFJtures of your own hands • Given 
subscrip.tione manuum vestrarum in testimonium et 
robur omnium premissorUill:o .Act~. sunt hec S~rengis 
decimo die_ mepsis. augustm enno domini-MDXXXI 
Ego Megnus, qui s-q.pra,rnanu .PropJ;"ia. subscripsi et 
· sigill~~i 
Ego Petrus,-qui supra,rnanu propria .subscr'ipsi et 
sigillavi 
LoSo LoSo 
Eg.o Petrus G~l-le, SPcre · Theologie huinilis professor, 
qui supra, prA.e sens. fui, dum hec A.gerentur et fuerent o 
Id'eo mEmu propria. subscripa.i et sigillBvi o 
Ego ·rorgar.us, qui supra., pra.esens· fui, dum hec 
~.gerentur,manu mea propriF~ hec scripsi, f:iubscripsi 
·· et sigill~.vi o 
LoSo LoS. 
Anno domini 15.31 vigesima .septirnF.J. mensi1;3 P.ugusti 
in domo sedis episcopelis Ppud ecclesiam .Strengene!llllem 
.. 
nos,Megnus Strengenensis et Petrus Arosiensis,episcopi 
persona.~iter constituti,cor.am reverendis 
p~terni tatibus v( estris) v.erbo et scripta protesta.mur, 
quod 1?-0n ex levi t.ete ~=~~t contemptu sed is apostolice, 
decretorurn _universalis ecclesie neque pretextu fovende 
~ut suscitandi scismFt.tis,sed metu,qui c~dere possit in 
constant em virum, ducti, vi~elicet ca,pti VA.cione, jactura 
rerum nostrarum a.c e£clesiR.rum nostrarum,consecra.mionis 
munus non audemus vobis denegare recepto a vobis prius, 
. reverendis pP:br~bus,.debi to et soli to jurAmenta de 
confirmecione. et obediencia. Apud Romanum pontificem 
. facien~is,durn tempus et oc~psio.fuerint oportun~. 
Idcir?o ~1:1nc n~strFtm -protestBcionem inter-poi'li tam 
volumus e.c petimu~, i.~· ... '"X}.~ -per menufl yestr~.s subscripi 
in testimonium omnium premissorum,lecta. Pnno et loco 
. . . . . 
qui bus supra o 
Ego Sveno electus Scharensis presens fui et subscripsi 
Ego 'Johannes· electus Vexionensis presens fui et 
· · subscripsi 
Ego Petrus Galle scolasticus Upsaliensis presens fui 
· · · et subscripsi 
Ego Magnus PrchidiFtconus· Scerensis presens fui et 
subscripsi 
j 
in Strangnas on this tenth dey of the month of J.ugust 
in the yep.r of Our· Lord lVill:XXXI 11 
. . 
Then follow 'the seels P.nd signP..tures of. the two bishops end. 
the two witnesse~ • 
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'fhe· se·cond document , which seems to hPve been written on 
the retu.rn .from t:h.e meeting with.the ~ing in Stockholm , reeds 
a.s fo·llows :-:-
11 In ~l:J.e. yeFJr of Our Lord 1531 on the. twenty-seventh of 
. . 
.th~ mont~ of A~gus~ .in the episQOpP1 house neer the church 
of St.rangnas we , Me.gnus Strengl',lensis P.nd Petrus .Arosiensie; 
being bn episcope1 ord~rs , in your. preRence , reverend 
fBthers , protest by .word A-nd in writing thpt it is not 
through levity or contempt of the Apostolic See or of the 
I . 
decrees· of the· uni verse_l church , nor to meke e. show of 
I fE~vouring'or inciting schismPtics , but through feer , 
which CE'.n ever fell upon the most const:;:lnt men , feE~.r thE~t 
. . . 
is of imprisonment , of the confiscpt_ion of our property 
Pnd our churehes , thE~.t we dare n:ot· refuse you the gift 
of consecrE~tion , heving received from you first , 
reve:nend fp..thers , the correct p.nd customery oe.th 
concerning your confirmPtion by P.nd your submission to the 
Romen pontiff , which is to be mede when the time P.nd the 
occPsion Bre opportune ~.~ 
This is witnessed by the two bishops-elect Flnd five other 
clerics 
.S~cret declt=~.rE\tions. of t~is. npture ;h~d been mp.de before ; 
the .J!lor~ CE\.tholic":"minded delef:~.tes to th.e Riksd.ag of Vester~s 
hPd met before to compose one 56). The inference thP.t is to be 
drP.vm .from th'ese documents. is cleP.rly tht=~t.· the bishops 
recognised thP..t if the Rom(:'ln ft=~i th should eventuFJlly triumph, 
their pP.rticip~:~.tion in e. consecr(:'ltion of this kind , Pt the 
e0mmPnd of the rebelling king end without SE~nction from Rome, 
would bring upon them the most severe censure ; these documents 
were therefore ~ kind of "insurFJnce policy" egP.inst such a 
Ego Jonas .Andre. CE?nonicu.s Scarensms .presen.s fui 
et subscri:psi 
Ego Nicolaus Bangh canonicus ·strengnensis· 
hujusmodi protes_t;::~cioni interfui, irnmo mpnu 
propria subscripsi · 
Ego Gudmundus L~:~.urentii prote.ste.r manu propria 
quod hujusmodi proteste.cioni interfui et 
- · · · subscripsi. 
(56) Wordsworth , p 207 and see Anjou·• s comment 
quoted in the footnote:" It was not dreWn. up to be 
mede public,unless under P chPnge of circumstances, 
. . . 
which should render it nece sse.ry e.s e self-defence. 
a• ... 
. . . 
It wes enother evidence of tne moral laxity in the 
. . . . 
'high ple.ce:s of the '6hurch, which we hpve ha.d more 
tha.n one occasion to notice" • 
(57) Bromiley , p ~5 points out how well 
Cre.nmer' s oyen -decl~;~ration of. the condi.tion_s. under 
which he took the oeth tiS the Pope ~t his consecr~;~tion 
in 1533 .comperes with the secret decl~rations common 
at the time • 
(58) see Cl~rk , where'it is mede clear ·thet 
this further mepns : -to do whpt the RorilP.n church does. 
(59) _eg Skredsvik .e.nd Dewailley . 
I . 
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eentingency which c~uld be kept. sec:retly at Strang-ne.s a.nd only 
,. . · " ' I '57) produeed if and. when<:i t wouJ.d ·he e.dvante.geous . It is 
probable tha.t. they·, 0-r some· 0f , them.·': were genuinely troubled at 
the direction- that affairs we:re taking; li:n~t; it is hard to see that 
they were rneved .. to the poi:at: of real conviction • The fact that 
Sven Je.cobi ~-nd Johannes B·oec;:ii subscribed to the document and. 
then centinued i:a office , .the fermer· for ten years , the latter 
for nearly twenty, suggeststhat· they,at any !a.te, were not 
seriously troubled by the irregularities they here bemoan • 
However , taken at their face value these protests a.re 
eviden~e that the consecrators went .about their duties in·l531 
intending them to have no va~_idi ty whatsoever , a.W·! they were 
being c0mpelled so to act , and were not doing them of their own 
free will • In spite of ·their publie actions in conferring on 
t~ese· .. ~e,:a :t~e episco,pate, of· the· ch}lrch: - ... f~:· the appointed means 
··of- ]>r.ayer .e.nd ... :the -imposit~on of. hands :--they-.,inten,ded that 
-.in$o,fap· as .these qo~secr;e.:4~ons. w_er~ ·acts. ag.a.inst the authority 
of Rome they were wh0lly null and vpid·.;_ •. · ~tl~ . .Roman, doctrine of 
Intention as defined by the Council of Trent (Session VII, 
Canon XI) "If anyone saith that in ministers,when they effect 
and confer tl~e sacraments, there is not required the intention 
at least of doing what the church does(facere quod facit 
ecclesia) let him be anathema}' , is wide enough to be 
interpreted in ma.ny ways but modern Roman· teaching is ce.ming to 
insist that the internal intention <;>f· t}?.e officiant must be to 
do what the. church does , otherwise the sacrament will be 
invalid however outwa.rdly correct it might appear( 5B). These 
protests therefore ma.ke it possible f0r some Romans(59)to. 
condemn the 1531 censecrations as invalid , even though they 
were performed by men in valid episcopal orders using the 
medieval pontifical • It ca.n be a·rgued on the other hand tha.t 
these documents were only decla,ring the irregularity a.nd not 
the inva.lidi ty of the consecrations • ~his may be a possible 
interpretation of the second protest ( cf the phra;se " 
(60) but see ven He.ag ·,pp25-33 .. 
. , 
( 61) ·p 135 • This is the Ce.tht=~.rini~=m doctrine 
of externe-.1 ·intention whic~1· Clerk describes ( ch~p 3) 
. . . 
a.s being out of fa.vour in the Roman schools ·, though 
not ·prohibited • 
{6::>) p 697 
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cons·ecre;cioni s munus non a.uaemus-~.vo·b:i:s denegare" ) but it is 
difficult to see how the f·irst doel:Uilent c·a.n mean only this( 60 ). 
F·<Dr the Church of England , :;ts for the Church of Sweden, 
the doubt about the internal intention of the consecre.tors· of 
1531 does not affect her acceptance of the a.ct e.s a true 
consecration . There is no statement about the doctrine of 
intention in. the Pre.yer Book or Articles except .Article XXVI, 
"Of the unworthiness of the ·ministers which ·-hinders not the 
effect of the sacrament" . The Report "Doctrine in the Church 
of England" maintains that the intention to do what the church 
d·oes is necessa.ry in .the minister , but that this is 
"sufficiently declared by his outward a.ct·s in administering or 
celebra.ting whe.t publicly a.ppears and purports to be the 
sacrament of the Church . Where such e .. publicly e_.ppa.rent 
intenti0n exists,.we e.re unanimous in holding that the se ..crament 
cannot be invalidated by a.ny merely prdnva.te intention on the 
. : . ( 61) 
minister's part not to perform the sacrament" . Some 
Anglicans· have felt tha.t the purely external intention is not 
enough , but in view of the ab0:;v·e statement , the impression 
given in the article "Intention" in the O:mford Dictionary of 
the Christian Church is misleading ; it is there ste.ted that 
while some Roman Catholic a,hd Anglican scholars have defended 
the Ce .. tharinien view , "most modern theologians, however, agree 
in requiring the "interior intention" of the minister for the 
valid.ity, of the sacrament"( ~ 2 ) . _· . . , 
Among Anglicans who have discussed the doctrine of intentio: 
is· R. C ;Mobeily··, ·and the following is an ±n-teresting passage 
from-his "Ministerial Priestho-od":-:. 
n ~rhe ·ordaini-ng ;bishop must have the ··intention to orda.in. 
~e me.y be· ·a· bad· the-ologian-full'· of· mi seoneeptions about 
the· doc.triries·. o-f· the :·chureh:and 'o·f·"the-.-mfrri·stry ; but at 
lea.st he must be dealing dutif.ully a;c·cord·fng to his 
conceptions (or misconceptions) , that is , he must have 
the purpose of exercising a power committed to him of 
(63) ~oberl y , p 303 
(64) q_uotec1 in the rorticle "Intenti on" in 
HPst ings ERE . 
It is noteworthy t hat the brief dicusFion between 
Professor Mol l an~ end the present Archbisho~ of 
CFJnterbury reported in "The Church of · Englt=mo E~nd tlte 
Churc hes of No r wRy , _)enmPrk Anr'l. Icel and '' p 30 suggests 
th8t t11e r ee.l point of the prote sts hAd been 
misund erstooo . 
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constituting men a.s ministers ((bishops,priests or dea.cons) 
in the Church of Christ. In the absence O'f unmistakable 
·evidence to the contrary, the ~.'act that he acts in the 
matter just as others,with serious intention,would e.nd do 
act, is sufficient p~esumption ·th~t he me ens a.s they mean. 
This a.s e. genera~ principle is intelligible enough.Ce.ses 
can probably be imagined,in which there might be 
reasonable ambiguity oh: this head. ·But such. ce:se.s have 
probably ra.rely,if e.ver,occurred.•J63). 
·These Swedish protests might be held to provide just such a· 
case , which tests the who.le argument • The bishops e.cted just 
as others act ; those they consecrated would never have 
doubt~d that they were prpperly bishops in the church of God .:: 
Laurentius Petri pa.rticula.rly ·, a .. s he lai¢1. such great stress 
on continuing the episcopate and was careful to provide due and 
proper rites for ordinations . The langua.ge of the protests is 
e;s cle13.r a.nd ·definite as ever such a document could be , and 
yet there must remain a doubt as ·to whether they were more 
sincere when they penned the .Protests than when they 
pronounced the words of consecration . ~his incident puts even 
more force into. the words of Bishop J.ewel that ha.ve become the 
cla.ssic expression of the Anglican doctrine of intention : 
"This is the very dungeon of uncertei.ni;;y. The hee .. rt of 
man is unsea.rchable . If we stay upon the intention of 
a mort a.l man , VIle may st e.nd in doubt of our own 
baptism " ( 64). 
9. E;eiscopal Duties. 
Once elected,e.!)pointed and consecra.ted the· bishop begins 
his ministry of oversigh-t .• Our understanding of how the. Office 
. of Bishop is regard.ed in the .Church ~f Sweden .will be widened 
· by a. s_urvey of the ways in which. his ov:er~·ight' is effected. We 
. . . ~ . 
first conside·r the duties that a bishop. himself. performs in his 
diocese,and then the oversight that he exercises through the 
domkapitel ., of which he is the chatrma.n, ; and , since the 
bishop is e. leader of the whole church, he also has importent 
J 
(65) Brillioth , p 335 . 
·. . r 
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duties outside the diocese . A comment of Brillioth's is worth 
. . . 
not~ng at the outset : " the ·actua·i p~·si tion of a bishop in 
the Swedish church ~s as mu6h deter~i_ned by c_tl.stom a.s it ].s by 
" . 
law- . Its special signific·anc~ lies not _least iD; the relative 
la.ti tude of practice allo~ed by .the law.' . which gives greater 
opportunity for person~.l achievement"(G5) 
±t is however fir-~t nece~se.ry to giv~ a.n account of the 
bishop Is dutie's according to the Churc"h Order ' for this formed 
the basis for the practice and for the regulations in 
succeeding church laws down the centuries . m-e makes clear that 
the bishop·•s proper duty lies in the oversight ofsr the 
., 
congregations and priests in his che.rge _, and to do .this he must 
constantly preach the Word himself and alee take care , by 
visiting e.nd investigation, to see that the pa.rishes are being 
rightly cared fo!· In order to do t~is proper.ly some of the 
unne·ce.ssary ceremoni~s, such as dedication,s of c!1u:r:ches and bells 
must be given up . The bi~hop•s' special te.sk is 'with the clergy, 
seeing that they are performing their duties,taking notice of 
e,ny failing in their manner of life, rebuking the:tn , exhorting th 
them to reformation , and if· that fails , using 'thisr disciplin- · 
-ary powers . He is also to be responsible for the right fP.,i th 
and good life of the people in his diocese-; he must see that 
schools-,-e~mshouses end hospitals· in the town e,re being 
maintained in good order . Another duty is to exe~ine end 
ordain ce~didates for the ministry , end the Church Order 
stresses that he is not to ordain more thF-m are required in the 
diocese . In accordance with reformation principles , it we.s 
laid. down that the bishop had only spiri tua.l and not tempore~ 
authority.; in the latter sphere the king was supreme , a~d in 
all non-spiritual matters the ste.te system of justice was to 
prev-ail ' even over the clergy themselves ' who thus lost the 
"privilegium fori" . The bishop could be assisted by Rural 
Deans who could perform some duties , such ~s visitations, on 
behalf of the bishop. Among-the unnecessary ceremonies 
referred .to in the Church Order is unction (i.e. confirmation) 
. 
( 66). ConfirmP.tion itself we.s revived du:tling the 
eighteenth ce~tury under the influence of .AnglicAn 
prP..ctice , but a.s .P.n F~ct administered by the pprish 
priest ,not by the bishop . 
(67) It is u~ual for ~ Swed~sh bishop to have 
e~rned his D. D. by disosertP.tion. 
(6R) eg Bishop Nygrenes He.rdebrev was trF.~nslPted 
.into .English a,s "~'he .Gospel of God n 
------------
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which gradually fell out of use(66>. 
~he foremost duty of a ,bish0p thereforE;1 is .. to see. that the 
Word of God. is .truly ana. c0n~tantly. pree~ched a.nd the saving 
truths of Christienity te,ught to .y0ung end 0~d ; for this it· has 
always been considered necesse.ry for the bishop to· b.e a man. of 
theological learning( 67 >. His is the duty of ensuring tha.t his 
priests are·. able .truly t.o comm~nicate the W0.rd , and to tha .. t end 
he has to test them,look after "their continued study and ,above 
all, give them inspiration and example from the pulpit . The 
sermon- a.t. the' .. vi'si t~ition. or specietl ~ervice··' and the address 
. ~ . . . . . ~ 
·or lecture at the di1ocesan" conference "or ·church ·.Assembly ' a.re 
ma.j0r e .. spects of a bishop's work . Upon taking charge of a 
diocese , it is the custom to publish a Pe.storal Letter , 
("Herdebrev") ; many of these are notable for theological 
lucidity .and challenging analysis of the religious a:nd. mora .. l 
··- •• 0 • ( 68) ' . . 
s1tuat1on . . 
In one particular the Swedish bishop ha,s very much less 
c0n.trol over his .priests than his Anglican c01mter-part : in 
n0 case does he appoint an incumbent , and in few cases does he 
app0int a curate • The only appointments in .the diocese that he 
• L • • ' I 
has under his control e.re those of the rural deans , who are 
pa.rticula.rly the bishop's delegates and assistants , end the 
"stiftsadjunkter" , young priests lice:nsed. to officiate in the 
dioce;se and under the· bis~op' s immedie .. teJy control , not 
attached permanently to any parish .. There. is on the other hand 
much greater ste.bili ty , both on ~he pe.rt of the. bishop and of 
the priests ,so the bishop ca.n get to know his clergy well and 
help them in pastoral problems if they come for a.dvice.?The 
bishop also has a number of li turgice.l duties , such as 
inductions , ordinations of priests, deacons, dee.conesses, 
missionaries, consecrations of new churches etc ; a.:ll of these 
~xcept "dlllie ordination of priests however he can deleg_ate if 
necessary to the rural dean , or some other priest of the 
·d1ocese . 
(69) .cf the f~mous opening chapter of Selma 
JJ?gerlof Is "Gosta Berling Is s~.g~11 • 
(70) Brilliotb , p 341 • 
I 
' , 
c.. 
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The bishop's supervision of his diocese is effected 
principally in the visi ta.tion • The bishop examines the church 
books end re-gisters,visits local institutions,especie.lly the 
homes for old people , listens to the incumbent preaching and 
to the public catechising of the newly confirmed , meets the 
parish church counc~l , and speaks to the assembled congrege.tio!l 
giving his· impressions of the pe.rish,cha.rges for the future and 
envouragement for their work • There is opportunity for private 
conversations with the parish clergy , and others, and: for 
e.ccusa.tions to be made a.gainst the priest ( 6i9). Formerly the 
bishop also investigated all the schools of.the parish, but 
now this he:s p~ssed out of the hands of the· church • "The 
episcopa:l visitations of modern times are significant as 
festival occasions fo;r the parish anp. as opportunities for the 
bishop both to make his person~ influence felt in this_ time-
honoured B.nd "patriarchal" way , and als·o to deepen his own 
know~edge of priest and congregB.tion • They are valuable for 
the advice and stimulus which the bishop can give , and-not 
ieast for the incentive to the congregation to put their church 
and its appurtenances in good order"(70) •. 
It ha.s already been hinted that in previous centuries the 
bishops -\w:er:e primarily responsible for higher· education • This 
~rose out of their concern for the training of priests end 
during the seventeenth century many grammar schools were 
founded by the bishops • Some bishops rege.rded t:hemselves first 
and foremost as directors of education for their dioceses • 
The state he.s gradually teken over the whole of this field from 
the church and consequently this aspect of the bishop's work 
has diminished , and even his respohsibility for the religious 
teaching in the grammar schools was taken e.way in '1958 . But 
his energies , if less taken up in. this field , are released for 
the great te.sks presented by the numerous boe.rds and councils, 
both w~thin and beyond the diocese • 
Some account must now be given of the ministry of 
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"episcope" exercised. through the. domkapi tel . '.Phis body is not 
the cr:tthedral chapter of the middle ages· , consisting- of· the 
cathedre.l canons· and concerned only with the administration of 
the le.nds belonging to the chapter and the ordering of the 
s·ervices· in the ce.thedral,fqr e,fter the refo-rme;tion the deans ·and 
canons were replaced by a provost , e.nd the ce.thedre.l made a 
parish church . The Domkapi tel during the s·eventeenth century 
became the teaching body of the diocesen grammar school,whic-h 
we.s usue.lly the Ce.thedre~ School • The bishop was. the chairman, 
and the provlbst ,teachers e.nd sometimes priests from the diocese 
were its members . In the University towns (Uppsala and ibo, 
a.nd Lund. e.:fter it .became Swedish in 1660) the dom...lcapitel 
consisted entirely of the profes·sors of the·ology • Most. of the 
members would be in Holy Orders , but ~ven in the seventeenth 
century some of them were laymen ; their main work lay in 
education but a. certain emount of diocesan authority was _theirs 
too ; they were responsible for the o:rdina.tion examinations , 
a:p.d. they ha . .d some juridical powers . When the schools were 
te.ken over by the state the composition e.nd duties of the· 
- ; . . . 
domkapi tel had -to . .-be redefined • · It now consists of the bishop 
as.' chairma,n , :the· provost as. vice-che.irinan ·,. a procter :for the 
cle-rgy .'Of the dio.ces·e and a laymen elect.ed by .the church 
councils ,- and two Crown nominees·,.: usue;l'ly laymen· • In Uppsala 
and Lund two theologic·e.l professors al$0 sit on the domkapi tel. 
Itsswork lies in certain disciplinary matters, dec.iding whe.t 
e.ction to take if a priest is condemned for any ·crime, dee.ling 
with any cases of failings in technical matters (reading of 
be.nns e.tc.) ,deposing e. priest for hereti_cal teacJ:ling and acting 
a.s e: court of appeal for a.ny disputes about t-~e registries . It 
can give permission for services to be ?eld in ~ny other place 
ilhan the church end has some fin~:,~.ncia.l responsibilities· e.pgrt · 
from the me.ne.gement of ce.thedre.l funds ; it .de_cides for ~n-ste.nce 
on the appor~ionment of collections_ throughout the diocese and 
makes· certain decisions· e.bout the remuneration of the clergy~ 
Although the bishop himself is i~~pon~ible for the ordination, 
• .. 
·( 71) Ten yeR.rs- ;:;go the Bishops' Meeting· isf1ued ~ 
·col1ecti ve letter on· sexuP.1 mptters , .end· lR.-st ·yer-.r, 
·1960,one on t!'le Ten CornmPndments • In august 1961 it 
l 
. issued one on di:vorce ·• 
(72) BiS ,. ~ 179. 
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it is the domkapi t.el which ~ondu<.l~S"·· ·the.· ~"Jt·;u),!i·na,tio'n·. ~·:: J. • It 
. . 
' -
is important to note the.t the Q.omkapi'teJ., is a ):)"ody with its own 
authority in the diocese ,not ·merely ·~:m advisory ·body to the 
bishop . The episcope is therefore divided: so tha.t cert·ain 
matters are dealt with b.y the domka.pi tel with the bishop e.s 
chairman , others are dealt with by the bishop in his persona~ 
capacity . 
As a leader in the church of the· coun~~Y. , the bishop ha.s 
always he.d an important ple.ce in the coun·crn s of the national 
church, firstly in the Este.te. of Clergy in Parliament , a.r:rd a.fter 
its a.boli tion in 1863, in t·he G'eneral Assembly of the Church , 
( ".A.llnienna kyrkomC5tet").. All the bishops. have. a seat in the 
. . 
Assembly , though· not as H sepa.re.te house· . 'l.'he special_ position. 
ef ·the bishops has :b.e·e·~-~··:;,s~t.e'19t,·e-;i .. ~·d.: -.:~1 in rec~nt years by 
the unofficie.l BishOPs•~~ Meeting , which was first called in 1898 
for a decision on a. particular· me.tter, and , after 1919·, it 
be caine regularised as an annue:l (since 1944 biennial) meeting 
of the bishops to discuss chu:rch matters and issue statements . 
( ?l) ·rhere is no doubt the.t ·the Office of bisp.op is much _more 
valued now then it wa.s a century ago and its collective opinion 
' . . 
given great weight • The Bishop:!!' Meeting we.s given some kind of 
offici'al recognition Wlhen its view _on e .. number 0f me.tters· was 
re·quested by the government . 
The special position of the erchbishop deserves some 
attention . Medieval organisation in many respects continued 
into the reforma.tion period and it was altered only" insofar a.s 
theologicF.I.l principle or political necessity was strong enough 
to. df:brce a. change • The archiepiscopal sta.tus of Uppsela· was 
me.intained for , as KjC5llerstrC5m rema,rks, "tra.di tion was here, as 
in so many oth~r fields,stronger.than ·principle"(7 2). Whil;e the 
Church Order only speeks 9f a .. bishop in his dioces.e as ·the 
chief minister of Word and sa.crament , and by implication shareis 
the general reformation disapprovaJ, of any kind of hierarchical 
system, the archbishop in facirema.ined not only a spokesmen 
for the other bishops , but also the leader and guide of the 
whole chu,rch • 
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During the sever1teenth century the position of archbishop 
was often· criticised e.s being too "catholic" ; in its defence 
it was pointed out that the archbishop enjoyed no position of 
superiority , but we;s simply "primus inter pares" , e. consul te.nt 
and advisor and ex officio che.irme.n , but that was e.ll . 
Continued attempts were made however to have the primacy 
abolished e~d in ~-764 it was. ·?.greed .. t·Q .dis~.ontinue the use of 
the traditionel title 11 Archbishop of the Kingdom of Svea11 • But 
in the last -:\;wo hundr,ed. years the p0s.it:ion has become more 
signif~cant and m!:!.nY·. of the arch'Qis:tJ.o,ps, , notably Sundberg and 
S~derblB~ , . have. been ne;tional figure~ of the greatest 
~!!lportence . Many of the boards , · b.ot.:P, statuto:ty and voluntary, 
\~·~a.t l!.e.ve.grow:p. ~p dur,~l!lg,this century., he.ve claimed the 
archbisho~ as. chaLr.man· ; . on hi:m _also _.has fallen the main weight 
of ecumenical contacts , which ever since SBderblom he.ve been 
··the personal concerr{'·of the. Swedish ·~,rchbishop • 
The increased burden of work on the archbi-shop led to a 
motion in 1951 that there should be a slllffrggan_for the Uppsala 
diocese , but this was rejected as not being in a_ccord with the 
historic structure of the Swedish episcopate , and 'instead there 
we;s provisiorl; made for the Dean to a.ssist the archbishop in 
some of his diocesan commitments , such e.s ·visitations • All 
the duties that fall to the archbishop are church matterf!=l ; in 
spite of the church being a state church ., the e.rchbishop he.s. 
little official connection with the government ,or with the 
Court · It is clear that he is to be concerned with the 
11 spiritual government 11 end not the 11 e.a.rthly" · • 
lO.The Ministry in the Mis~iomField. 
No considere.tion _of the practice of the Church of Sweden 
in regard _to the ministry would be 'complete without a_ttention. 
being given to the policy in those areas abroad in which the 
Swedish church is a.t work • Here we find that the traditional 
(73) South Afric~ (The Ev~ngelice.l Luthera.n 
Church) 
Rhodesia. 
South Indi~;~, 
Chine-
( The KarP..nge. Church) 
( 'f'he Te.mil EvP.ngelicel 
Lutheran Church ) 
(The Northern Hunan Synod of 
the Chinese Lutheran Church) 
~ Phe Ha.ya Church ) 
The work in China is now restricted to Hong Kong 
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forms and orderings which have been preserved in Sweden itself 
are regarded as being value.ble a.ssets which are worth passing on 
to the younger churches, but which are not e.ssential and 
I 
therefore need not be demended from the very outset . 
Missionary work is .. supervised by ·the Church of Sweden 
Mission , an official body of the whole church ; its policy 
therefore can be safely seen as the policy of the Swedish church 
though naturally enough not everyone will agree on the line 
taken on s·ome difficult questions • There e.re five fields of 
activ-ity(73)e.nd it is the policy to set up indigenous local 
churches which follow the teaching , liturgy and -constitution 
of the mother church yet keep their own independence ; in meny 
aree;s this is still a goal to· be achieved • In some of these 
e.rea.s there is co-operation with other Lutheran bodies and this 
inevitably affeets .the policy • 
Missiona.ries are sent out from the mother country after 
being commissioned with prayer and the imposition of hands , 
performed nor~ally _by a bishop , but it cen be· d. one by a priest 
such as the General Director of the Mission Board or a friend of 
the missionary • A special form of service was authorised by 
the Assembly in 1920 end now he.s its place in the Hendbook. 
The first rubric is "11he ordination of a missionary is 
conducted by the bishop (or priest) appointed thereto by the 
arcf!.bishop,e.s cha.irman of the Church of Sweden Mission Board". 
. . 
The rite follows the general pattern as all those in the 
Handbook : sermon, pre,yers, Scripture passe.ges, creed, promise, 
commissioning, imposition of hands· during Lord 1 s pre.yers, fine.l 
prayer , and concluding with the Blessing . 
These missionaries are not recognised e.s being priests in 
Sweden , so they cannot officiate at home , but in the mission 
field they _.-)-: li perform all ministerial acts , though missione.ry 
ordine.tion. daes not giveL authority to celebrate communion . The 
whole emphasis of the service is on the sending out of 
messengers in obedience to the Lord 1 s commend e.nd so it is 
(74) Brillioth , p 159 
for all who go a.broa.d in the service of the mission , doctors 
nurses· and -:teachers a;s well as church workers· and pastors . 
Sometimes a man is ordained ~riest iri Sweden on condition that 
his priesthood is exerc.ised abroad and tha.t when he returns he '"": 
will relinquish his ministry ; this exception to the usu~l 
conception of the priesthood as a life~long office is regretted 
by Brillioth< 74 >. 
Ordinations of native priests first became a possibility 
just before the Second-World War and it was the intention of 
the Mission Board to send out a Swedish bishop , but the war 
prevented this and the loca.l chairma.n was authorised .to perform 
the ceremony • In a.reas such gs India. , where the Swedish Missio: 
has long bee;n working _with other Luthere.n missions , Swedish 
c • 
traditions in the matter of ordaining priests could. not be 
- - -
followed·, a.nd native priests re·ceived their ordination at the 
·hands of the minis-ters ·in charge or' the. work This ha.s only 
. . 
recently ceased ·t·o 'be the general practice . 
T~e· Mis_sion Board des~r~s_ .. that the, churches under its 
protection sh~ll ·become' "conscious. of the Luthera..n, inheri ta.nce 11 
' o • I ' I • I • • ,, ' r I ' I ' ~ ' 
a.nd of the particular blessings o,:t the ·s~~dish mo_th!;!r church, 
• 0 ' I I I, I I 
among which its liturgy e..ri.d its episcopacy are'the'most obvious. 
·•. • . :· !- •. • 
When the Tamil church was-~orking out i t.s consti t·ution in the 
. - : , . . , ; I ... . : . ' ~. ~ ! . . • ' : 
years preceeding the First World--War. , the Swedish element was 
• • • . I • . • ' • ~ . . ' 
pres_si~g for epis.copa.ci •. During _the ~ar t::he dis.cussions 
b·e~a.m~. more urgent ,_ and the. T.amil' church quickly :adopted a 
.. . •• I - '; I ' •• \ • 
constitution. in 191.9 so that. the property of the (German) . 
Le_ipz_ig M·is_sion , the ;ioneer Luth~r.an body in :the area., might 
. ' . 
be considered to belong to the Indian church a.nd so avoid 
•• • • • • • • ·- •• i • ' • • • 
confisca.tion .• Th_e n_ew consti tut~_on nad to .b.e ap.proved by the 
-. ' .. 
supporting' societies_ , and the Swe_dis_h Board gave its blessing 
,· , I ' • 1 , / 1 • 
on condi :tion that_ there should b_e .a.· b-ishop ,. and that the 
• I • ' 
government should. not be purely synodiq a.l •. Thi.s aroused 
: . . . . . . . . 
opposition both from the Leipzig Missi'on~ ~nd from many Indian 
churchmen ; but SCS'de~blom sent a pei-sonalletter .. ,. carefully 
• ' ~ I : 
(75) "Svenska. KyrkRnfl Mission" p 43 
( 76) " Sinc·e the Swed·i sh Mission BoR,rd took over 
t·he r.esponsi bili ty !Bor the work in Buhe.yF.I ( ~( anga.nyikF.I) 
and the. development of its church, there hF.l.ve been 
queries as to whether the LutherF.~.n bisho.p in South 
Jlfricg -eught to be requested to conduct ordinations 
in Buheya.. But since the Boerd only a.dministers this 
mission field R~ the request of the Lutheran World 
Fed_erati.on a.nd hP..s not the sF.~me independent stR.tus 
in _1'anga.nyikR. RS it ht=~s for .example i.n South A~ricB. or 
- . 
Rhod_esia, t=~nd since an: episcopal ord.inPtion co.uld not win 
universF~l Rssent,the calli'ng in ID>f a. South Africt=~n 
bishop. would be co.nsidered ~- hi"gh-ha~ded. ecti.on . e.nd 
·would _only· eet back Lutherap. co..:.operpt_ion.. Su.ch .Pn 
Pction before t~e introduct:i:on of Pn ep~scope.l ministry 
to the Buheya Chur.ch w_ould make it more d.iffic.ul t to 
bring it about !B.ther thBn essist.ing it 0 F.or these 
. . 
reasons the Mission Board considered thPt it ought not 
to i:nsfst unc_ondi tionP.D,y on its view of episcopal 
ordinptfon, the !JlOre. so since. the .Swedish church itself 
WF.I.S not committed to such en P.Ct ... However tl1e Boerd hes, 
in RccordP.nce with the order of our church sought to 
hP..sten the introduction of episcoppcy" SKir ,l;957 ,No 17 
ex:plainin_g the ree.sons for the recomme!).dation and expounding 
what was meant by: 11 eve.p.gelical-lutheran e:pi sco:pacy" a.nd the 
condition e.cce:pted ; the life-president of the flamil Church , 
Dr Ernst Heuman was consecrated bishop by the then Bishop of 
Skara in 1920 a.t Tranquebar. The :present bishop , the fourth , 
is a Tamil, and was consecrated in 1956 by his :predecessor 
Bishop Sa.ndegren;Bishop Ysander of Linko:ping and Bishop Hans 
Lilje of Hanover assisting . 
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It wa.s not until 1948 tha.t it was considered tha.t a bishop 
wa.s needed in South Africa ; the church had been developing 
gradually townrds independent sta.tus e.nd this was thought to be 
an a:ppropria.te time to introduce episcopal government . Bishop 
Sundgren was consecrated in 1949 by the Bishop of Linko:ping , 
assisted by the Anglican Bisho.:ps of Zu.luland and Singapore . 
The General Secretary· 0f the Swedish lVlission Board wrote of this 
event " 11he new bishop :performed large:)..y .the sa;ne functions as 
the f0rme:r_' chairman of the conference . The e:pisco:pe.cy was 
certainly mee.nt to strengthen the church-consciousness of our 
Zulu c0ngrega.ti0ns ana. to promote contacts .with the .Anglican 
chur~hn< 75 > •. The :present bishop is Dr Fossaeus who was 
consecre(ted by .thE;! Bishop of Stockhoim in 1958 . 
. . 
The other·tw0 areas-in Africa have only very recently 
l:lec0me episcopal ,. Rhodesi·e.. in 1959(-Bishop Albrektson) and 
Tanganyika in 196l(Bishop Benkt Sundkler,"Professor of Missions· 
at Up:psa.le. University) . In these area.s , as in ·th~ others , 
be.fore there was a bi .. sho:p ., ordinati0ns were :performed by the 
ehairman of the church ~·· and· discussions a.bout ·the desirability 
of episcopacy had -long been going on; suggestions had also been 
ma.de that the b~shop· ·fr0m Soutl+ Africa should be a.sked to come 
to conduet th~ G>rd.ina.tions ·unt.!11_ these churches had bishops· of 
their own, but the"Se were r-e j·eeted on the grounds tha;t such an 
acti0n WG>l,l.ld. al·iena.te. the.se who were hesitant about episcopa:cy 
e.t a time when· it WB;s most. desired .to convinee thein of the 
evangel~ical nature of sucl'l. e.n ord·er 0f mini:Etry( 7 6 ) ~ 
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The ministerie..l pra:ctice of the Church of Sweden in her 
mission a,rea:s illustrates the latitude e.llowed· by her doctrine, 
a; latitude that is not appe.rent in her practice at home , 
gove·rned as that is by tradition e.nd law···. Those f0r whom 
episcopal ordina.tion is ee.sential will regard the policy which 
has been pursued in missionary areas· e;s regrettable ; but others 
will see that it has been the means by which Swedish 
Lutheranism has been able to show other members of her own 
confession that· episcopacy, righly understood, is en 
institution which is fully compatible with evangelical doctrine, 
valua.ble as a form of church government, and of great 
significence·in the movement towards uni:ty in the church. 
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CONCLUDING NOTE 
· A study of the doctrine and practice of the ministry in the 
Church of Sweden iliustrates the need for a soluti.on to the 
great theological problem of the proper relation between 
Scripture and tradition • On the one hand , the Swedish church 
inherits the reformation emphasis on the Scriptures , ·claiming 
that nothing which is not prescribed in the· New Testament may be 
deemed essential , either for the salvation of th~ ind·ividual or 
the validity of the church • Thi~ assertion was most necessary 
in the sixteenth century , and is aiways necessary whenever there 
is a t_endency to over-emphasize the i-mportance of tradition ; it 
has influenced the whole d:oct'rina.l position of the Swed·ish churcl1 1 
whose teaching ~bout the ministry illustrates this in·many 
particulars • On the other' hand however , Sweden was 
enabl.ed by the accidents of histDry and (perhaps) the Providence 
of God , to preserve a more conservative practice than was 
possible on the Continent • The normal ·tend.ency has been to see 
this practice merely as· something enjoined by the laws of the 
state ; but from time to time it has been perceived ,. howbeit · 
dimly ,. that lt has nevertheless a real' religious significance • 
Laurentiu~ Petri , for example , while basing all his regulations 
·for the ministry on the Biblical principles e.enunciated by the 
reformation , yet could claim that the Office of bishop had 
evolved in the church under the guidance of the Holy Spirit and 
must therefore be kept • Here a fundamenta:I tension between 
Scripture and tradition becomes apparent , for if the Holy Spirit 
is indeed at work in forming the beliefs and structures of the 
church , they cannot simply be treated as "de jure humane" , 
and Divine inatitution claimed only for the_precepts of Scripture. 
A distinction between the commands of Christ , which must be 
obeyed-, and the promptings of the Holy Spirit , which may be 
ignored. , would be intolerable • 
The reformation very properly emphas-ised that the 
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apostolic tradition as recorded in the Scriptures must never be 
contradicted by any teachin·g or practice of the church ; but 
Western Christendom has not yet agreed as to whether there is 
a legitimate development in doctrine and practice , and how far 
tradition may be seen as the work of the Spirit , active in the 
midst of the church • The mod·ern theological contact not only 
between Catholic and Protestant , but also between East and West, 
may lead to a deeper understanding on this important point , and 
it is to be ho·ped that the individual churches will be· ready to 
acknowledge and apply any new light that may be granted to them. 
